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INTRODUCTION 

Northern Pipe Line Company of Delaware, Inc., plans to construct approxi
mately 100 miles of 24-inch diameter pipeline through southeastern Minnesota. 
The pipeline will carry crude oil and connect refineries in Pine Bend and 
St. Paul Park, Minnesota, to crude oil supplies available in the vicinty of 
Wood River, Illinois. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the proposal was distributed 
in February, 1977. Subsequently, the proposed route was found to traverse 
an area where there was a potential for groundwater contamination in the 
event of an oil spill. This potential was due to the shallow depth of 
bedrock aquifers under portions of the route, and also to the proximity of 
sinkholes. These conditions could possibly allow oil from a spill to enter 
the bedrock aquifers. It was,therefore, determined that the pipeline should 
be routed in areas having a minimum of 50 feet of glacial till to protect 
the bedrock aquifers from contamination. Utilizing this criterion, several 
routes were evaluated. The Minnesota Geological Survey provided a m~p which 
delineated areas where 50 feet of till overlies bedrock, and the final routes 
were selected to maintain the 50 feet of till above bedrock wherever possible. 
The route still crosses two areas of shallow bedrock, one near LeRoy and the 
other in the Northfield-Cannon River areas; special protective measures are 
being required in these areas, as well as in the sand plain north of Northfield. 

A Draft Addendum to the EIS was prepared on the new route and was aistributed 
in January, 1978. Public meetings on the Addendum were held in Dodge Center 
and Northfield in February, 1978. Extensive comments were received both in 
writing and at the public meeting. This Final EIS is the response to those 
comments and concerns. 

Some of the major comments and concerns raised include the following: 

-Oil spills and pollution of ground and surface water 
-The possibility of routing along the Chicago-Northwestern Railroad 
-Effects on drain tile systems and diagonal crossing of fields 
-Soil compaction 
-Concerns regarding construction practices and cleanup 
-Need for the project, and alternatives for bringing oil to Minnesota 

This Final EIS has attempted to respond to these and other concerns either 
in the additional information provided in the Appendicies, or as direct responses 
to comments made in letters or at the public meetings. 

As a result of the many comments and concerns raised, a number of 
mitigative measures, changes in the project and landowner protection measures 
have been developed. 

1. An alternative route paralleling the Chicago-Northwestern 
Railroad has been identified and examined in detail (See 
Appendix IV and XIVe 
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2. Several alterations have been made in the company's proposed 
route which reduce the number of drain tiles affected . 

3. Extra safeguards are being required in areas of the route 
having less than 50 feet of glacial till over the bedrocks • 
Heavier walled pipe, 100 percent x-raying of girth welds, and 
extra values will be required . 

4. A liaison procedure has been developed, whereby construction 
will be monitored to determine compliance with permits and 
grants-of-easement (See Appendix XI) . 

5. A standard easement agreement was developed and its use by the 
company will be required. The agreement gives landowners the 
option of using an arbitration procedure for resolving disputes 
rather than going to court; gives the option to require seg
regation of topsoil; requires the company to notify owners 
prior to entry upon their land; gives option for utilization or 
disposal of timber; gives landowner the right to be notified 
prior to start of tile repair so he may inspect the work in 
progress; provides that the pipeline will be installed below 
the grade of all existing tile lines-, unless the tile is buried 
at a depth to permit the pipeline to be built above the tile 
and still meet all other requirements. It should be noted, 
however, that landowners may negotiate on other matters or may, 
at the landowners option, negotiate to use an entirely different 
Grant-of-Easement instrument. 

6. An information booklet has been developed and will be distributed 
to all persons whose land the pipeline will cross. The booklet 
explains the procedures of granting the easement and of the 
construction process and outlines some of the things landowners 
have the right to negotiate in their grant-of-easement. It also 
explains how to register complaints and how disputes may be resolved . 

The Final EIS consists of this document plus the Draft EIS and the Draft Addendum 
distributed previously, and the reader is referred to the previous documents 
for information which is still applicable, and therefore, was not repeated in 
in Appendix IV, Part 2, or other portions of this document . 
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FIGURE 1 

EXPLANATION OF MAP UNITS 

HOLOCENE DEPOSITS 
Sediments deposited since Pleistocene glaciation 

Peat: hpb, bogs blanketing level to undulating terrain; 
hpf, fens along drainage ways or in basins with visible 
surface drainage. 

Colluvium: Mixed fine- to coarse-grained detritus including 
rock rubble; deposited by slop;;; wash and creep on and 
below valley slopes. Outcrops of bedrock ~are commonly 
present in these areas. 

Alluvium: Sand and gravel on floodplains; locally interbedded 
with silt, clay, and: organic deposits; characterized by 
irregular and interfingering stratification of poorly sorted 
to well sorted sediments. 

PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS 
Deposits formed by processes active during the repeated advance 
and retreat of Pleistocene glaciers. 

REDISTRIBUTED MATERIALS 
Sediments deposited by lacustrine, eolian and fluvial processes which 
were active when glaciation ended and which modified and redistributed 
earlier drift. 

Clayey and silty sediments deposited in glacial lakes 

Sandy and gravelly sediments deposited in glacial lakes 
and on beaches. 

Sandy and gravelly terraces occurring along streams 
at levels above the levels of present floodplains. 

Loess more than 2 meters thick; wind-blown silt and 
fine sand. 

LATE WISCONSINAN DRIFT 
DES MOINES LOBE 

Gray calcareous drift (olive-brown where oxidized) dominated by 
finer particle sizes (combined silt and clay typically exceeds 50 
percent of volume), but also characterized by shale and limestone 
clasts derived from western Minnesota, eastern North Dakota and 
Manitoba; locally mixed with brown or red drift from older lobes. 

Moraine Associations of the Des Moines Lobe 

Marshall: Moderate olive-brown (oxidized) or dark-gray (unoxidized) 
silty till and associated outwash, 

l dmo I Outwash. 
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Altamont: Light olive-gray (oxidi;ied) or yellowish-gray (unoxidized) 
till and associated outwash. 

8 Stagnation moraine; the segment of this moraine north 
of the Minnesota River covers an older lobe and contains 
numerous lakes. 

a Outwash; area characterized by numerous ice block lakes. 

Bemis: Yellowish-brown (oxidized) or dark-gray (unoxidized) till 
and associated outwash. 

Ground moraine, 

End moraine; distinct bands of moraine which mark the 
southernm<Jst advance of the glacier that deposited the 
Des Moines lobe drift in southern Minnesota and Iowa. 

Outwash. 

Pine City: Yellowish-brown (oxidized) or dark-gray (unoxidized) 
till and associated outwash of the Grantsburg sublobe of the Des 
Moines lobe; locally modified by mixing with reddish till of the Superior 
lobe. 

~ End moraine; marks the farthest advance of the glacier 
that deposited the Grantsburg sublobe tills. 

SUPERIOR LOBE 
Red-brown, sandy to stony, non-calcareous drift with abundant cl as ts 
of volcanic rocks, granitic and gabbroic rocks, metamorphic rocks, 
red sandstone and conglomerate. 

Moraine Associations of the Superior Lobe 

St. Croix: Reddish-brown, stony, sandy till and associated outwash. 

End moraine; contiguous at northwestern edge \Vith Rainy 
lobe St. Croix end moraine. 

Outwash. 

PRE-LA TE WISCONSIN AN DRIFT 
Remants of lobes of uncertain age in areas of southeastern and southv;estern 
Minnesota which are not blanketed by late Wisconsinan drift; typically 
weathered, leached, and covered by varying depths of loess. 

Eastern Gray Drift 
Yellowish-gray (oxidized) or olive-gray (unoxidized) till and outwash; 
till contains clasts of sandstone, limestone and shale as well as igneous 
and metamorphic rocks; generally leached near the surface, calcareous 
where unleached. 

Drift; tUl and outwash covered by as much as 2 meters 
of loess. 

- 2 -



Eastern Old Gray Drift 
Moderate yellowish-brown weathered silty till and outwash; clasts 
include igneous and metamorphic rocks, limestone and sandstone, 
but lack shale. 

I pog I Ground moraine; generally covered by less than 1 meter 
of loess, which locally obscures included areas of outwash. 

Outwash. 

Drift; till and outwash; covered by as much as 2 meters 
Of loess. A boulder-strewn zone within the eastern belt 
of this unit is probably a remnant of an end moraine 
of a lobe of unknown extent which comprises the Eastern 
Old Gray Drift. 

Pre-Late Wisconsinan Residuum 
Brown t:layey soils and ferruginous lateritic soils with brown iron 
ore deposits; derived from the weathering of Pre-Quaternary rocks; 
includes some till, possibiy of an earlier Wisconsinan or older glaciation. 

I Ip~~ Residuum; covered by as much as 2 meters of loess; 
includes some older till 
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e 40 Water Well With Thickness of Material Q\/erlying 
Umesble (Includes Some Cretaceous Sand and Gra~I) 

NL- No Drillers log 

Thickness of Unconsolidated Deposits Over Limestone Bedrock 
T 101 N, R 14, 15 W, Mower County 

- Depth to limestone Bed Rock - Ptopoeed Plpellne Route 

Figure 2 
Based on Information Supplied by Bruce Olson 

Minnesota Gcolgical Sul'Ve)( March 1978 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

P. 0. Box 488 
Dodge Cent..er, Minnesota 55927 

Hr. Ken Wald and Hr. Vonny Hagen 
Hinnesota Department of Natural Hesources 
300 Centenni:il tuilcling 
St. Paul, J.linnesota 55101 

Draft Addendum 
Draft Environmentci.1 Im2act Statement 

~~CEl'Vf,o 

MAR 27 1978 

u~;: .iiJ OF 
f'LM!NiNG 

March 24, 1978 

Ninnesota pcrtion of a crude oil pipeline from Wood ll.iver, Illinois 
to Pine liencl, Uinnesota 

'l'he following comments are offered relating to the effect the propose-l 
line will have ('!l agricultural activities in Steele and Dodr,e Counties, 
Hinnesota. Other concerns such as the wildlife, scciolor;ical, t'.nd :1ater 
quality aspects have been adequately stressed in tl-:e dcicu.i!l8nt. 

St1~~-~::_<2_s__s.iQE.~ - Agricultural drainafe ditches and sm:illor stretu:is which 
serve as draino.c;e outlets should have a minir:rurn of rour (4) feet of cover 
over the pipeline in the stream beu or ditch bottom. Adequate drainat:e 
outlet depths are esserr':,ial in Dud.n;e and Steele Counties since scvent.y
three (73;~) percent of the soils are less thci_n well urai.ned. 'l'he follv;ing 
j.s a list of stream crossi.ngs where this depth io ess·entiill: 

Streri.m or Ditch !fame m· flan re Section Lo~iticn 

Niddl.e Fork Zumbro 108N 18~f Ellinr,ton 20 Nd~ S'ti.ft 
lUllikcn Creek 108N 18W Ellinc;t on 33 SE~ N'.Vi; 
Milliken Creek 108N 18W Ellington 33 SHt SE~ 
Un-named 'l'ribut:i.ry 

tM~ f,j•;~ lJodi;e Center Creek 1U6N 1'1\·l Ashland 7 
H:i.mle Group Ditch 106N l(M Vernon 32 sEk sw,~ 

lj.le D~inaj'e - Tlrn proposed route will cross many fields which have been 
pattern drafoed on ei,-~hty (80) to one-hundred (100) foot tile spacings. 
An estimated i'ii'ty percent (5o;i) of the distanGe will cross completely 
draine,1 fields. A conservative figure would be six hundred ninty (690) 
tile crossin(',S in IJ0dr,e County. A chanee in pipeline: depth to proville a 
minimum cover of four and one-half (4~) feet will uct minimize the 
croDsirwri but. would uLi.rdmuze the oonst1"11ctton hend::i uwler each tile line, 
Sjricu tlic rdpulirw in 'l,/1 :lncl1os in d:i 1mci.or wltli thirty (JU) jncllrn:J of 
cover, it. v1lll be in line with most tile linuti prusen1, ;u1d f\1t11rt.!. 'l'ile 
lines aru installed at three (J) to four and 011e-ki.lf (/~~) foot clepths 
fvr HL'.1JdJ1mm benefits. /( __ ..... ,~ 

r .l( 
\ J ,,.., 

,~ • .-.~. ·1·-·· 

11( ,, 

,t('J; I ~ 

3 
2 

Another alternative would be to locate the pipeline near the railroad 
rir:,ht-of-way. This would eliminate ei~hty (80) to ninty (90) percent 
of the tile crossinc;s, not to mention the additional depth or construction 
bends necessary on the proposeli route. 'i'hfo ;10uld be beneficial to the 
landowners whose la'.1ds are crossed e.Pd to the pipeline. 

\ihile re-routinz may be costly at this tin;c, the long-term effects of the 
pr•)pOsed l'DUtc should be considered by reviewing and· I'C['11ln:l:;ory 118Cl1Cios, 

Any question~J reg:trding these comment.s can be directeu to the District 
Cot!:.rnrvatic»rtist, :.;.0.D.A., ;;oil Gc,,;scrva!~:icn Ser-1_,:ic:c, Box 428, DoJge Ceni;er, 
ki_n~eso"tiQ. 559'27. 

Sinorely, 

1·J I c 

Steve Cr~.1.ll 

uistrict Con:;ervationist. 

cc: lfo.rk i:lo(~Er1in~ 

Gtcvc ~~enslin 
l':c-n B.ose 

0 
0 
~ 
~ m ·z 
uJ 

·~ 
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RESPONSE 

To Letter of Steve Crull, District 
Conservationist - USDA Soil 
Conservation Service 

Federal regulations require four feet of cover over the pipeline where it passes 
under all water courses. In the case of ditches, the four feet would be 
measured from the design elevation of the bottom of the ditch (not the present 
bottom elevation, which may be higher because of sedimentation). 

The pipeline will always be installed below the grade of existing tile lines. 
In areas where there are many tile lines, the pipeline will be buried consistantly 
at the depth necessary to be below tile line; that is, the grade of the pipeline 
will not be continually raised and lowered just to avoid tile lines. Because the 
area through which it passes is so heavily tiled, this will mean in effect that 
much of the pipeline will be below the 3 to 4~ foot depths where tile lines are 
most commonly found. 

See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative. A consulting engineering firm has currently 
estimated the number of tiles which would be affected by a route adjacent to the 
railroad, and has maie a comparison on this basis between the proposed route and 
the railroad alternative. 
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II C-rvl/vy- Ji 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVltE 

~11 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Dodge County Extension Office 
Main Street 1:;'.::,\.' "" ·7 
Dodge Center, Minnesota 55927 

(507) 374-6435 

February 28, 1978 
~4i\R 2 t;.;·~. 

To: Dept. of Natural Resources 

From: David H. Hanson 
Ext. Director, Dodge County 
Dodge Center, Mn. 55927 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement 

suhX.n~·i v; 
fllf\NN\NG 

I feel a great responsibility and duty to make the below suggestions 

to be considered for use in your Environmental Impact Statement. 

I attended the D.N.R.--Northern Pipeline Hearing in Dodge Center on 

Feb. 2, 1978 and h;).ve examined the first and als.o the amended ILLS. I 

feel that there are some very great weaknesses, causing great concern by 

farmers owning land in the proposed route. 

In my conversation with Dodge Co. affected farmers I find that they 

would prefer the line be moved to land on/or adjacent to railroad rite~of-way 

(where little to no field tile exist). I find that they are sympathetic to 

the need for crude oil and feel that most would agree to the proposal if 

they could be assured of the protection the following suggestions would 

give them. 

Please consider the following: 

2 •i. The main pipeline should have a protective cover around it capable of 

(.51) 
l,,_/f'~ 

containing environmentally hazardous spills. This could be of relatively 

inexpensive plastic. I agree it would add to the cost initially but 

it would increase the life of the pipeline, provide some protection to 

man made damage, and would most impor·tantly contain spills. The so-

called sophisticated instruments now being used are unable to detect 

more 

3 
I leaks until 300 to 1,000 barrels of crude oil has escaped. 

not satisfactory in the minds of the farmers. 

Agricultural field tile is normally laid at a 4 ft. depth. 

This is 

I suggest 

the new pipeline be laid at a minimum 5 ft. depth. This would eliminate 

future problems for the tiling of agricultural land affected. Further 

more it would eliminate future paper work required for special requests 

to have the pipeline laid deeper than the presently recommended 

3 ft. minimum. 

4 I The repair of the field tile affected should be inspected by trained 

personel independent of the contractor or Northern Pipeline company. 

Just as electrical inspection, it should meet minimum standards before 

being backfilled. 

I do hope that the urgency of replacing the Canadian crude oil does 

not force action that will endanger some of the finest agricultural land in 

the state and nation. 

An ounce of prevention today may be better than "barrels" of cure ten 

years down the road. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Sincerely, <;--·· 
.... ~: "C' ~YI."' 

.· // 
/,,,/ ............ /..,·-">- ..... ~ . .a~._ 

David II. Hanson 

Ext. Di rector 

CC: P.C.A., s.c.s., Dept. of Agriculture 

Al Quie, Ist Dist. Congressman 

J\'.el Frederick, Senator 

D<>n Frederick, Hepresentative 

John IliersdoT'f, Representative 

0 
0 s: 
s: m z 
~ 
(J) 
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RESP NE 

To Letter of David H. Hanson 
Extension Director, Dodge County 
U of M Agricultural Extension Service 

See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative 

It is not felt that a protective cover around the pipeline would 
provide sufficient additional protection to justify the additional 
cost and other problems which would result. A sudden, large rupture 
of the pipeline would also rupture a plastic pipe surrounding it . 
The plastic pipe also would provide little protection against external 
damage (i.e., by machinery) one of the leading causes of ruptures. 
A covering could also significantly delay detection of small leaks and 
hamper locating their source. 

The pipeline will be laid under all existing tile, and landowners 
have the option to request deeper than normal burial in areas they 
plan to tile in the future. The state does not have the authority to 
specify the depth to which the pipeline must be installed, except at 
crossings of public waters. 

We concur that such inspection of tile repairs would be ideal. 
However, there is no appropriate inspection agency on the state level 
such as there is for electrical work and some other crafts. Counties 
could possibly provide this service through their building inspectors. 

The state will be employing a liaison worker who will monitor construc
tion work to determine compliance with the landowners' easement agree
ments, including tile repair. While the liaison worker will have no 
authority to stop construction, he will report instances of non
compliance to the appropriate state agencies and contact the pipeline 
company for appropriate action. Landowners will receive an information 
booklet describing the liaison procedure. 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA "'/fl - 1 1~'/ 

Off ice Memorandum , DEPARTMENT of Transportation 

TO : William B. Nye ·~· DATE: March 17, 1978 
Commissioner 
Department of Natural Resources 

1,v';~ ~ 

FROM Jim Harrington\'}1::::/.-. 
Commissioner p ~i ~ .:. .\ 1 

,~,, .,•·; ' 

PHONE: 296-3000 

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Addendum to Northern 
Pipeline Company's Proposed Project from Wood River, Illinois 
to Pine Bend, Minnesota 

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) has reviewed the Draft Addendum 
for the Minnesota portion of a crude oil pipeline from Wood River, Illinois to 
Pine Bend, Minnesota. We wish to offer the following comments for your consider
ation in preparing subsequent reports. 

1 There are two areas in the addendum that should be clarified. The first of 
these falls under Section 2, pages 17, 18 and 19. On these pages there are 
footnotes and direct references made regarding th~t the pro~oneci pipeline report 
will pass through approximately 4 to 9 miles of road or highway !"ight of wc.y. 
Minnesota Statute identifies the rules and regulations for pipeline and 
utility occupancy on State trunk highways. We wish you to note that the 
pipeline cannot be accommodated on trunk highway right of way in a longi
tudinal or parallel manner. As such, the footnotes should be reviseci to 
state: excluding State highways. 

The second area in which we would appreciate clarification is Section 3, 
page 88, Transportation. The section briefly discusses construction pro
cedures in respect to the various transportation modes. The Draft Addendum 
indicates that permits are required from the rail companies in areas where 
the proposed pipeline would cross railroad lines. We concur with this and 
would request that the text also reference highway permits which would 
similarly be required from Mn/DOT and the counties for any road crossings. 

3 
I

The railroad and road crossings in the addendum are inconsistent with 
the route maps in Appendix G. 

The list for Rail Lines on pages 65 and 70 should read as follows: 

COUNTY 

Dakota 

West Alternate 

(jj 

·--~-------,. 

••• 

RAIL LINE 

Chicago & Northwestern 

Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Paul & Pacific 

LOCATION 

S. 36, R. 19W, T.115N 

S. 6, R. 19W, T.112 

Minneapolis, Northfield, S. 13, R. 20W, T.112N 
& Southern 

•• • • • 

Page Two 
Cowmissioner William B. Nye 
March 17, 1978 

COUNTY 

Dakota (Continued) 

East Alternate 

Rice 

West Alternate 

Both Alternates 

Dodge 

Mower 

RAIL LINE 

Chicago & Northwestern 

Chicago & Milwaukee 
St. Paul, & Pacific 

Chicago & Northwestern 

Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Paul, & Pacific 

Chicago & Northwestern 
Chicago & Northwestern 

Correct As Shown 

LOCATION 

S. 21, R. 19W, T.112N 

S. 16, 20W, T.lJlN 

S. 22, R. 20W, T.lllN 

S. 9, R. 19W, T.lllN 

S. 36, R. 18W, T.107W 
S. 34, R. 17W, T.105N 

In addition, we suggest the following list be substituted for the ROADWAY 
CROSSU:GS in Appendix E 

Dakota County 

County Road No. 38 
County State Aid Highway No. 42 
County State Aid Highway No. 66 
County Road No. 79 
County Road No. 72 
State Trunk Highway No. 50 
County Road No. 78 

East Alternate 

County State Aid Highway No. 80 
County Road No. 805 
County Road No. 82 
County Road No. 51 
County State Aid Highway No. 86 
County Road No. 92 
County State Aid Highway No. 47 
County Road No. 94 
State Trunk Highway No. 19 

0 
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West Alternate 

County State Aid Highway No. 80 
State Trunk Highway No. 3 
County State Aid Highway No. 86 
County State Aid Highway No. 23 
County Road No. 96 
State Trunk Highway No. 19 

Rice County 

East Alternate 

State Trunk Highway No. 19 
County Road No. 79 
County State Aid Highway No. 28 
County Road No. 81 
State Trunk Highway 246 
County Road No. 82 
County State Aid Highway No. 29 
County Road No. 88 
County St·ate Ald Highway No. 27 

West Alternate 

State Trunk Hlghwny No. 19 
County Ronrl No. 59 
County State Aid Highway No. 1 
County State Aid Highway No. 8 
State Trunk Highway No. 3 
County State Aid Highway No. 20 
County State Aid Highway No. 22 
County Road No. 82 
County State Aid Highway No. 29 
County State Aid Highway No. 27 
County State Aid Highway No, 23 

Both Routes 

County Road No. 87 
State Trunk Highway No. 60 
County Road No. 86 
County State Aid Highway No. 19 
County State Aid Highway No. 32 

...... 

- - - - -
-· 
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Steele County 

County State Aid Highway No. 10 

Dodge County 

County State Aid Highway No. 24 
County State Aid Highway No. 1 
County State Aid Highway No. 20 
County Road No, G 
County State Aid Highway No. 5 
U.S. Highway No. 14 
County State Aid Highway No. 5 
County State Aid Highway No. 10 
County State Aid Highway No. 6 
State Trunk HiBhway No. 56 
County Road No .. K 
County STate Aid Highway No. 4 
State Trunk Highway No. 30 
County State Aid Hlghway No. 

.!:_1~'~":'..F Count_y_ 

Corre1ct as shown in the appendix 

- - - -

Attached to nur commr.•nts are a nu1'1~Jur of 1 etters Mn/DOT has received from property 
oi;..--ners conce:-nP<l ;ibout the need and location for the proposed pipeline. These 
letters also express concern over posGible ground water pollution and loss of 
agricultural lands resulting from the construction and operation of Northern 
pipe1ine. 

Whi.lr~ the Department of Transportation is sympathetic to these concerns, the 
authority or control of such factors is beyond the Department's jurisdiction. 
We are confident however, th2.t as the Department of Natural resources and others 
reassess the route location, conside-ration will be given to these concerns so 
that all practicable measures will be taken to minimize environmental effects. 

We appreciate this opportunity to review the Northern Pipeline Addendum. If you 
have any questions regarding our comments, please contact Janette Kreideweis at 
296-1653. 

cc: Ken Wald - DNR 

-
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RESPONSE 

1 IThe comment is noted as stated. 

2 I The col!'.ment is noted as stated. 

To Letter of Jim Harrington, Commissioner 
Department of Transportation 

~1The changes and additions noted are hereby incorporated as part of the EIS. 
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AOMIN 1000 (REV. 4/77) 

STATE OF MIN~ESOTA . '/Jr'/C'11./ AJ!io:~ 

• Dr.:1-'AR'fMENT Health Off ice Memorandum 
,~,_er: iv;:0 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Wil.l i.:i1u Ii :nib 

Commis:.101u;,· of Natural Resources 

~~~1Qf.2_~ 
Commissioner of Health 

MAR J 7 1978 

l!IJ:\ 1\'I OF 
PLA:'WING 

DATE: March 13, 1978 

PHONE: 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement - Addendum to Northern Pipeline 
Company's Proposed Project from Wood River, Illinois to Pine Bend, 
Minnesota 

This memorandum is in response to your request for a review of the draft addendum 
to the Environmental Impact Statement for the Northern Pipeline. We wish to 
thank you for the opportunity to comment on the report. The draft addresses 
several i terns of importance which should provide an increased measure of safet!l 
from a spill. We concur wholeheartedly with the provision of added valving 
at the five stream crossjnqs and the addition of automatic and check valves to 

1: I the line. rThe provision of x-raying 25% of the pipeline was a step in the right 
direction 'a2though, in our opinion, an added safeguard would be to x-ray 100% 
of the welds in the critical area. · 

2 

3 

It is our undersi:.anding that a number of our concerns about engineeri.ng-type 
mitigating measures outlined in the January 16, 1978 memorandum whiclJ inc.luded 
additional x-ra!/ing, clay liners, installation of additional manual or automatic 
valves and evaluation of hydrostatic testing of the pipeline will be dealt r.ith 
as permit consicle1:ations by your Departmont, and accordingl!J will not be 
discussed or evaluated in the E ,I .s. f1~ are pleased that t!1ese conce.r:ns 
will be addressed in the permitting process. 

In past discussions with the pipeline company, we have been assured that a , 
pipeline spill will be cleaned up within 36 hours. T1'e note that a spill that 
occurred on Novemher 4, 1977 near Staples, M.innesota has not been completely 
cleaned up as of this date. The clean un issue should be addressed in the 
permitting process. The Northern Pineline Company should develop immediately 
better clean up procedures that will insure that spills are recovered within 
the shortest time possible. 

The dra.ft E .I .s. addendum should also address a concern that was recently brought 
to our attention by Mr. Herbert Pfeffer, Christenson f'lell Service, Dodge Center. 
Mr. Pfeffer notes that many farmsteads have been abandoned with the buildings 
removed and the land farmed. Many of the abandoned wells on such property have 
had the casing cut off below surface so that land could be plowed. Mr. Pfeffer 
is concerned that if such wells are encountered that they will not be properly 
sealed and be potential sources of contamination. He is also of the opinion 
that all wells should be located at least 100 feet from the line. 

/<',· ~' 
i l I 
\ .. __ ./' 

-·----------~~-·--,, 

- - - - - - - -

-2-

Mr. Pfeffer has informally estimated that there mag be as many as one abandoned 
well for every farmstead in Dodge CoWJty. Because of the possible numbers of 
such wells, the problem of potential ground contamination from a pipeline 
spill is a real concern. Such wells should be located and measures taken to 
insure that the wells are properly sealed. 

cc: Environmental Quality Board Members 
Minnesota Geological Survey 
Environm~ntal Review Coordinator, Department of Natural Resources 

-
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To letter of Warren R. Lawson, M.D. 
Commissioner, Department of Health 

Woodward - Clyde Consultants, in their report prepared for the Minnesota 
Energy Agency, states that "In our opinion it is appropriate for the State of 
Minnesota to require 100 percent radiological testing of girth welds on pipe to 
be installed in areas it considers sensitive, even though some areas the state 
might classify as sensitive would not be specifically included in areas requir
ing such testing according tot.he regulations quoted above," (refers to Federal 
DOT Regulations). 

On the other hand, the U.S. Department of Transportation in a lette~ to 
the Energy Agency (March 1, 1978) states that the Office of Pipeline Safety 
Operations (OPSO) "considers these requirements (the Federal requirements 
for x-raying ten percent of all girth welds and 100 percent of girth welds in 
specified areas) to be reasonable and adequate to assure the quality of the 
welding performed during the manufacture and construction of the pipeline. 
The post construction pressure test required by the regulations (Subpart E) 
is further and more positive assurance of the quality of all welds, materials, 
and construction procedures used prior to placing the pipeline in operation." 

It should also be noted that Federal regulations require 100 percent 
x-raying of longitudinal welds. 

As stated in Commissioner Lawson's letter, this is one of a number of 
engineering type mitigating measures which will be dealt with as permit con
siderations by DNR. The DNR permit will require x-·raying 100 percent of the 
girth welds in those areas identified as having less than 50 feet of glacial 
till over the bedrock, as well as installation of thicker walled pipe and additional 
valves at streams. 

2 We quote from a letter dated March 30, 1978 prepared by the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency in response to a similar question: 

"The Minnesota Pipe Line Company crude oil spill near Staples occurred 
on November 4, 1977. Approximately 4,398 barrels (184,716 gallons) of Canadian 
crude were spilled from the 16 inch line as a resuit of a five foot rupture 
of the longitudinal seam. The oil flowed over ground to a nearby peat bog 
of approximately two acres. A dike was constructed around the bog, trenches 
were dug to direct the oil to a sump and oil was pumped directly to trucks. 
This continued until November 29 at which time the first burning was permitted. 
Burning continued for four days. By early December the weather had become severe 
and the remaining oi'l was covered by a thick layer of snow and ice. A ditch 
was excavated around the bog inside the dike and further cleanup was discon
tinued until spring. The bog was been regularly inspected since early this month 
and as soon as the ice begins to thaw, a meeting with Company officials, the 
Department of Natural Resources and the Pollution Control Agency will be held 
on the site. At that time, we will determine what steps are necessary to clean 
up the remaining oil. The Company remains liable for all cleanup of the spill, 

I 
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damages to the environment, expenses incurred by the state and, possibly, 
penalties. The Company has already negotiated with the landowner for 
payment of damages. ~~e land involved in this case was peat bog and was 
not cultivated or used as pasture." 

Subsequently, the company has cleaned up the remaining oil and has under
taken restoration measures, including turning the soil, fertilizing and seeding. 
PCA will continue to monitor the site and will require additional restoration 
measures as necessary. 

Additional information regarding cleanup of spills has been prepared by 
the PCA and is published in Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concern . 

Improperly abandoned wells in Southeastern Minnesota have been known 
to be a problem for many years. Locating such wells (especially those cut off 
below the land surface) is an extremely difficult task. If, while laying 
the pipeline, an abandoned well is found, it should be properly abandoned 

3 according to Minnesota Department of Heal th. Even though the pipeline is 
intended to be at least 300 feet from any home, it_ is possible that a water 
well could be closer. At least a 100 foot separation distance, and preferably 
300 feet, should be provided for each water well. The pipeline company will 
be required, as a condition of the DNR permit, to cap any abandoned wells 
which are found within 300 feet of the centerline . 



c MMENTS 

STATE PLANNING AGENCY 
101 CAPITOL Sf)U/\fm llUILDING 

550 CEDAR ST!<EE'(' 
ST. PAUL, 55101 

March 17, 1978 

Department of Natural Resources 
Environmental Review Coordination 
3rd Floor Centennial Bldg. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

RE: Draft EIS Addendum on Northern Pipeline from Wood River, 
Illinois to Pine Bend Minnesota. 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The draft EIS addendum has been reviewed by the Environmental 
Planning Division of the State Planning Agency. The following 
corunents are submjtted for your consideration in the final 
EIS addendum. 

1 I
The map showing surficial geology, figure 7, is difficult 
to read. It would be helpful if the areas of outwash sand 
and gravel along the proposed route could be more clearly 
illustrated. 

2 Depth to bedrock is a significant factor in comparing the. 
route alternatives. A more detailed map showing drill 
hole locations, with depths to bedrock and outcrops in the 
general area between Fairbault and Farmington would give 
the reader a better understanding of the level of reliability 
of the inferred 50 foot isopach. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review th'is document. 

Sincere+y, 

) > -\, 
~ Joe Sizer, Director 

Environmental Planning Division 

JS/tj 

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY Ef'IPLOYE_R" 
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RES N E 

To Letter of Joe Sizer, Director 
Environmental Planning Division 
State Planning Agency 

I 
A new map of surficial geology of Southeastern Minnesota has 

1 been providec (Figure 1), based on new unpublished information pro
vided by the Minnesota Geological Survey. 

The map showing the 50 foot to bedrcck isopach (Figure 6 in 
the Draft Addendum) was prepared by the Minnesota Geologic Survey 
(MGS). It is based on well log records and other data which is 

~ unpublished and is not in publishable form. The MGS has stated, 
however, that the information on which the map was based is avail
able for review at their offices, located at 1633 Eustis Street, 
St. Paul. 



Mr. Ken Wald, 
Environmental .l:ieview Coordinator 
Department of t;atural Re;;ources 
Centt::npi.al Building 
St. Paul, Linnesota 55155 

Dear Lr. Wtld, 

March 1.5, 1978 

h.nclosed please find a copy of my response to the Department of 
Natur~,1 he.sources 1 request for comments on the Draft Addendum to the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Hinne::iota Portion of the 
Wood River, Illinois to Pine Bend, 1-'.innesota Pi.;:-eline Project. 

Section titles and numbers refer to corresponding ones in the 
above docw11ent. 

li you. have q_uestions concerning any of this material, please 
foel free to call me at ?89 01+55'. 

l/~1."t 
~<t~ 

---·---'\ -~-- - .: -lllE!I .IE:! t/·. EJ 

Sincerely 

'? /. , 1) e _-·z., • i / ~ 1) 
;v£.,.)...,A::: ... l (... .7/v1.···CJ!A.<.-:...fi./ 

Harold E. Froehlich, 
Engineer M.nnesota, Iowa, & Illinois 
HCO 
)016 Armour Terrace 
Minneapolis, l'iinnesota 55418 

• • • 
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COM'.0!f:N'l'S ON THE DM.F'l' ADDiil'JDUM 
to 

DH.Ali'!' l!:l.NTicm;uE.J.'-iTAL fop ACT S'l' .... TEl•JJ.'ll'l' 
Hirmei;ota l'ortion of a 

Crude Oil Pipeline from Hood 1tiver, D.linois to Pine Bend, l·:N 

b'l'1\0.!J!JC'l'l ;N 

11 
'l'he op(;'.nint; petragn:ph i ... p1 it.es that tLis pipdine will be utilized by two 

r.0fi11uries, wliereias in fact. 1\~,til<111cJ ~i t.i::lrew from this prujed over ~ year.: at;;o 
aud tut::.i.r n(:Otc3 1u·e currtmLl~' Ll'·i11g l ulfilleJ Ly t11e rt:conlly laid ~Jilliams 
pip<il:l.ne. 

2 'l'lio )0 feet of t::lncial till t.d.JOVe bl:idrock i1:1 an urbilrary nwni.Nr. It is 
based OH tl1e bel1ef that the company will have sufficient· time to clean up the 
a:ct.:a bd'ore tlle oil ent.ers the aquifer. . This number was selected Lefore. this 
comp;rny 1 ::; line split wide open near Staples, }iinnesota on Novt.mber 4· of last 
year. I subgest th:it the time re:J,uired to cJean up the Staples spill is more 
indic<i.tive of a "roal llfe situation" than tbe few days upon which the 50 feet 
is based. TherlJ is a documented easel*· of oil contarlinating a 160 foot well 
which was protected by 145 feet of gl;icio.J. till. 

31 
'l'E:st::; c:ond:tc°ted by the c.ompuny a:r·e not rcpn:sentative o .. f real, situations. 

The tE:.st corrt..ai11er did not liave holes in the bottom to relieve tlie pressure 
cauoed by tLe l•;ak so nui..urally the oil flowed upward. No rainfall was applied 
to tbe surface of the soil bo.ing tested so oil migration fir:ures ao not re
pr·esent ac Lucil field corn.ii tious. 

41 Lopartment of H0alth p8rsonn8l .have s:U1ted that no cruc!e oil line should 
to pLiced over U1e soutf.&astorn i•Jin.n(;sota '.:..r:'.uii'er i.ml6ss its need is absolutely 
cruci::..l. This is not U:e ca~e, as will be discussed later. 

51 In i;ower County, the line still runs through areas that have shallow bed-
rock mid sir1kholes.,:. 

6 It is estimated that 10,000 tile lines will lie within 4 inches above this 
24 inch pi.!:Je. There have been seventy-two spills in 1-D.nnesota in the past five 
years. J It c:.in LG expected th::..t in the next fi.fty years t.Lis line will have a 
numLG!' o.f trectks u!id leakal!,e into the tile sy::;t8m is as;,ured. Tile lines lead 
oirectly to s11rf~ce drainaf:e systems n.nd are thus justas im:,,ortant as river 
cro;:;.sincs, pP.rt1a;)s moreso. Lectks into ~i.h> lines cannot be ili.rectly viewed and 
can contaminate .L;.q;e areas before becoming apparent. Undetected leaks are com.; 
men place. Hyurostatic tests give littlecssurance against future corrosive leaks 
of small. size.'+ 

1.1 SU; ,;';,lhY S'l'i<'l'El·i!;;NT 

7
1 

Assurance that t11e refi11t1ry in St. Paul Park, 1-ln will use this line is neces-
sar. y. !tiiUic.ut ·~11:i.s assurm,1ce tLc propo::iod pro;iect i!; for private gain by a pri
V«te cor~,oration <ind Hinner,ota ic':Overnm<,nt. is tlie vehicle whereby sucli an unjust 
t1·an::;for uf properly i:.; accom; .Ji:.;l1cd. 

81 'l'he pl'u1_,osed pro.iect llas been iIJitiated to quichly olituin property rit.:Jits 
befo1·e tlio Fuui:ral l{.ov0rn:"',:nt cornplet0s its stud .. ics and recommends a preferred 

.P--Nu:i1ibers refur to refe1·ences listed at the end of this report 

----~-- .. t ··' .. ·-~· ,__ -···--···· ~-~-- --· ' ··--· --· 
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Conunents on the Draft Adjendum--2 

l route .5 Koch plans to more than double the size of their refinery. 6 After lilies 
arn complt:itu<l 1'ro111 tho 110rth the proposed project cou.ld be used to ship petroleum 
products. Products flow through soil much faster than crude oil. 

91 Koch refinery uses heavy crude oil from Canada. Canada is currently esti
mating export of this crud~. until 199<::.7 Total cutoff of Canadian crude in 1981 
is incorrect. Recent discoveries and decisions to build tar sand plants may well 
increase the amount of crude available to Minnesota refiners. 

11 

Some, perhaps most if not all, of the crude will be shipped from St. James, La.. 
by baq,,e. Capline is full. This is the reason the line origin was moved from 
Patoka to hood ltiver. A map showing the route(s) and mileages between the Gulf 
Coast and Wood hlver is a necessary part of this statement. An estimated break
down of the amount and type of c1·uci.e shipped via tt1e various routes is also neces
sary. \·Jithout thi.s information a complE::te transportalion energy impact analysis 
cannot be made. Such an impact analysis has beE::n made based on barging and the 
results show this aspect to be at least as great, if not greater, than other items 
of concern. See section 3.2.6. 

Line si~e is stated as 24 inches in diameter. In tho Bormer and !',core studies, 
Koch rateu a 24 inch line at J76,000 B!-'Ii (barrels per day)b for crude: oil anu 
571;, JOO lil-'L for JJroJucts. 'l'bese figures are 19 and b2;; r,10a t.e1· than l"1.nn0sota 1 s 
total petroleum needs for 1985 as projected by the Mirmesota .C:nergy Agency Bien
nial r<:oport to the Governor dated January, 1976. Construction of this line thus 
imp:i.cts w1favorably on construction of the Northern Tier route wbicli is ten tim<7s 
mo1·e t:nergy efficient, anci utilizes re.newable hydroelectric µo-wer for pumpin6. 9 
S£:e section J.2.6. · 

1.2.2 Need for the Pronosed .f'r~~ 
'l'he .li'edo:;ral Leµart111d1t of i.'..nergy l!as conducted a supply demand balance for 

a] 1 the ;.ortL.:,r,, J.ier :::tat.es t.b.rougb lS.SolO and they state that hinnosota has 
no .@:_()_!?le111 of c1·ude oil supply in this time period. 'l'he dc..ta i.n their report was 
confirmed by its author under oath on Jauuary 2J, 1978 before the Illinois Com
merce C0inmi::.sion. Northern Pipeline Company did not challenge any item in this 
report. 

two 
The Federal government at tllis time is neutral on this project.11 At least 

other routes are viable alternatives to the proposed route: 
J.. Northern Tier Pipeline 
2. Sobio project and a 24 inch pipeline from Cushing, Oklahoma in 

an existing Williams pipeline conidor.l::.: 

Ttle recently released 19713 Minnesota 1'.nerg;y Agency Biennial Report to the 
Governor clearly shovis that the Pine Bend to 'viooc. hiver line is not needed. 
Table 15 in t1d.s reµort ..;bows U1e totctl nt:;edE:d crude s1.u:::_::,ly at 198,000 Pf'D aver
at:,e for tLe ye<cr 1980. <'.<'.,000 b.PD is from Port.a pipeline and oti1cr soU!'Ct!S, 
The new 1-lilli:...ms lint;; i,q cw-rt::ntly delivering about 100,000 ;-:lPD. In September of 
tl1is year, this crude oil lint: will have a cavacity of 130,000 .bPD. Table 8 of 
refE:rence 10 l.i.sts tf,e Canadi<cll allocation at .59, 6uo bPD for that year. Since 
the 3.gency that wrote t.Lat rt::l'ort l.iutt::ri11int:s tlio cr·uue allocation, l 1,refur to 
use that numl.0r rather th<.J.n the 51,000 BPD as listed by tlie J•iinnesot; .. Enere;y 
.-.(Seney. This ~clready totals 2ll, o001JPli, '(/" wore tLan needed. .E.x:char,ces ;,;re an
otLur source nut included ::i.L:.ive, In J <:itmary of tLj s yea1·, tuese wore al>•.:m1, 
20,UUO JJPD. Barc:;c;d crude from St. James, La. is another source. Last year ap
prox.iJr..£.tely lJ.t:.,000 BPD Wt::l'e sl1i1,.f.!ed in season. With a )z m:illion bbhi storage 

I 
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Comments en t:.·:e Draft .[1.dd~,'1dlUll--J 

capaclLy, a year round 28,000 .CPD supply is available by this method. Koch current
ly hc..s 4.9 million bbls total storagE: of wtich 837,000 bbls is designated for 
crude oil. This amount of crude storage allows for ?,000 BPD for the winter 
months. The proposed lJroject involv1:~; a hu:;e stora;:;o facility 3.L Wood K\vcr, Ill. 
which would b~;tter serve l·'.innesota' s needs if located at Pine Bend. It is no1'111'.d. 
for any in<lu.stl'y in iilnneco-:..a. to sto:re fuel for winter and a refi.riery is no excep
tion. It il:i the price paid for doing business here. It has the advantat_;e of 
flexibility to account for the temperature variations during winter and is a pru
dent invest111e:1t. Another factor affecting these nu.rnbers is the likelihood that 
U1e Conoco F.efinery in \>Jrenshall 'l-lill shut down unless the Norti;r_,1·n Tier line is 
constructed. 'l'his will rt0duce tlie nee:C.ed crude supply for the stat.~. Another 
L;.cLor sliould bo 1rouc;ht oi;t and th3.t is that I'en.ne:ries run essentially at con
st3.11t rate. 'l'he. .f.!l'otluct plp&lines arnl ti•t ir as~or.:iu.tel: storage l'acil.iti..:s aJ.'e 
the corc1ianles wLich take up the wee:k to weE::k variations in demand and their ca-

. paci ty to v;;.ry their supply is tremenc..ous. For example: Tr1e hid America line, 
not included in Table 15 t.ecause it is normally a propane li!1e, was running 
JO, 000 Bi'D of m:eded product during January of 1977. 

The above figures and discussion clearly sliow that the Pine Bend to Wood 
ltivor line is not needed by the pu\--lic and there fo1·e Koch is not entitled to 
eminent domain privileges. If the Wood Hiver to Pine Bend line is built, the 
three main pipelines to the Twin Cities i(efinerles would have a combined capac-
ity of: ;innesota t'ipeline 175,000 :::PD 

Williams Line lJO, o-::•O 
-viood .iti ver to Pine :!::end :c:46, 700 

)51, 7'j0 BPD 
This is over three times their current capacity! 

I 

"State energy officials say tLese supplie1"s (rtli'erring to the existing 
·\iilli<J.:ns line and Uie proposed project) arE: .solutions only for the near future, 
and tl:a t U,e long range needs of i·ri.nriesota demand :i.ccess to Alaskan oil. 1113 
The EIS states on pat,e 5 that U1e proposed project is "a long-term solution to 
the supply problem". ls Hi.nnesuta govern.11ent telling the public one thing in 
the pr<-Jss ·and promoting another course in actuality? Cn the same pa,~e is stated 
th;it +:,,;e propcsed project is 11 th;; most econce.iicd n;,:;:;.ns of transportation". 
Bar;;e ti·£m:o~or·tation runs i:..hj pe1· r,i.Jl tet>-:ebn St. J£1m&s, Lw .• anc~ Wood Eivc;r, Jll. 
Ba:::c·J on t~'e a0.C.e:d mll£:s, barge transf.>orlation to Pine Bend would add 44¢ per bbl. 
rw ta.riff is statuu for t!.e pipelinu. j._ half million dollar Amoco analysisl4 
c1£,:,rly sl1c1·cs t:1u ;.:ortiicrn Tier route to te :nor<; eco~1omical for botl1 ,Qaskan and 
Persi:,n Gllli' crul;e. Econom:l.es of the scale, ~mch as_ would t.e ach.ieVtod on ti1e 
i\orLLc·rn Ti<-;r piJ:'8lir1e, ar8 proven by experieic8 1-:i th Caplir;e and Colonia.l pipe
lines.'./ Tht.;~;e c;iscrep~~nci•3S r~ust be cleared up before tld.s .b;IS is credible~ 

'I'his propos~l lic..s adverse impacts on our nP.i'.£l:ibo1·inrr states and our refineries 
in Wrenshall and Supe:rlor, ·,.;isconsin. The electric.:'1 load imposed on Eastern Iowa 
is rr..'.J.ny 01·u~rs 0.i.' !"a('.·nitud<:: gn;ater thu.n 2.11y one c;urrent custo:ncr. See section 
3.2.0. '1'11e states of liorU1 D&l:.otal.:., anu i':ontar.alu cu.nnot be served by tl1e pro
posed project ar.o the construction of it makes tbe i'lortJ:-.ern Tir~r pi:Jeline l!:>ss 
vi<i.ble. 

Nearly ha]f tlle .r:ew route iu Iowa traverses the same bedrock aquifer as exists 
in l-llnnesota. Als<.J nul"12r0us sinl--.. hcles an;as 0.xist along u,e new Io',.m rciute. .Sink
bolE-s and sh::Qlow bedrock l{ill tr;..nsrni t tl~e pbonol-t~ontai ninr, Cl'UG.e to pcilson 
groundwat.:.:r for future ber.erations. New sinkhol,,·s are continuously i'orminc; and 
tl:0r,1 is an insui'ficient data base to ew~n assure that .50 feet o.f till exists along 
the line. Iowa has inore tile than Linnesota. The impact of this line on our 
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I nei6hb9ring states surely is deserving of some consideration by Yd.nnesota before 
ce:rllflc:J.tus of need are issm:d. 

10..:l__lti~.:-.~ ::.1!J...ay_ 
Constructi<:.n of a 24 inch pipeline requires a lOO foot right-of-way with 

25 feet of tbis used to store topsoil. 'l'he remaining 75 feet is needed for the 
ditch dig€o:er, tLe ditch, room to lay the pipe, the welding machine, a w::ilkway, 
and a road for the servicing vehicles. Only 25 to 50 feet of this should then 
rerr.ain as a permanent easement for pipe operation and nJJ.intenance. 

1.4.3 Pump Station 
A suitable tentative site for the pump station should be selected at this 

:1;-ime. Tbemrlier a farmer. knows to wh01t use his land W'.1.ll be :r;ut, tLe better he 
is atle to plan and h.yout his farm. Since tLese pun.p stations require consider
al..le electrica.l power, the source of this power should be established and the 
energy form {coal, nuclear, or cil) from which the power is extracted should be 
defined. The impacts of the added power requirements and the transportation of 
the fuel to the power plant can thus be addressed. 

~~edF~~~ 
Location of manual shut-off valves should be defined at this time. The pro

posed spacing may be as great as 15 miles. 15 miles of pipe contair,s almost 
2 million gallons of oil. Since the location of these shut-off valves has an in
fluence on tbe Cimount of oil which wiJl drain from tLe pipe -with a rupture, the 
farwer should Lave a voice as to where the valves will be located. 

It should be pointed out the Canadian Government has rejected the Kitimat 
proposal and cc..se 1 is no longer a possibility. Koch' s mm data shows that a 
24 inch line is rated at 376,000 BPDd. It should also be pointed out that a 
typicM crude slate for this line includes very high sulfur cr·ude from Ee;ypt and 
Syria (. This cruue will be tanker trans_f.-orted from the source to St. J. awes, La. 
It will then be barged up the Lississip1;i River to Wood Hiver, Illinois. to l.Je put 
into tLc proposed pipeline. The intErior of tLe r .. ipsline is b?re metc..l and tlie 
extc:riorly applied cathocic protection t;ivu; no J.-rotection to Lhe inside of the 
pi_f.-e. 

l.j.2 0peration 
Kot.:h Refining Company has no operating history of pumping.high sulfur crude 

oil which has also been tanker transported, This is important. 

Tankers ballast their ships with sea water on the return trip, thus there is 
both w~tu•· aml sulfur in the crude. 'l'hese are the ingredients of sulfuric acid; 
about the best meta] corroder known. In addition, the 1-'roposed crude oil is more 
viscous thein normal s.na therefore U.e friction is hi['.'her. This results in higher 
interior metal surface temp1:.ratures i.;hich in turn accelerate the corrosive process. 

'l'ecbniques have been developed to rehabilitate soil which has been contarrin
att,d !Jy oillb. There are certain bacteria that thrive in such soil and evc:nlually 
return it to its original state. To do tbis, however, special are:i.s, equipm0nt, 
and techniques are necessary. No such sites are availaule in Einnesota, lowa, or 
Illin0is. I must ask therefo1·e what does the company }Jlan to do vJi Ui U:e tons of 
contarninatt:d soil and wlie1·e wi11 the comp<iny [et the topsoil to replace that which 
bas b'-'t.:n removed? Sliould not tllis planning prticeed operation of this pipeline? 

i 
i 
I 
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1. 9.; :i:k2k LGtec!,ior:_~.E_.~£: 
Tr1is syster-1 esrn:cnt..ia::..ly ~1ea.suros the volume of oil put_ in the line at 

Woocl ftiver, IJ.linuis ;rnci measures the volume of oil which come out at Pine Bend. 
The co;r,p2ny has a good accurate n:etering system but in spite of this, several. 
tbcusand callons per day ca.n leak from. this line without anyone being tte wiser. 
'l'J:;is can go on fer F:onths. It is estimated that the pipe will pass beneath and 
as close as 4 inches to 10, OC10 tiles lines between Pine Bend and Wood River. If 
this oil Eoes dow:i, it enters ti:e aquifer. If it goes up, it very likely will 
ente1· ti1e tiling system. In winter the oil ca.nnot surface because of frost. 
Und(;r these conditions what good is a flyover every two weeks? The smaller holes 
are much more insidious than a large rupture! 

'l'his leakace car1 go on indefini tel:i'. 1:lide spread soil and/ or aquifer con
tamination can res1Jlt. There was one uncEoctc:d leak last surmner just south of 
Ninneapolis at t!:-ie intersection of i;:escott and Le:ir'1nr;ton. Nobocy knew tLere was 
a le:1k until the trees started dying and this area was not tiled. The Alyeska 
line was recently rupturectl9 with a rather large hole which was not detected by 
the m(~tering system. Statements at tt1e hearings by company personnel are parti
cularly misleading on this subject. 

l.!_;:A__1J.i~~ Soc~o-L_9~12!::1_?:c ,".:nvi_!'0.1f!1ent 11 If co11structed, thls 1JroposecJ project will impact on society in a variety 
of ways in an estiP1ated i'ifleen stat•. s. Agriculture in particular will suffer 
losses at this poi11t in history when it is laq_;ely paying the bill for our foreign 
oil illlJJOrts. heduced crop yields alon5 the right-of-way are common place. .1ccre
ar;e is i·cmovea frc11 a:,riculture for pumf·ing stations, electrical sub-stations, 
power lin(S, power plant expansions and coo.l storae,e areas--a.11 to power tbe 
pipeline. 'Iii th eact srill, crops and acreace are lost and a tremendously 'valu
al.ile water resource cou_ld eo.sily be _r,oisoned. 

Preservation of all our crop producing land should be our nation's number 
one objective. A.c.:riculture is a gigantic solar enerf~Y industry already in exist
C:nce. The dollar return per w1it of unrenewaLle eneq:;y expended in agriculture 
is very hic;h.20 It is 6.1 times betlbr tLan the cement incustry, 5,5 tb1es bet
ter tr.an tbo ulwnin1l.ln indu::;try, J.8 tii::es better than u,e steel industry, o..nd 
2.9 times better than tlie petroleum industry. The obvious reason agriculture 
compares so favorably is its natural use of the sun. Increased exports of farm 
products thus ought to be our first priority in attempting to offset our bill 
for oil imports. 

The Minnesota Energy Agemcy projects that by 198) over half of the petroleum 
used in i·iinnesota will be supplied by the two new lines from the south. 'l'h:i s will 
be mostly OP.EC oil; therefore, an empargo would be ciisastrous for 2·'.inne:::.otal., par
ticu12rly if it occurred in winter. 

'l'be above Enert,'Y J..gency 1 
::: 5Ui~ may be low. The economic incentive to increase 

the throughput after a line is ·in pl.'.i.ce is present, [.ecause the construction and 
pipe co~3t :.> are proportio:-iately very bigh co1~pan,d with cidditional pumping equip
ment and inc1eas8d electrical pN1er, i.e. , i.-:i thin lirr•i tc the additional revenue 
j nc:ceases much fas Lur than the additional operating costs. In the c2se of r:och, 
tLere ls an addc-ic cconoin:i.c i11Ccllti Vt> to incr,"ase tl:rour;hput because they can proc
ess beavy sour crucie wh"1ch can be rurchc,st.:ci ur• to ~·J.C,J per barrel cbe:ip.:·~r. In 
fact, hoch lwfinl:.ry can proce:J:;; tLe chea1H·st cruC.e i.lV&.ilable. At tho prt::sellt time, 
tfd.s crude is av~ti.Lcttle in the ~~j_dl:a~:t anJ inC'.f.:'f;d Jfocli' s sJate of crude incluc!es 
Syric .. n :inci Lt~:J~Jti:.'r1 l·i~)l su.lfe.r- Ex.tr·er.1e]_y· viseuus Cltlt:e:s. SauC.i Ar=::.bir~ :,d-'.:; r·..:.:(;l;nt
ly :.>u,._,1....uct:d its i:YLu11llo•1 to ii!Cl'E!:.,::ot.: its out;Jtit of Leavy sour crudes while re-
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du(;ing its output of the ::!..ighter sweeter crudes. 

At ~4(,,7oc BPD Koch's proposed pipeline could transport all of the 1'win Cities 
crurin I",1q1.1:l. r1:1n,.,nt, <.in from tJ,e Lidl':a~t. Logistic systuris are not clian::::ed ov1~rniLht. 
i'iJA-'li11t: industry pracllc;e iti Lo glvt: prior.tty to hlstu1·lc<il sliiiJpt:ra. During tbE:J 
};,_:Jt r;:.111.b.:.ir[';o tlio lonfr, lines at the fillin~ st:..tior.s :ind the sl1ortages of he<'.ttin13 
oil wore l-'rtccisoly in U.o'.;C locations which had le:t U •3:r;s8l ves become dependent on 
CbJ.:: ,_,li. vJLy (J(,1;t:.r1'L C,nac.:a uw•111 c~,11-:..uj~:n :;r:;:;c:Zforl":f.c .::;iJ? It is :rur~i~•uJ:r 
fv.t· tLis !'<~aso11--tliey c.ion't ;;ant to establish this p~~tt.ern. 'fot our :0.Jl(el'f'.Y ,·,~;ency 

is promotirtt; U.is very Jep&naence. 

So•::retary ::clilc:~l!1•_:-;r on U;c 0U1(:r hand h<i;; vn1-:ud to rPduco our ni1 :l.r1ports 
from B.2 1~'1,li to 5.8 ;'..frlL by 1St'5. By contrast, the l'olluv.:int; rr,prl':X<uts tL0 
tlcinkin:~ 01' cur Finr1esota £:'.nort'Y ,ige,ncy: "tLu most pl·tusible '-'·"~:w.1'._'U.or1 
to l .. G tli& t crudo o:i.l wiJ l continue to be i!11ported to rTJe>:,t the inCl'Eoa:Jinec· 
for J.Ot.•lroleu:n proc,ucts 11 21, 

If Koch's line ic; built, tl1ere is no need for· [, line Lo trinf.', 1\1.?.::;kan cn1de 
to d:i.nnesota--m1til OE~C shuts off tl:e supply--tLen it is too lat8. ··.,,).::: mu~'t SG'.' 

to it. tf'.Jt a liue '\ o orini;: Ala::;km c1·udo t.o d.nm~sota ~.:o bu.Ll t no1·: wr,ilG ·,.c still 
hc..v& Li.1ne. 

IL would be far but.tor to invest in logistics systems w'nich deliver domestic 
c1·ucie tbn to perllli t construction of a line which telps to continue the present 
trend of inflation, dollar devaluation, tru.de in:b;,lance, and high tmorrploy:nent. 
Amoric.'.ln economists;· ~1U tbe way from 1;;ol ter F6:l.l'"r on 4-,be left to ~'iilton "'ri,~dm01n 
01: tJ,e rigtt, a .. ::ruo tli:1t unemployncnt cannot be rc~duceJ to satisfactory levels au 
lollC as Lil+.) );i] .lion dollar::; •H'8 L10i11g drained from our economy, Presidt.:nt Carter 
has stakci tliat this oil bill is costing us 1.8 million jobs each year in capital 
Jost for U.S.A. investments. 

Comparing; oil imports with agricultural exports is enlightening. In 1970, 
when we spent :~J bHlion for foreign oil, we sold $7 billion of farm products to 
for<:ign couritri . .::s. Jn 1977, our farm exports had increased to :t,24 billion but 
om· oil itr:port uill r..ad escaJatu:I to ;;;44.J billion. Dollar devaluation and in
flation are tbus a direct result 01' this w1balance. !•:vcn John Galbraith, a Jib
t:ral. eLt.slei·ncr, rt.:cently stated tliat 11 inf1.aLicn which was 7,1' last year would have 
f..o,,er: fl!Uch higLer bnt it W<.tsn 1 t because we are taking it out of the hides of the 
fi.t.l'LJLl\~; 11 • 

M1Y project wL.ich adds to these trends should not be avproved for these basic 
socio-economic reasons alone; but, as discussed below the waste of ener1;y of the 
f-l'O;XJS•:JU line is also sufficient reason to disapprove the project. 

Tlie United States cannot tolerate the energy waste which will accompany in
uividual refinery solutioris to tJ;eir supply problem. Transportation distances are 
rr1·eat <md we need the s<.ivlngs in eneq;y inherent in collective use of large pipo
lincs. 1-'ipelinEs of twice the siz8 will transport four times the amount of crude 
oil at only twice tLe &Jo..pendi ture of ener.~y for _t;urnpin1::;. Table 31 of reference 9 
il l11str;, L0s thE:J lowc,rod tariffs for increased pipe sizes, and economies of scale 
thcit lmJiviuual pal'Lles cannot acb.ieve alone are uiscus::;ed in otl,..:,r parts of ti.at 
I't;ft.::1'Ll1C8,, 

A reviLw of tbo tnt:r\~Y flow map!i of reference 9 rE:veals tbe one serious sLort
cornint.: of tbe cur1·<;:nt United States crude t1·ansporta ti on system as Conadian crude 
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is cu:ct!:l.iled. 'tiliilf.: nwnerou:5 routes and means u.ist in tlll:l Eastern half of the 
country, the land locked states north and west o.f Chicago are seriously lackinz 
in ·r,uc.ms to obtnin Al:wkan and otlier crude aEJ.iverod to i,he West Coast. 1'he 
bOX'tb(.;rn 'l'ior F:ccject provii;1es tblo i1'1:Jort.ar.t "ini:.;~ .. i~1r· link" in a United States 
logistic network for c1·ude :.,u[.pl~.r. lt re:.;c;l'lt.!U U.l· _:Jrohlem of exccc:.; c1·ui.:io :mp
ply on the West Co:o:st and minill.lzos t!1e expenditure of enerzy in transporting it 
to lt1L: rui'im:r2,r <:cr,d to !na1·ket. .Lt is <.cl.so tl:e b&st reolizable solution to the 

;:~~:~1 1]'.~~ni ~~U~~;n C~~ct;~~~2'~~~;;~ r•l'():) lc-'';·ou~~ ;_,~'.~~J ~~:t ~,e~~T~;~r Or;~=~~~~G;.~ 1 }:~~r~ 
'\·:<l:;te.t'ul, ;.rnd e;;wir-orll'.i'-':Y>tci.l.L:,· projects will i·esult. 

Thr~ r<..Ct-::-11...l;y 
~:_:.~:t,:...·l n L-J\.;:·. 1 5 

l;il.i:' 1:" 11 c'Lt1rH·~ 0 ::~ .1.;, i:t l:ydr0':!:,r1.-:(.'i:s Lon~e line •,;iJl bc,co:•1e, 
Ji.~~~:2.1.~ £.lc..(!l.l'i 1:.;'-:.~ •• um·JC!." cor.~t .. :·iur ,._'L iH :J0cle:;r1~Lu: o.:..' lhls 

~.1 u: _1·. l)L·1ri;_ 1i.o~ st;J tic~!~: ( t.L'.::J'~) CJ.l't;; i!} ::11) i·ec.1ulr;~s a new t.:lcctx·i-
r~ ~·2 "-··1_~ ~.J~. t ··J~ c:J..,~}n ::.r:c i,Jj.JJ_ CtJ:- ,~"T1C :i_;~ u:~l~_i.on of C;l~fJrf~Y per ye:;.r. 

be Tit '.8 sul:~~~-~:.~:. clt''.) 's~~v:~~~~~J-~.~ 8 s·'.'~~~t c6?1~~r~~ ~~n;~~~:e s~~f~;~~i;~y 
le."· .~t LL<; C:. 1_:.;lr~r' e,:.p:icit..:r of t:J...,i::i, 7CO BFD 

LLo cl'.: •\J::i 1_j' l ,n_ "~.!.rC::rX:nt .:L'ur· t-:.c: ct.:.tic:~s ic; i.t..;)LJ. '.::.illio:. L1t~.'~1 s:~r. 
r;_!_ec·t.ric&l 1:};:, 6Cl tens of co2.l vrill be re-

t::c electric This C:oes r:ot, incl1..:.c;G tte enerwr requi:::-ed to 
b,·,rl:;e or t!:e c1·ucle to viood 'riiver 2.:-:d the diesel fut;} required to move the 
coal to ·oo·,wr plant. llltbou<::b Iow:t ii'.1d D.linois have coal, it is hir•h in sul-
fur cor:tc=;i:t.· J~.::J. Little, Inc."::;. statsd :'...nu rec-.::nt study that the electric utility 
neocs for air poJ.ll:":.ion control ec;_uipr•er:t •Nill !:Jt be fulfilled in U:e next dec
nc:c. Low 31.iJ.fur co:il will t'.:i.:~' L;;vr_; to r·o tr~mspo:rtc:d to U:e utllities. Bart:int: 
cr>Jcle up tr1~1 His:;i:;sl1;pl to Wood }civi;;;1· and transporting it/L•st•:;rn coal to the area 
is estirnnted to const:me s:9, 0'.,:5, 000 gallons per yenr of diesel fuel at tbe pipeline 
ci.esit,n Cd.pacity of 246,700 BP.0. 'l'te total fuel expense is thus equivalent to 
880,[;;:9 tons of coil IJ&r· year. L'uring tlie winler of' 1976-77, llnnesota h3d its 
colC:est winter on record. The projected e:nersy requin;d to transport crud·J to 
Pinc D•~mJ from St, James, LJ. would. have heated 157 ,127 l1omes in Hirmesota during 
that winter!. Asswr.ing four peo~~lc per home, a population greater than that of 
i·:inneapolis and St. Paul combined cou.lu. be kept w.:>rm w:i.th the largely wast&d en
ergy, 7Jy of which is likely to be from .foreign crude oil sources. 

The Wooc River to Pine Bend. line is a good exap:ple of patchwork transporta
tion line to servt: the interests of one refinery. In reference 8, Koch I\.efineriJ 
rated a 2411 crude oil line at J'/6,oo .bPD. Pistory shows that pipeline througbput 
increases with timt:;. Assw'line; the sa:ne typ0 crude is pumped at this rate, the 
equivalent energy requirement becomes l,8J8,000 tons of coal per year. As pre
viou:J_ly expL1incu, the <:c;ono1Hic ir,centivG to incre:ise throt1:)-r-ut once tl:e line is 
in l_;l:,.c..:e is <::VU" pl'r,:o;ent. 'l'Le \~oud hiver to Fine Berid line could tl:en become a 
means to economic:l.lly justify tremenaous waste of energy. 

Shoulo Koch be snccessful in dGveloping a m2rket to use the crude or its re
finery products at the rate of J76, 000 Bt .lJ, the enerf.'.Y waste increases sufficiont
ly to heat t!Je homes oi' a 1,56::,~~91 i'upulaLion during a record l•:innesota winter. 
1'he breakdown in British Thermal Units of heat is: 

ll<,r~e 2056 x lo~v ETU/year 
Coal for electric utilities 1756 x 10 10 11 11 

hail for coal transportation ~o x lolo 
Total J'.,'lll- x iQJ:'O' BTU/year 
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Since b~be o.nd rail are diesel powered, 55% of this energy waste is likely to be 
of fo1·ule;n ol'lgln. 'l'lils umount of enurt;Y can bo shown to be rea:JOnable by calcu
lating the b1'U per ton mile. It is 1679. 1'his comparE:s favorably with the figure 
of 1850 givcm on par~e 262 of reference 9. 

Minnesota is already experiencing problemB as a result of western coal being 
shipped. ea:;tward. Approximately one million tons of coal ia shipped through the 
st<J.te to l'eoria, Illinois each yt:.<~r. The prorJosed project is likely to increase 
this quantity from 2J to 8:,,;~ C.epencling on pipeline tLroughput. 

Ti1e energy requirt:ci. for pumping crude via the Nortl1ern Tier line is signifi
cantly lower anu involves VfJ!'Y little diesel oil aud possibly no foreign oil. 
,,uch of tl1e energy is suppli8d by hydroelectric power anu tl,e remainder comes from 
electric utilities wlilch receive low sulfur coal from 11earby sources. A comparison 
between the two lines COJ.n be made computing the percentage of energy consu.'Jled to 
ti1e energy tr<:tnsported. l"or the Kocb line these numters are ; .53'i~ and Le. 90,J for 
the :.::46,700 BPL and 376,000 l:JPD cases respectively. l<'or NorthLl'n Ti8r Pipeline 
tJ.e comparative nu:mber is .)+',o for 709,999 llPD~-t This is basec.i. on an installed 
horsepowEir of 174,000 and the same efficiencies and transmission losses as 
Koci'1 1 s line but only lOp of the rail ci.iesel fuel requirement. The 10 to 1 acl
varita;;e of tlie Nort11ern Tier line is thus appareiil. Of all transportation modes 
pipelines are tlie lea.st f=.e.lCi.ble. lt is therefo1·e i;,1perative that pipeline routes 
be st::l("cted wisely as tl1EJir r.1erits and consequences will impact u1Jon us well into 
t'n0 n<:xt ce:11tury. 

ltCO ri;,cogniz0s that we are asking tbe state of W:Lsl1ington to accept the risks 
involved in hci.ving a dt:oep water tauker terminal at Port AngeJes and ci rather large 
pi;.eline croc;s the stCJ.te. But, there are benefits for Washington State which we 
feel outweigh these risks. 

The states of \vashirigton, Hontana, North Dakota, :Minnesota, ';;isc~msin, 
hkhigan, Iowa, and Illinois contain one third of the cropland witliin the USA25, 
.figriculture relies heavily on petroleum products. Farmers in the above states 
liave become de1.:endent u1)on products from refineries using largely CaLadian crude. 
ilti10ut)'1 farmin(, is energy intensive, the dollar return lJCr u:::it of ener~.Y uc
pt:nC:.ed is bie;h::: 0. ~Ji.th Canadian crude curtailrr:cnt, we cannot allow our pl'inci-
1Jal exr,ortine; iudustr;v to decline. In fact, we must see it increa::;e to help re
sGlve tne prcblen,s of inflation, unemployrnant, and ciecline in the value of tbe 
dollar. lt is thus a question of the best way to re11lace the lost cruce supply • 

.h. nortL8r11 tier pipeline would sehe all the above stc.tes including Eastern 
'.-,a::;liinio;ton '\,hi.ch receives petroleum product from irn1t<.u~. 

11.moco' s l1alf millicn dollar i;ipt•line <.i1<•ly::;o,~ resul teci. in the conclusion::; 
tto.t sucL a line is su1Jel'5.or to otliu· options [,r;d provic~es the lowest cost met.hod 
fol' dfoliverin;; Alaskan, Indonesicm, and. Fersian Gulf crudes to northern tier re
fineries. 

This pipelin•3, under US control, is embargo p1·oor <J_r.d obviously prc,vid'='S an 
optional defensE· strateL.Y in time of n<.1tional or.tU',c;cncy. ~·1:rou 0~h connc•cti,,,,::; -with 
otJ:.t::r }--ipelines up to sixty-six refillurie::; could potclltially rec"'ivc· cruJe vl;;.. 
tLis ruute. 1'he line al:.::o crosses tlJic1' salt bt::ds in t.Lc '.-;illiston Ba.sin vhich 
can provide needed strategic crude storase. 

----·--·, -· ,.. 
~ • • • 

Corrll!l0nts ou Lruft Addendum--9 

Washington State is concerned, and rightfully so, about tanker traffic in 
Puget Sound. The Northern Tier f'ipeline can supply the fo1.ir Puget Sound refin
eries via a 2Lr 11 spur line L·om North le!1d Junction to Anacortes, c-nd. thus avoid 
increased, or eliminate entirely, Puget Smmd tanker traffic. 

It is estimatr::d tlw.t salaries p<,id by the cowpany in Washington State during 
pipeline operation will be 1. 2 nlillioris of dollars annually. Large armual tax 
revm1uos will also be received by each county through which the line passes. 

Grand Coult:e l.JciJn, beini; located in Was11ington StOJ.le, can provide the elect1·ic 
power to -puuip tLe crude <.tnci. receive compensation accordin,;ly without depleti11g our 
expendable fuel resources. On page 8-5 of refere:nce 26, it is stated that Grand 
Coulee has an ultimate capacity of 9771 megawatts. Its current capacity is 
2025 meGawatts. .hyaroµower is desirable to transport petroleuJll because it is in
dep0ndtmt of disruptions in the coal iHdustry, such as we are currently experi
encing. 

We recognize that financing and. environmental risks may be problematic, but 
we also believe in first things first. The .A.lean gas line received government 
approval prior to financial committmcnts. The Northern TiEor consortium is pre
paring the .EIS at this time. 'l'he U.S. Bureau of Lund i.,anacement is holding a 
public meeting as part of this process in Crookston, l•U.nnesota, ».arch 23, 1978, 
2 .PH. at the University of .Piinnesota-Crookston campus. 

Why should .tv.ii.nnesota rush to complete Koch's line when a much sounder al
ternative is being seriously pursued? 

BCO concludes, nfter a yeo.r of study of alternate means, that the Northern 
'l'ier Pipeline proposal shoulci receivE: the open encouragement of 1'ilnnesota 
governmt;;nt. 

,<:;ubrnitted by: 
Harold E. Froehlich 
Er.rinec::r, 
'.· innesota., Iowa, & Illinois RCO 
)OlG A~~our Terrace 
J inm-:2.pc~_i:::, J:.lir11,0sota 5.5418 
(612) 7C8 CL~_:s 
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To Letter of Harold E. Froehlich, Engineer 
Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois Reroute 
Crude Oil (RCO) 

At this time, both Ashland Oil (St. Paul Park) and Continental Oil (Wrenshall, 
Minnesota) as well as Dow Chemical support this project and are prepared to 
nominate volumes for transport through Northern Pipe Line. Documentation is 
provided in the accompanying attachments (See Appendix X) . 

21 See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Conce;ns. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

The criteria of 50 feet of glacial till above bedrock was not based on the tests 
done by the company. It was developed by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
and resulted in a much more conservative figure (in terms of the protection 
provided) than the calculations by the company. 

No documentation is given for the position .attributed to the Health Department. 
DNR has received several letters and memos from the Health Department over the 
past few months regarding the project, including letters published in this Final 
EIS, and at no time have they expressed the opinion cited in the comment. The 
Health Department and the Pollution Control Agency have worked extensively with 
DNR in developing mitigation measures to reduce the possibility of a spill, and 
to minimize the consequences of a spill if and when one occurs. 

The Minnesota Geological Survey recently did a survey of well logs in southern 
Mower County and from this information has drawn a new map showing the depth to 
bedrock (see Figure 2) . In the areas identified as having less than 50 feet of 
glacial till over the bedrock, the Company will be required as conditions of the 
DNR permit to install heavy-walled (~ inch thick) pipe and to x-ray 100 percent 
of the girth welds. These requirements are the same as required by Federal 
regulations for stream crossings. 

See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns 

Oil passing through tile lines will usually be detected upon entering surface 
waters, in which case it would be cleaned up much like any other surface spill. 
Effects of crude oil on tile systems are unknown. The viscosity of the oil may 
plug or clog the tile rendering it nearly useless. Cleaning of such damaged 
tile would probably be impossible, and the old tile line would have to be 
removed and a new one installed. 

There is no evidence that undetected leaks are commonplace. A well-designed and 
properly functioning cathodic protection system will prevent most external
corrosion caused leaks. 

At this time, both Ashland Oil (St. Paul Park) and Continental Oil (Wrenshall, 
7 Minnesota) as well as Dow Chemical support this project and are prepared to 

nominate volumes for transport throug·h Northern Pipe Line. Documentation is 
provided in the accompanying attachments (see Appendix X) . 
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Harold E. Froehlich 
Page 2 

Any significant expansion of the Koch refinery would require a Certificate of Need 
from the Minnesota Energy Agency. An amendment to the Certificate of Need on the 
pipeline would be necessary before refined products could be shipped through 
the pipe. 

91 See Appendix I, Need Issues. 

10 

Northern Pipeline Company prepared the following response: 
It is not correct that "most if not all, of the crude will be shipped from St. 
James, La. by barge". Current estimates for the source volumes are as follows: 

Transportation 130,000 175,000 
BPD BPD 

Source (MBPD) (MBPD) 

Barge 37 50 
Ozark Pipeline 52 70 
Capline/Capwood Pipelines 30 40 
Explorer Pipeline 11 15 

Totals 310 175 

Obviously, the above does not support the conclusion that Capline is completely 
full, It is generally true that Capline nominations are made to capacity; 
however, on a day-to-day basis there is up to 150,000 BPD of space available 
for spot shipments. It is this available space that will be used in support of 
the above estimates. 

The move from Patmka to Wood River for the origin of Northern Pipeline was not 
entirely based on the present utilization of Capline, since it is believed that 
a Capline expansion will occur eventually. Further, the origin at Wood River 
does not preclude the use of the Capline source. Because of the delay involved 
to actually expand Capline (perhaps 5 years or more) , it is apparent that 
Northern Pipeline would require immediate access to other transportation sources. 
These sources ace available at Wood River. When in fact a Capline expansion is 
completed, access by Northern Pipeline will remain possible by way of Capwood. 
A map of U.S. Crude Oil Supply Routes is attached hereto. 

A schedule of actual crude types slated for transport by Northern Pipeline is 
not possible at this point in time. Many factors enter into the development of 
such a schedule (crude available for purchase by shippers, competitive pricing, 
etc.); which factors will not be known until just prior to the startup date. 
These factors are an integral part of the working of our free enterprise system. 
A schedule is provided that lists crude types that are typical of those that may 
be transported. Th~s listing is as follows: 
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Harold E. Froehlich 
Page 3 

Crude Type 

Ras Gharib 
(Egyptian) 

Souedie 
(Syrian) 

Cueto Bachaquero 
(Venezuelan Blend) 

Gravity 
( 0 API) 

22.6 

25.1 

26.7 

Sulfur 
(%) 

3.17 

3.59 

1.83 

Pour 
Point (°F) 

+20.0 

-20.0 

-30.0 

Average Composite Specific Gravity at 40°F: 0.913 
Average Composite Viscosity at 40°F: 500 SUS 

Viscosity 
(Centistokes) 

183 @ 70°F 
59.3 @ l00°F 
22.4 @ 140°F 

124 @ o0 c 
66 @ l0°c 

37.5 @ 20oc 

46.3 @ 70°F 
24.1 @ lOQOF 

l~I See Appendix I, Need Issues 

13 

A 50-foot right-of-way easement is being proposed on this project to minimize 
the amount of land that would be disrupted. While a wider right-of-way easement 
would provide more working space, it is the intent of this specification to 
restrict the construction activities tro as small an area as possible, thereby 
reducing the amount of agricultural land which may be affected. When specific 
conditions (such as stream crossings and rough terrain) require additional work 
space, an easement for a wider working area will be obtained. I:f the width 
specified in the easement agreement is exceeded during construction, the land
owner is entitled to additional damage payments. 

Topsoil is removed (where specified in the easement agreement) by a crawler
mounted wheel-type ditcher from over the trench (3-foot minimum width) and 
placed on the working side. The ditcher is 11 feet, 6 inches in width, and the 
ditching apparatus includes an adjustable length conveyor which will place the 
topsoil in an area at least 2 feet from the edge of the trench. 

Subsoil is removed to the proper depth by a second ditcher. The subsoil is 
placed on the side opposite the working side (topsoil side) of the ditch. 

The topsoil is leveled over a 4-5 foot area (2-7 feet from the trench) on the 
working side. 

The pipe is strung alongside the ditch being laid on skids directly over the 
leveled topsoil. The skids are placed at least 40 feet apart. This will reduce 
the possibility of the topsoil becoming packed by vehicles or heavy equipment. 
Welding personnel will walk on the fringe of the topsoil area. 

V..1hen the pipe is welded, wrapped, lowered in place, and the subsoil filled in, 
the relatively undisturbed topsoil will be bladed over the trench and leveled. 
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Harold E. Froehlich 
Page 4 

R PONSE 

Based on the hydraulic design, Pump Station No. 8 will be located approximately 
in Section 11, Tl05N,Rl7W, Dodge County. This station will not be constructed 
initially, but will be required when the volumes to be transported exceed 
153,000 BPD. The power for this proposed station will be provided by either 
People's Cooperative or Northern States Power, depending on the specific require
ments at the time of construction. 

See Response #16 to the Mark Moenning (RCO) letter for a listing of valve locations. 

See Appendix I, Need Issues. 

Contrary to the statement in comment #18, Koch has a considerable amount of 
experience in transporting high-sulfur crude oil that has also been transported 
by tanker. Typically, the oil is pumped from aboard ship to inlamd storage 
tanks. It is normal practice to provide an adequate amount of time to allow any 
entrained water to settle out. The water is then drawn off the tank bottom 
prior to shipping the oil by pipeline. 

See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns, Section III. C., D. 

See Appendix IX, Leak Detection. 

See Appendix I, Need Issues. 
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CARLETON COLLEGE 

NORTHFIELD, MlNNESOTA 

55057 
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MAR 17 1978 

8'.J:\LhJ OF 
PLANNING 

DVAlllTMDIT Off OllOl.OOll' March 15, 1978 

Department of Natural Resources 
Environmental Review Coordination 
3rd floor Centennial Building 
St, Paul, Minnesota 55~55 

Dear Sirs 1 

With this letter you will find a series of questions and 
comments that I have concerning the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement prepared for the Minnesota portion of a crude oil 
pipeline from Patoka, Illinois, to Pine Bend, Minnesota, pro
posed by the Minnesota Pipeline Company. 

I attended the February 21, 1978, meeting at Carleton 
College held for the purposes of hearing comments from the 
public concerning the Draft Addendum to the above impact state
ment. It should be valuable for you to know that I am presently 
Professor of Geology and Director of the Carleton Arboretum. I 
have been studying the soils, rocks, and waters of Rice County 
and the surrounding area for about the last ten years. I have, 
therefore, developed some knowled~e of this area which may not 
be available to the Minnesota Geological Survey or U.S. Geolog
ical Survey in St, Paul. By training I am a geomorphologist, 
hydrologist, and stratigrapher. 

I would appreciate it very much if you would inform me of 
the receipt of this letter and also explain to me how my 
comments will be made known to the Environmental Quality Board, 

Encl1 

cc1 Al Houston, Rice County R.c.o, 
Congressman Al Quie 

,•··-.··-, ... . ,,, 

.; lfJ) 
\'" .. ~~-~.-·- •• J 

Sincerely yours, 

/ 
C.E, Buchwald, Ph.D. 
Professor of Geology 
Director of the Arboretum 

-
:,,. 
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CARLETON COLLEGE 

NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA 

550H 
DEl'AlllTMENT OP 0£0l.00ll' March 15, 1978 

T01 Department of Natural Resources 
Environmental Review Coordination 

FROMi Dr. C.E. Buchwald, Professor of Geology 
Director of the Carleton Arboretum 

-

RE1 Comments and questions concerning the proposed Northern 
Pipeline Project 

All page numbers used in the following comments and 

questions refer to the Draft Addendwn to Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement of the Minnesota Portion of a Crude Oil 

Pipeline from Wood Rive~ Illinois, to Pine Bend, Minnesota, 

issued January, 1978, by the Department of Natural kesources. 

I 

1JPage 2 - The figure 6 referred to here has a 50 ft isopachous 

line drawn on it. !here is no indication on the map as to 

whether the 50 ft thickness is inside or outside the boundary. 

The map is rendered useless as drafted, 

~I Page 12 - Statement says that backfill will be inspected to 

remove all rocks, etc •. No mention is m·ade of where these rocks 

will be placed after removal from the backfill. 

:31Page 14 - fhe analysis of leakage of the pipeline calls an 

example of 308 barrels being spilled a "worst-case spill," 

Surely this is misleading to the reader. The company has 

admitted in public that most breaks are caused by people 

---· -~-r ,.,. "-~~~--- --~--.--.. -~-.. ---.. ~~-~~-.. -- '"~--··- -\ . ., .... ~ - .. 
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.Buch~a ld, p. 2 

dl~RlnR near the line and that a "worst-case" rupture could 

drain several miles of the pipe. Since there are 2.24 bbl 

in each foot of pipe it is unrealistic to say that a "worst-

case spill" i• only 308 bbl. 

A spill of 154 bbl/hour is below the detection limit 

of the company system according to this description. Therefore 

it is possible that 3,696 bbl/day could leak from the system 

without the company knowing it, 

Page 25 - It should be pointed out that the D.N.R. is presently 

studying the Cannon River for inclusion in the Scenic Rivers 

designation. Disruption of the banks of the river would 

certainly have an important aestheCic effect, particularly if 

the pipeline company continues to clear trees and brush from 

the right-of-way, 

~,Page 25 - It is stated that Spring Brook is known to have 

trout about a mile downstream of the crossing. There is an 

implication that trout are not found at the crossing. In fact, 

the D.N.R. does not know whether or not there are trout at the 

crossing site. 

61 Page 30 - fop of pa,ge "No bedrock outcrops are apparent on 

this side," Inspection of the aerial photograph and inspection 

on the ground •Jill show that this is an area of very shallow 

bedrock, There is a rock quarry adjacent to the pipeline 

route and can be seen in the photo. Bedrock is apparent to me. 

I 

I 
i 
I 

I 
------~--... ' ---....--~-.. •' .. · ·---... .. - .. .,,.,. ~· ~' ·,~ - ~- '-c'11t-'"-·--··••, ·• ' 

.Buch\.Jald, p. 3 

71Page 30 - It should be added that the Cannon is not only a 

1 

designated canoe route but is currently under study for inclu

sion in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

fJIPage 31 - fhe pipeline crossing here is certainly within a 

zone that could one day be added to the Cannon River Wilderness 

Park. The park is important enough that it has been nominated 

for Critic~l Areas status with the State Planning Agency. 

91Page 32 -

the D.N.R. 

site. 

Here again it should be pointed out that no one in 

knows whether or not trout spawn at the crossing 

Page 49 - The statement (2,4,1) concerning bedrock cannot be 

based on the map in Figure 6. That map is constructed at far 

too small a scale to make such a determination. There are many 

areas within the so-called 50 ft isopach that have bedrock at 

the surface. I will be happy to show these to geologists 

working for the D.N.R. 

111Pag~ 49 - The Prairie du Chien Group includes many sandstone 

horizons which also crop out along the Cannon River. The 

statement leads us to think that only dolomite is found here. 

12 Page 49 - Section 2,4,3 should point out that the St, Peter 

Sandstone and th~ Prairie du Chien Group aquifers lie beneath 

the till and outwash in this area. Thus this area serves as 

0 
0 
s: 
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I a plnce for ~roundwater rechar~e into those aquifers. 

1:3f Page 52-53 - I would like to point out again that this map is 

essentially fraudulent. It asks the reader to believe that till 

and outwash thickness is kriown in enough detail to map its 

occurrence, This is false. would be happy to show any 

geologists associated with this project that they are wrong, 

fhere are places where the bedrock is exposed at the surface 

where this map says it is buried under 50 feet of till: 

141 Page 57 - Figure 7 is unreadable. Why is an unreadable map 

included in an environmental impact statement? 

1 Page 60 - At the bottom of the page the report correctly points 

out that much of the area is well drained and lacking in vernal 

ponds and other wetlands, The report should point out that 

this makes it all the more important that the pipeline not 

endanger what few areas we have remaining. The route maps 

show several places where the pipeline is routed near or 

through vernal ponds. 

161 Page 63 -

here again. It should be pointed out that trout .!!l.§!.Y. spawn at 

the Spring Brook crossing site, as well. 

The misleading statement about trout spawning occurs 

1'7'1Page 79 - fhe published route map shows the pipeline passing 

within 300 feet of at least one residence. fherefore the 

statement as written is incorrect, 

I 

Buchwald, p. 5 

1f:JI Par,e 82 - It is. true that the route may avoid all known sink

holes, but it should be pointed out that sinkholes may exist 

beneath the till. Quarried exposures of the Prairie du Chien 

and other carbonate rocks in the area often show enlarged 

joints and other solution features some filled with till. 

It could easily be the case that sinkholes have been buried 

i~ the geologic past by glaci~l deposits and are, theref~re, 

difficult to discover with only cursory study of the route. 

191 Page 87 - fhe section of the impact statement on crop reductions 

leaves much to be desired. The document purports to be a know-

ledgable, scholarly study of the impact of the pipeline on the 

environment of the State of Minnesota. There is nothing but 

generalized hearsay in this. section, The people most directly 

affecoed by the pipeline, area farmers, will bear the greatest 

impact, and yet essentially no information has been made avail-

able concerning income loss due to reduced fertility, 

fhe assumption that only the trench width be used to 

determine impact seems unjustified, Pipeline construction in

volves the use of heavy equipment which compacts and in other 

ways disturbs soil over the entire 50 ft right-of-way. The 

impact statement gives no guidance at all to the farmer who 

is supposed to negotiate compensation before construction 

begins. 

fhis entire section needs to be properly researched and 

then re\1ri tten. 

2Qf Pa~e 91 - The statement models what would happen in an area 

-....... ---·-·----~.-e-·-·-.w.-- i ,.""'' ..., ..... ____ , ___ ...,........ ___ ..,_ ____ .. ,,....,.._,..__ . .._,_ ...... ___ ...._~ ... ~--.""' ............ ~ ............ -
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Buchwald, p. 6 

where the soil is 50 ft thick, However a substantial portion 

of the line goes through an area of shallow bedrock in Rice 

County and Dakota County. The line will be placed in the bed-

rock itself, and yet _the impact statement has no analysis 

whatsoever of the hazard of an oil leak in a rock-cut section. 

The impact statement le incomplete until such a modelling is 

done. 

Estimates that 50 feet of glacial till will serve as a 

barrier in the-event of ·a major spill seem justified. It 

should be pointed out that tills are not the best aquifers in 

this part of Minnesota. Glaciofluvial and f luvial deposits, 

because of their good sorting and high permeability, are the 

most important shallow aquifers. These deposits which are best 

for water sources are also the most permeable for oil. This 

results in the difficult problem that those places most valued 

for their water resources are also most vulnerable for pollution. 

Page 92 - It should be emphasized that very little research 

has been done on the hydrology of the Prairie du Chien Group 

in ~ice County, There are enlarged joint systems as seen in 

quarry faces, sandstone lenses, and springs and seeps which 

indicate channelization of flow, The statement concerning 

the unpredictability of channelization patterns is quite correct. 

221 Page 93 - Second paragraph states that "there is a period of 

time during which the oil moves through the soil before en-

countering bedrock." I do not want to appear picky but clearly, 

'lliliiliiii iiiillii illiii ~ '~ ~~ rm 
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unless there is an instantaneous movement of oil, there will 

be "a period of time" involved. The relevant question is how 

much time. In the event of a large break in outwash gravels 

of high permeability a substantial (1000s of barrels) amount 

of oil could be spilled in a few minutes, Good aquifers 

(DeWeist, 1965, p. 171) have coefficients of permeability 

ranging from 10 to 1,000,000 gpd/ft2 (gallons per day per square 

foot). Given the kinematic viscosity and density of the oil 

as reported by Northern Pipeline Company, the effecti.ve perme

ability of the oil should be 0.0189 x 10 to 0.0189 x 106 gpd/ft2, 

Disregarding any additional head due to line pressure (although 

this may be im9ortant if the line is overlain With highly im-

pcrmev.ble soils), this means that oil can permeate outwash 

gravels a distance of .0025 feet to 250U.0 feet per day, The 

environmental impact statement has not shown where outwash will 

be encountered alon.£>, ':he route nor what its probable permeability 

f'.light be. 

It should also be pointed out that there is a fourth 

mechanism by which oil can reach an aquifer, It may reach it 

directly if the pipeline itself is buried in the aquifer, Many 

of the small aquifers are within reach of the trench and there-

fore the pipe will be within the aquifer, If the bedrock 

trench is filled with highly impermeable soils then oil will 

seep into the aquifer under pressure. Furthermore it will seep 

for a long time before any oil reaches the surface. 

2:31Page94 - kiver crossings are mentioned here. No statements 

() 
0 
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·Buchwald, p. 8 

are made in the document concerning the fact that pipelines 

elsewhere in Minnesota have been exposed due to movement of 

bed material and scouring during floods. There is very little 

information concerning the relationships between flooding and 

channel bottom configuration in the Cannon River, particularly 

at the crossings in qu~stion, Barring any long term changes 

in the climatic patterns in Minnesota we can expect the flood 

frequency on the Cannon to increase as urbanization and farm 

development occurs. Certainly the statement ought to give 

the public the basis for whether or not sufficient precautions 

are being taken to protect the pipeline during catastrophic 

flooding. I do not know enough about the other rivers in 

question to comment on their hydrology, 

Page 95 - It should be pointed out here that soluble phenols 

are an important concern to public health officials. The 

federal government lists phenols as known and potential car

cinogenic compounds. According to Deutsch (1962) phenols in 

ground water near Alma, Michigan, have been very difficult to 

remove, Further literature on the subject is available in 

Matis (1971) and Zimmerman (1964). 

~!),Page 101 - foward the bottom of the page it says that the most 

up-to-date geological data available indicated ••• , fhere are 

four professional geologists in residence in Northfield who 

have great familiarity wlth the Reology of Rice County, None 

of them, to my knowledge, have been consultPd about the pipeline. 

-

--~--·---''""-·----· ·-----·---·-·--···--._ __ --------.~,-~· ~~·Ir 

- - - - - r• :- - -
·Buchwald, p, 9 

I find it difficult to believe that the D.N.R. has the most 

up-to-date geological data available. 

~E)( Page 111 - The statement makes no mention of what will happen 

to the pipeline when oil is no longer available as a fuel. 

Will the pipe be removed? How will it be protected in the 

distant future (30 years)? Once it is abandoned will it continue 

to pose a pollution thre~t because it is no longer being main-

tained? Will the State of Minnesota be responsible for the 

pipe should Northern Pipeline Company go out of business? 

In addition to these comments and questions there are a 

few points not covered in the impact statement which ought to 

be addressed. 

1) O~l leaking from the pipeline could enter drainage tiles 

and therefore reach ditches and natural streams rather quickly. 

·rhere is no mention of this hazard in the impact statement. 

~EJI 2) There is no statement concerning what will happen to soils 

which have been contaminated by oil spills, Will they be incin-

erated? Placed in landfills? How will they be handled? 

~~I 3) Catastrophic erosion can occur during heavy summer rains 

when the ditch is being dug. What safeguards are required to 

make sure that lar~e ~ullies are not created by the ditchinR 

operation? rhe probability may be small but the results could 

be huge in terms of the i.ndivi.dual farm which is affected. 

0 
0 s: 
-S: 
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RESP NSE 
To Letter of C.E. Buchwald, Ph.D • 

Pro£essor of Geology 
Carlton College 

The map legend should have indicated that the till is greater than SO 
feet thick to the west of the line and less thari SO feet thick to the east 
of the line. See Final EIS Figure 3 .. 

Backfill material will be inspected, and rocks greater than 3 inches 
in diameter or other extraneous material will be removed and disposed of 
in an area 0££ the right-of-way. This area will have been previously 
identified and an agreement reached with the landowner £or disposal of these 
materials. 

In those cases where the material excavated from the ditch consists 
primarily of rocks, a soil pad of "select" material (soil which does not 
contain rocks) will be placed around and over the pipe. 

The paragraph £ollowing tht~ one cited goes on to say that, "It should 
be emphasized that this is only the quantity i.ost until the "upstream" 
pumps are turned 0££ •••. The time between detection and the closing of the 
nearest shut-0££ valve could range up to several hours. At this time a 
great deal 0£ oil would be lost ... " 

See Appendix IX £or a discussion of leak detection. 

Work is currently underway on a management plan £or the Cannon River, 
a prerequisite £or designation as a component of the State Wild and Scenic 
River System. Completion is not expected £or at least a year. The river 
is currently designated as a canoeing and Boating River. The cleared 

4 pipeline right~o£-way would be an aesthetic impact, especially during and 
immediately after construction. Brush and low-growing vegetation would 
be permitted to grow up in the right-of-way, but tree growth would be 
contr0lled. Therefore, there would be a permanent corridor containing no 
large trees which would be a visual impact. 

Spring Brook is a permanent trout stream beginning approximately one 
mile downstream of the crossing site. Water £lows at the crossing site 
are intermittent in nature and do not provide permanent habitat. Brook 

5 trout could occur in this area during periods of sustained £low. However, 
the major concerns to the fishery are increased sedimentation downstream and 
the possibility of an oil spill which could destroy the natural trout pop
ulation downstream. 

The statement cited refers to the riverbank itself. On-site inspec
tion revealed no rock outcrop at this point on the north bank. The Adden-

E) dum, however, recognized that the entire Cannon River crossing area is an 
area 0£ shallow bedrock (p. 91), and special engineering measures have been 
proposed to reduce the possibility of spills oecurring in ~his area. 
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Page 2 

See response to Comment 4. 

Rice Count! currently has no plans to expand the Cannon River 
Wilderness Park, although it is certainly possible that expansion 
could occur sometime in the future. 

The park has been nominated for critical area designation. 
Along with other potential areas for designation which are being 
ident:ified statewide at this time, it will be evaluated and ranked. 
Those areas which deserve top priority for protection will then be 
studied as to the best means of doing so, utilizing other programs 
where possible such as Wild and Scenic River designation, Floodplain 
Zoning, local zoning, acquisition, etc. as well as the Critical Area 
program. 

See response to Comment 5. 

Figure 6 in the Addendum was prepared by the Minnesota Geological 
Survey. It was based on well log data and other unpublished infor
mation in MGS file. The MGS has stated that while the supporting data 
for this map is not in publishable form to be included in the EIS, in
terested persons are welcome to review the information at the MGS 
offices. 

I The New Richmond sandstone, up to 65 feet thick, lies between 
11 the Shakope.e and Oneota formations. The Kasota sandstone, about six 

feet thick, occurs as the basal Oneota unit. 

121 Recharge is also related to permeability of the soils, rock 
formations, and water levels in the acquifers. 

13 

The map, as stated elsewhere, is very general in nature and 
was intended to identify an area generally having 50 feet of till. 
It is recognized that there are areas of less than 50 feet of till 
within the area, and special protective measures have been proposed 
for these areas. 

ll:ie Minnesota Geological Survey has provided new information 
for an area in Mower County between Taopi and Le Roy. This is presen
ted in Figure 2. 

141 See 
A new map of surficial (quarternary) geology has been provided. 

figure 1. 

1 Telephone conversation with Mr. Glen Cramer, Rice County, Parks 

Administator, May 1, 1978. 
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Page 3 RE N E 
We concur with the comment. 

See response to Comment 5 

Layout of the route attempted to avoid all homes by at least 300 feet. 
If during final centerline location, homes are found to be closer than 300 feet 
minor adjustment will be made, if possible, to maintain the 300 foot clearance. 

We concur with the comment. 

See Appendix VII for a discussion of soil compaction. 

The Addendum recognizes that there are areas of shallow bedrock in 
the vicinity of the Cannon River and near the Iowa border, and special pro
tective measures have been proposed to minimize the hazards of a spill in these 
areas. See pages 91-92 of the Addendum. The special protective measures are 
now proposed to include thicker walled pipe (~ inch) and 100 percent x-raying 
of girth welds, plus additional valves at major streams. 

No response necessary. 

Coefficients of permea~_ility for the Metropolitan area, derived from 
Water Resources Outlook for Minneapolis - St. Paul Metro Area (Norvitch, Ross, 
Brietkrietz 1973) are as follows: 

AVERAGE HYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF BEDROCK AQUIFERS, METRO AREA 

AQUIFER THICKNESS TRANSMISSIVITY, HYDRAULIC 
ESTIMATES AVERAGE CONDUCTIVITY 
NEAR HASTINGS (GALLONS PER DAY/ OF PERMEABILITY 

(FT) FT) COEFFICIENT 
{GALLONS PER 
DAY/FT2) 

St. Peter 50-100 37,500 750-375 

Prairie Du 150-200 51,100 340-255 
Chien 

Prairie Dur 
Chien - Jor-
dan 250-300 82,700 330-275 

Jordan 100 44,000 440 

Major areas of outwash are shown in F,igure 1. 
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Permits for all stream crossings must be obtained from the 
Department of Natural Resources. Evaluation of the crossing 
locations will include the stability of the stream channel at the 
selected location. I£ unstable conditions are evident, the cros
sing may have to be moved or stabilization measures required as 
appropriate. Federal regulations require burial £our feet below 
the stream bottom, and 100 percent x-raying of welds at stream 
crossings.Historically, pipeline stream crossings have not been 
significant hazard situations. 

No response necessary 

The data in question was provided by the Minnesota Geological 
Survey. 

In the event Northern Pipeline Company goes out of business, 
the pipeline is treated as an asset of the firm and would become the 
property of a surviving corporation or in the case of bankruptcy, 
its trustees. The pipeline could be sold to another corporation for 
its use. If this use is other than to transport crude oil, additional 
permits would be required. The pipeline could be dug up and the 
materials used for another pipeline in another location or sold as 
scrap. The pipeline could be abandoned and left in the ground. 

The decision of whether to dig up and recover a pipeline or 
leave it in place will be based on economics. If a pipeline is dug 
up and salvaged, the landowners will be compensated for damages. I£ 
the pipeline is abandoned and left in place, it will be filled with 
water. With the interior at atmospheric pressure and the protective 
coating still in place the pipeline would not present any threat or 
hazard. 

See Appendix II, Section I.B. 

In the event of a leak or a spill in the pipeline, every effort 
will be made to recover the oil and to correct the damages. These 
efforts will be closely coordinated with local and state agencies 
having control over the situation. Historically, contaminated soil 
has been treated and disposed of under the direction of the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency. They have maintained very close control 
over the handling of such soils. The applicahle regulations for the 
handling of such soils will be complied with. 

See also Appendix II, Section III. 3-D. 

Caving-in and gullying of the ditch could occur during periods 
of heavy rain. The best piecaution against this happening is to keep 
the trench open for the minimum length of time necessary. 
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I NI'RODUCTION 

The Draft and Addendum atate the pipeline will carry crude oil and 
connect refineries in Pine Bend· and St. Paul Park, however, a M1ss1ss1pp1 
River crossing to St, Paul Park·ls not addressed, Burther, it would be 
prudent to establish that the St, Paul Park refinery intends to use the 

line if built. 
'l'he Addendum does not supply statistics regarding the "supply available 

in Wood River" nor did the Draft include the potential SUJ>ply that would 
have been available for a line to Patoka. How do the available supplies 
at Wood Hiver and Patoka compare in volume? What is the assurance of a 
supply that adequately meets the capacity of the proposed pipe? \·/here 
would the entire volume this line coulri nhip be refined? Ji'rom what source 
will oil be available for full capacity? What ty:pes of crude will be shipped? 

(Appendix H will be addressed under l,lt-.2. Easement B'ees of this reply,) 
The Addendum states, "The former proposed route was found to traverne 

an area where there was a potential for groundwater contamination," 'fhir.; 
potential still exists on the new route, See map of Minnesota, I~xhibl..t A. 
Nearly half of the new route proposed in Iowa traver<..;es the same water-yielding 
bedrock found under the entire proposed route in Minnesota. 

"Shallow depth of bedrock aquifers under portions of the route" and 
"the proximlty of sinkholes" of which the Addendum speaks are present on 
the~, proposed route in both J-1lnnesota and Iowa, There is no question 
that areas of shallow bedrock and sinkholes would trdr1smi t phenols contained 
in crude 01]. These phenols may contaminate the ground water to levels 
above the muimum contaminent levels for organlc chemicals esta'.:>lished by 
the b;lJA for public water supplies. 

A letter from the company to the DJrn, September 28, 1977 states, "In 
all caces, it 11as fou11d that the right-of-way as shown on tpe so.1..1 survey 
JT!i.ips avoided all sink holes aud sink bole drain30e areas; i.e., .\.n the (:Vent 
of a spill, th;~ oil would always flow away from, rather than toward, thG 
sl nk ho.le:;." lf this statement is based on the ''exte!'Wive sturl1cs" this 
com11a!1Y clalms 011 ':t1r,e ;; Adclendum to hz1'10 m;i.<ln, ht>::uwi \,h 1~ l.!XJ'·rw;c1 d thr~ 
hope tL.'1.t t!1t: ri::H'E ~otudy and jud,:~c;u~nt ls r.10.t·e adequ::J.t<~. 'lLe .l'-lf of f'.r~il'ity 
defies t.Le flo\1 ol' JJ_quid away f:n;m a CT:alor-like c,ul.i::idancc and_ the occ•1r
ance of nc:i• sl,,'.;hclle:.> ls unpredlctw.ble. 'this companies a:.3:>u11.ptl.vc ntt1 tudc 
h:1s r1r1_~vc.lJ,_;d nll those voic1 ng corJCt:rns re>{:,:1.:·dir:[~ 1:.i!<:! tr ·vrc :Jn:_:0 l. 
'I'lie c~w111~ 1 ilf has b.::e:~ to ~ons:lr,t:1nt~-~, f~1vor. r!,_:;~. !'..":. 1_;v~r· Lh;:_i, thorn~.lt~h 

study, 

actua'iL~!'~~i~:,;:-~~e~~u;oa~~c~a~~ ;~-~~~~:~~,ti ~~p~i;~s t~;;'.~:;;;~~~;,~'.·c~~'. :·t.~:~t:.~:- ~~~.;::ou.~:h 
aqu~f0r.> t<> D1;0;:.,cl1.ctable oln:c'!:.!.or:s pr'~::vc:its ccntc1inr:~!::ct a:Jt~ c~~fl'i::Liv•: 
cleallU}) f.ll.!:i.~-:.u:re~~. Thu Addenclur:-i cot~clu!l·.:·:. L~Kl t "no n.1!_n ... c cou>l tu L·_\ J ly ~~:toJd 
the rJrc.iblt.:m 0 of be1..:rvck ~hallower tha.n _';O feet deer. At. th:L~~ 1.~ 1~3 
relevent to µoi.!1'~ out that the ri::-.k of the Weeter supplies o{ ::·id•:ct:t 
is a.n irn11ar:t that ca:-mot re mi t<J.ga.'.:.ed.. ':';;~ r;_ur::o.tion of t,\~" Il'2ll ·for 
this risk will be addressed in a later section of tnis T.(!Il:Y. 

The list of representatives a.ttenCin,:i; th:) meetin:;s to evaluate the 
proposed route did not inclucle 1andow11ers or a citi.zen~3 reurescnt:rtiV(' of 
the propnrties in which th3 "speci<i.l rrccautions to be ta:,~~ .. •· are tu 1~0 
impl•!ffi(!rtt<!d, Landowners ttr~! q1nlt:!.'ieJ to sp.,ak 011 th<) rnakP-t!p of ·th•cir 
property irnd their eXJiertice ~.houlci be utilized in route investir.,:ation. 

3 

5· 

7 

2 

The special precautions listed on page J, Addendum, refer to an increase 
in X-ray, the need for extra valves and more testing, An increase, extra 
and more--why? because weak points and breaks are inev1tab1e in plpellnos, 
'fhoroforo the muno potential dnugP.r is Btill preseut on the East Alternative 
and is a risk to water supply w!-1ich no uUU ty should be allowed to inflict 
upon the valuable na';.ural aquifer resource. The East Alternative ls referred 
to as a "'llore" not "an" "environmentally sound route". Shallow bedrock and 
sinkhole areas are present i11 portions of the route in which !!£ field surveys 
were conducted. 

1. PROJJ!.'CT DEJCRIP'l'ION 

l,l SCMMARY STAT@-'lEHI' 

The February 197( Draft states that plans were to construct a 495 mi. 
pipeline, In a project description dated October, 19'17 and also by public 
::;tatement the company now propo~es a li-76 mile 1 ine. Al though the mileage 
has druppt;d 19 miles following relocation, a letter dated September 28, 
1977, prior to relocation, sets forth claims of disadvantages and states 
relocation would "certainly extend the length of the route," Inaccuracies 
have been conr.istently characteristic of th1s proposal. 

The Draft claims the project is "made necessary" and it is "mandatory 
that imr~ediate nteps be tahen". Mandatory seems out of order, A hearing 
is needed to bring forth the latest information regarding Canadian crude 
oil plans, 'l'be Draft ancl tl1e Addendim place 1981 as the cut-off date 
ln the ~u~unar.y Sto. ter;ent, App1Jnd~ x H of tLe Addendwn t;l ves 1982 as 
the cu"~-off dii t'°. Docu,nicnt.::; available from the Canadian c;overnmer.t 
set the possibl(: tot:i.l ..:ut-of±' as }(;97. The company choose to ie;nore 
rU fferr:nti:.i.t.j_r\: tet11een c•rL-off pos~3il1ili Uc:'> of the ll~ht and !wavy 
Can;cdl2.n crude:::. \ii thin rece!"1 t months Can:' 6.'1. has di scovcrcd h1.:(~e reserves 
of oiJ whi~ch vr:"y nrot-~hJy w111 infJu1:r:cf: t.'.id.r cr'ldo oil plan~. 

of.' '1 r_:crt.hern i.5-er rc·1'lnf:r_1_<Ss Jr! Viwv~~wt.;t." which 
in ·~-;.t ... ~:.co1~;: . ..:.n: H~!O :'"l..c·:-: nut n tock~vhk: rs 

tr: t;1~ lk:-flnwcy,. Ptno I{0nci-:-f~~ or:ner 0f the 
'.·lo:d.h"rn lin·~. }'.0cL-.?1o::thern dw.~L·.ros "steps must 
·b.~ t.:·JJ.:-1 11 ~;o1.ut:lon". It ~·.'•:)l)~.d ;1c·r:11 p-i:-·_._,lr-·11-t:.· to b.[!..ve 'the 
ct b:,.... ~-~:...., t ... ·',Jr';_~~ hl i-1·:2 _'._r_~1~!,·-t0r.r: :~<ilu~_ ton +.J'.c·2r intend 
·~e: 1~.._, '.i.1:'r:~i·1 ~.>.c: ·: ~;r·11.~·~ (;.i 1... :·!,-.C-1.:s. · ,:1·11,t')!.~ in ai.l ol t~·:r1 sL?..tt!':.} 

2.'J c·:: .. 

1\'' t_: ~, ! ;,2_ :.l :J ~ .. J 

,~Ir!· 

en:: 1 ~r: 

-~·~-.-}:~t '/;, ;:'~~rtri[j'tf'l~i s3: . .;n/• tc\ !\:im:.·<)O~iJ. ;:iro:.~ a.ffccted 
1·(_.:~J.d !~_i C.c • ... e:~ed !_,y t:b:l,s pi})Ol.i nc, 

~,..:~1:..ch 2_.re clz:,:~r:~.::12 t0 f.:how thls pi;.elin.;- "!~epre

:;,:.0;:.:;:i;;_(:n 1 ·t.r~:t .. :::.; ;):)rta:::i.c·r.. o..::. Lc~"!l;:;. t·t ve '' n~_:.ed to be d.ocu!i,ented. 
l:Ll~ s~·~.)W thl:3 rrtp:·lirl1~: !::·,+: ~ .. 0 ·be :.h; ::-:or;-:_ CC0!10trlcs.l fci'" ~he 

rqj_ ;2.H::~:S t e.·:-: ::~n:r.er o:C -;:·:.:t.Y.'G 1 €'ltrf~ J~:cod~:ct::, i·~1::·-..rt:~r ::::-e.finlnc; p:roceDf.:~eS ;;.re le.SS 
,.'Jo:.·lt1! .. !.1:t': ,,r~r:.1. ;tTc· ;::ore e±'::--icI2!1t :li1 a \,'.:-1.rmr:r cJ..imate. f'rel.'L~ln2.ry !"5tudles 
s~·::"H t'.:~:t .~t ·:l~> ·~1:-:~~ ... : economLca1 to shlr ref'incd ft:el fco!n the ::;ou.th 

th:tn to pipP. the crude from the South aEd 
then rei'ined 

·~~~-
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1.2 STA'I'w<ii:~N'l' 01~ PURPOsg 

1.2.l Uses of the Proposed Pipeline 

The company has not identified the refineries and the volumes they 
will commit to ship which would utilize the capacity of a 24 inch diameter 
pipeline. The proposed lines capacity and the committed use of that capacity 
are not matched, pointing up the lack of established need for this project. 
Availability of oil for the full volume of crude this pr::>po5ed line could 
ship has not been established, Prime agricultural land destruction should 
not be allowed for a facillty whose use is indefinite. The more economical 
use of exi.etlng products lines {one being 18 inch in diameter) to supply 
additional needs for the Minnesota area has not been addressed, 

1.2.2 Need for the Proposed Project 

It would seem prudent that a certificate establlshiJ1g a "need for the 
proposed project" would be included by the company as an Appendix to the 
Addendum and referenced here, 'fhere have been no hearings relating to a 
need certificate held for landowners on the route now proposed by Northern. 
Exhibit B is a copy of the Interim Report of Hearing Examiner Hecommending 
J<'urther Hearing, 

The "Source1" of Table I is the Minnesota (and Northern) Pipe Line 
Co., subsiderles of Koch, who claim it "clearly establishes the need", 
This Table and the information are sorely inadequate. Ignored ar'e pipelines 
already cor1structed which are now providing an alternate supply, and also the 
other modes. of receiving crude from the South. The U. S, Department of Energy 
found there is ntrong controversy among northern refiners regarding modes 
to "satisfy the crude oil needs," The Department conducted a hearing on 
December 2, 197?, in Minneapolls and the testimony is relevant, 

Statistics have not been supplied to support this proposal as being one 
which would "asr.rnre the availabill ty of crude oil supplies at competitive 
prices, provide the most economical transportation methods, and af:ford a 
high degree of operating flexibility." 'l'he line proposed is 1or shipment 
of expensive :foreign crude rather than to encour~e the use of plentiful 
domestic Alruika crude oil. The supplies available are to "include North 
African and Venezuelan crude which are subject to embargo and unreliability. 
In addition there is little oil available from these sources. Venezuelan 
crude contains vanad.1 um which is highly toxic, Inhalation leads to 
vanadium toxicity and the acute symptoms lead to death, Statistical evidence 
suegests the involvement of vanadium in lung cancer. 

The company has not established the "Supplies to be tapped by this pipe
line (which) are available in central Illinois by way of connection to 
other oxisting crude oil pipelines," The orie;inal proposal to begin the 
line at Patoka, Illinois was changed to Wood River, Illinois because supplies 
were nut available, In January, 1978, the company testified that should the 
capacity of Cap line be increased "It would be preferable to change the 
originating point of our pipeline (back) to Patoka," The Wood River origin 
doos not. seem to be a st.able source of supply, 

-
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J\och owns tankers and barges and propo!'.les to ship heavy, viscous, high 
sulphur crurle to a propo:oAd tnn~ farm and then through this proprietary 
pipell.ne, taxing the e.lectrlcal supply of the Midwest. Koch's solullon 
wou} d be to compl'1to a moriopoly from the foreign oil tanker to the refined 
proG.uct with hope for refinery expansion. 

-

There is national concern re~ardin!l; :foreign oil dependence, The "flexi
bill. ty" cited in this sectio;-i co~ild. include bringing Alaska crude through 
th~ }'ana:na Canal or nrcund South America. This, however, does not help 
to satisfy the second. basic need criteria of "economical transportation." 
The shipment of r.efined products instead of crude to meet Minne:rnta 's needs 
should be addresr.cd in relation to th'3 Draft statement that shipping crude 
from the South provides the "most economical transportation melhod," 

l.J LOCATION OF PROPOSED PIPELINE 

l.J.l Proposed Route 

In comment regarding relocation of the first route a company representa
tive stated September 28, 1977 that "the shortest and most reasonably direct 
route would result in the least overall impact". This statement dismisses the 
need to study in detail each mile of the proposal. The shortest route ls 
not automatically the least expensive, The shortest route does not nec;$sar!.ly 
have thFJ leust costly construction problems, The straight line route has 
been proven, in the case of the original proposal, to not have the fewest 
enviromental problems. Unpreparedness and unwise rout;-$election has wasted 
the ti.me and money of government, agencies, and taxpaying citizens. Sincere 
prior investigation of all aspects of a proposal would save a pipeline com
pany money in the long-run, The simple list of counties and townships pro
vided, inadequately addresses the "Location of the Proposed Pipeline Route," 

l,J.2 Pipeline Crossings 

The impact upon the income~producing land of a farmer crossed by one 
pipeline is intense upon topsoil, productivity and drainage systems, The 
crossing of pipelines over one another creates a situation where, if allow
ed to continue, the appraised value of a farm could be destroyed, Plans to 
parallel pipelines to other pipelines and to property boundary lines is a 
mitigation of impact an EIS should require in this section, 

1.4 LAND RE~UIREMENTS 

1.4.1 Hight-of-Way 

121 A pipeline cannot be safely constructed within an easement of ,50 
feet of width. Nor can the construction company stay within only 50 feet 
under lf:r;al contract, Th1~se facts can be backed by testimony from hundreds, 
perha.[.>:J Lhou:.11u1d1:1 of lv.m.luw11<.<r::i wlio h:J.vo expurlencod pipeline conntruct.1on 
in their property, A ditching machine requires about 23 fe('t of width. On 
the world ng side four feet is needed for the skid on '4hich the pipe is laid 
and two to four feet for the p.!.pe to be laid on the ground and for working 
room, This requires a total of about JO feet and the 20 feet left is not 
enou1,;h room to tn.'rnl_p11l:.t te con~; ~rue Lion equlpmont and koep wl thin a total 
easement wid•,h of 50 feet. 

-
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A width of 100 feet of right-of-way is needed to provide sufficient 
room for conntruction activities and temporary storage of excavated material, 
The excavated material is stored in a 25 foot strip along one aide of the 
right-of-way and the remaining portion is used to provide access for con
struction equipment, to permit the passage of equipment, to store supplies 
and to construct the pipeline. The widths required for construction pro
cedures cited above point up the need for 75 feet of working area and 25 feet 
for topsoil storage. 

A practical reason for the need of 50 feet for a permanent easement 
has not been addressed by this company. James R Waller, Jr., president 
of MARMAC Systems Engineering, Long Beach, California is a consultant for 
Northern and his·firm perfonned actual preliminary engineering designs for 
the project, He testified in Illinois that '"fhe easements to be acquired 
by Northern ·will allow for multiple Hnes and a 50 foot ea::;ement will pro
vide sufficient space for looping the line," 'l'his information was withheld 
from the )'vf.innesota EIS in this section, from landowners at hearings, and 
in Appendix H dealing with "Landowner's Hights." 

The right-of-way acreage requlred in Minnesota would he about 660 acres 
according to the Draft. In the Addendum this ae;reage has been reduced from 
39 to 62 acres, depending on which Alternative is used, The reC.uction is 
not explained and in addition the company has registered objection during 
the past mon::.bs that relocation of the original route would increase length 
and asswnedly right-of-way acreage. Reviewing the numbers provided by the 
company, in~ccuracy again seems the explanation, 

1.4.2 Easement Fees 

Appendix H should be referenced under this heading, The 'sales 
pitch' in the beginning paragraphs is not an appropriate part of a booklet 
informing landowners of their rights and the procedures of right-of-way 
acquisition. If a projects need was not under question, opinion phrases 
like "disastrous economic and social consequences" wo'.lld not apnear, 

"To detennine how much, if any, your land will be damaged" is a state
ment which implies that machinery weighing as much as 140,000 pounds cross
ing land would have no effect! 

It is stated that Appendix H is not a substitute for legal advice, 
Aptly said, as a great deal of legal advice is needed to correct wh:it has 
been slanted or left unsaid, .!<'or example, "the company will c,'.lmply with all 
reasonable requests" does not point ott that constructlon companies tnnd 
to bonor only those writ ten requests recorded prior tc si gnlng ar: e .. se-
ment (if they are watched carefully.) Verual requests regarding unplar!ned 
problems or choices during construction are rarely honored, It is not the 
"company" referred to in the Appendix with 'rlhom the lando'-lrtP~· deals at the 
time of actual construction, but a crew who heeds only those procedureo which 
they feel someone can force them to perfonn. Rellef in court pits a land
owner ~ainst a major petroleum firm or contractor. The companies are un
concerned tecause the 'protection' of money coupled with a deficiency in 
the laws protects them from heeding any landowner's request. 

1.l•. :L 1:•utu:·o ,'-.:·• ~ t.·:> 

161 
Whe11 tl1e J,; ._,; t :.u.<1 Ac!<i<)nc.lum are compared, the volume demands do not 

appear to increa:.;1:: as rapidly as first project&d, The date of Case II ls 
now placed at 1982. The need for Case II is based on "if the volume demands 

6 

increase," To propose construction of a large. 24 inch line and then equate 
its capacity to the need issue is misleading and inaccurate, The need for 
the entire volume ts very questionable. The need for the init.1al volume n~«>dl!J 
careful examination. Benefits must be balanced against enviromental d.arnaee 
and accurate information regarding alternate modes and supplies. 

The Addendum projects no possible location of a Minnesota pump station 
along the new route. The reason for none is not addressed. Perhaps the need 
to use the line to full capacity looks less likely than it did one year 
earlier, The Addendum states "no further assessment is possible at this 
time," 

1.5 PROPOSED FACILITIES 

At the writlng of the Addendum the applicant should have addressed 
this section and the Case they propose. Where are the shutoff valves going 
to be geographisally other than 15 miles apart? This would seem the appro
priate place to address a Terminal. Does Case II have 6 pumping stations? 
Where would pump stations be located? What is the design code followed. 
What is the horsepo1·:er required. for a station and the amount of energy needed? 
What is the efficiericy of this line compared to a larger one of 48 inches in 
diameter? 

1.6 CONSTRU(!I'TON PROCEDURES 

Manpower Requirements 
Date construction is scheduled to begin was not corrected. There will 

I 
be impacts from up to 250 migratory workers per spread upon the communities 
and their facilities, Reference should be given to section 4.6.l, 

· Pre1imiri_ary Procedures 

I 08taining ~rm.is§ion to surv~y is a practice the pipeline companies 
write in an EIS and the construction crews forget about. Fencing procedures 
are it!adequately explained; details are needed. 

Clearlnc:; and ~:rading 
Even though "a very large percentage of the route" is cropland the 

procedures to be follow·?d in the remaining types of land found on the route 
s!'iould be addressed. R!.dges of cuJtivated crops, gullies and creeks and steep 
s~opes and rock will be encountered. The width of right-of-way that will 
be clearerl when encountering different circwnstances should be covered, 

Ditching and Trenching 

l The procedure followed. in crossing underground utility lines should be 
covered in this section. No mention is made of topsoil removal. 

River and Stream Crossings 
There are other measures which can be used to minimize the time required 

to cross str'f>nms and rl vern which should be included. Mitigative measures 
should be used where crossing sites are visible from a thoroughfare or where 
tho arQa le highly aoc Uwt le. J•;ng1noer1 ng procoduros a.re not addro1:1sed 
regardlng floodplain areas, Temporary erosion control measures, disposal 
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lof construction materials, stabilization of banks and replacement of shubbery 
have not been addressed, 

Highway and Railroad Crossings 

I Boring of roads creates a large additional impact on adjacent land. 
Open cutting of roads creates irreversible and irretrievable impacts for 
years following, 

Drain Tile 
The majority of farms proposed to be crossed have a tile line every 

60 to 70 feet, Should there be a proven need to construct pipelines across 
an area of prime agric~ltural land, the Foute must follow existing property 
bounda~ lines, Following property lines will avoid approximately 95'/~ of 
the tile lines of underground drainage systems, The small percentage of 
tile lines encountered in boundary lJnes can be more easily identified by 
the landowner, When encountering these mail tile lines ln the boundarys, 
the tile should be bored and cased and the drainage system not cut or 
disturbed, 

The capping or "plugging" of tile lines ls notoriously neglected in pipe 
llne cuns truction, Neglect of this responsi bill ty allows d1 rt and debris 
to be washed into tile lines, The alternate method using a temporary connec
tor immedlately after the trench is tlug is also widely ignored by contractors• 

Coating and Lowering In 
"Construction contractors will not be allowed to dump any waste materials 

onto the ground or into the waters," states the Draft, That claim is violated 
so flagrantly by pipeline construction workers that its placement in an EIS 
is ludicrous. 

Backfilling 
The information given did not cover the situation of inappropriate back
rnaterial being excavated, the proportion of suitable material substituted, 

and the disposal of unsuitable materials. Attention should be given to pro
cedures of refilling the trench in a manner that places top soil in its 
original position, 

Cleanup 

I 
Easements require removing debris but when the construction crews· 

windrow and bury rocks and debris in the trench the first step of the 
cleanup operation is greatiy simplified, In agricultural land this much too 
common practice results in cable, 4x4's, boards, tires, metal objects, cans, 
etc,, being hooked by farm machinery or picked up by the farmer, 

281 The second step, that of restoration, was almost ignored. Revegetation, 
practices need to be explained, Special resortation practices on streambanks, 
and sloping terrain should be addressed. Policies followed when unfavorable 
weather and ground corn.ti tions are present should be outlined, 

Repla~~ment of temporary fence is a part of cleanup and restoration, 

29,The landowners satisfaction and approval and subsequent inspections and foll ow
up restoration measures were not addressed. 

Pressure •resting 3()1 Procedures followed when testing for leaks were not explained, The 
possible sources of test water and precautions followed when intake and dls-

31 l
charge :1re carried out are not given./What procedures follow the detection 
of a leak need to be included. 
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Cathodic Protection 

321 Geological sources of corrosion present along the proposed route 
should be addressed later in the document but referenced here in relation 
to planned cathodic protection. 

33 
Safety Considerations 
Livestock safety and precautions primarily involve the construction of 

adequate tl'<mporary fences, Livestock farmers have expericened great diffi
culty with fencing CI'>3WS unskilled in fe:ice building. Temporary fences and 
gates becorr.e an easy ma:rk for cattle, gates are left open by cre14s, and 
hours are spent chasing anlr.tals and separating them from neighbors live
stock, 

Another safety precaution is the building of ditch crossings. Livestock 
has been shut away fro!!' normal gnJ.n feeding for as much as two weeks, 
Existing entrances to fields hav~ been used by heavy equipment during very 
wet conditions causing them to be unsafe and unusable to the landowner be
cause of deep ruts. In some cases this meant not being able to harvest 
crops. Construction equipment has blocked road travel for as long as llj 
minutes during critlcal hours of the day, Such practices not only create 
inconveniences but unsafe situations, 

1, 7 Ol'ERATION AND MADITENANCE 

Vegetative Maintenance 
The responsibility of follow-up restoration practices, shown by periodic 

inspections, should be borne by the company. Any area suffering from 
erosion will require periodic restoration. Pumping stations and valve sites 
will ~equire regular maintenance and care of the landscaping, 

1. 9 QUALITY CONTROL A!ID SAF.ETY DESIGN 

l,9,1 Construction Techniques 

Roger Williams, president of Northern testified at a hearing in Illinois 
that pipe l<fas purchased for this project from France because it was "cheap." 
Do the com;tructlon techniques used in France follow quality control stan
dards ex_µccte<t in thf' U.S.? An EIS should include the source of pipe planned 
to be used and specifications followed in manufacture. Will the strength 
of t:1is pive be sufHclent to withstand anticipated pressure? What tests 
will be conductud at the pipe mill in Franco to assure the plpe wlll be 
structucally sound? 

The stat8ment is made that "backfill will be inspected to remove all 
rock, sand, an'.3. :foreign material that could damage the pipe or its coating 
during the backfill process," Historically, construction crews are concerned 
wHh only the first 12 to 18 inchs of fill, after which anything is wind
rowed into the trench, Does Northern plan to require a construction company 
to do d:l..fferently'? 

l. 9. 0 Leak Detection System 

371 The sophisticated m·~terlng systems f'or pipelines on the market today 
allows n.n error of as lilt.lo ns ,02 perc1.1nt, However, a 24 inch line could 
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leak several thousand gallons per day undetec~ed. Leak~ occur regardless 
of precautionary measures taken to prevent them. The location of a crude 
oil pipeline over water-yielding bedrock risks the contar.iination of acquifers. 
The location of a crude oil pipeline through areas of active sinkhole develop
ment and unpredictable subsidence only adds to the potential. A leak which 
would not surface coulu represent thousands of gallons of crude oil reactung 
the ground water, 

38 

39 

41 

2. .'Ji'.SCRI?l'IO!i OF THE EXISTIHG E}lVIR0:1EN1' 

2.1 LA~,':' l..3E 

2.1.1 General 

Comparison of a~ternat~ves should be required in an EIS. Comparison 
of alter112.tive routes s!:"iould inc::.ucle a route which follows existing boundary 
lines. If a plpelinc conpany car. present a proven need to construct across 
areas of priw.e agricul~urnl land, the route must follow existing boundary 
lines. Cost per mile to build should also include repair of tile lines and 
drainage system, A comparison of a Qtagonal route drawn while sitting at 
an office desk and a route planned in the field would likely reveal surpris
ing differences, Tr.e field survey would undoubtedly result in better land 
use if the exp9rtise of the landowner was u~!lized and concurrently it could 
provide advantages for both company and landowner. 

2.1.J Agriculture 

Tables should provide information significant to the actual route rather 
than general information of limited importunce. The yields of crops in the 
area should be charted and used to estimate easement and right-of-way damage 
exp.,.nses. Correlation should be studied a.s to the yields from agricultural 
land and thej r frequent, direct relationship to cLrainage systems that have been 
installed, When 96% of' the route proposed in Minnesota is cultivated land, 
the percentage of tile drainage systems is corresi.iondingly hlgh, Thls em
phasizes the need to follow bounda:?:Y lines to avoid unnecessary problems 
and tho waste of time, enerey and expense. Routes could be planned in relation 
to drainag-e, types of land and cropping. Information significant to the 
route would be useful to contractors in plannlng construction and estimating 
costs. There is also no indication of the kind and amount of livestock on 
far:r.s. Thls j nformation would facili tat~ planning for the ml tigation of 
effects on livestock and for their sai'ety. 

2.1.5 Other Land Uses 

A ~pa+chwork pattern' can be created in agricultural land when all 
types of utilities and ro;lds are allowed to cross at will, If allowed 
to contim:c the probkms created will outweigh the feasibility of some areas 
to be user! for their ori5itial JJUrpose. '.Patches•, .1esigned by utilities 
will exist where once moden1 farm machinery was able to manipulate, 

2.1.6 Other Si~nificant Resources 

Listed under thls se~ction as' a significant resource is the Claremont 
Game Refuge throueh which the route is proposed to traverse a 1.5 mile length. 
Roadside reconnaissance and plat book reference establishes that this area 
could be avoided. The addendum offered no mitigative measures. Also see 
section 2.5,2, 

2,4 G8010GY/GROUNDHATER 

2,4,l Bedrock Geology 

421 The bedrock geology present on the new line presents great risk for 
groundwater w!1lch uricerlies the entire route in Minnesota and over half 

---,. 
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that proposed in Iowa. A criteria of 50 feet of glacial till was an estimate 
calculated in an office of the amount of soil needed to absorb a spill and 
still allow sufficient time to haul away the oil-soaked land before it 
reached the groundwater through the bedrock, The new route does not totally 
avoid the problem of bedrock shallower than 50 feet, 

2.4.J Ground Water_ 

The Draft described the area of the original line proposal as one in 
which the "ground water move (s) through the soil materials and enter (s) the 
bedrock," Thi_s situation has not changed on the new route. The entire area 
acts as a recharge area. The topography provides direct conduits for pollu
tants to reach the groundwater system, Crude oil contains water-soluble 
chemical compounds which can be carried into the groundwater, 

2.5 BIOLOGICAL ENVIROMENT 

2,5,1 Vegetation 

The Cannon River crossing is addressed in the Draft regarding the old 
route, Although a crossing is proposed again of this major river, it has 
not been described in the Addendum. Tree removal, floodplain, limestone 
bedrock, ecosystems, etc. have not been addressed. The Addendum omits the 
statement of the Draft that "no unique ecosystems (are) in the immediate 
vicinity of the route that would merit special consideration," Are there 
any? Drainage bottoms crossed by pipelines can be sensitive ecosy~tems. 
Generally they supply habitat conditions ln limited amounts that are impor
tant to many wildlife species. Because of their location in flood plain 
areas they are subject to severe damage when disturbed, 

2.5.2 v/ildlife 

Waterfowl 

The Cannon River has a well-established floodplain of l,000 feet on 
the East Alternate and J,000 feet on the West Alternate, These areas supply 
wildlife and waterfowl habitat. The East Alternate Cannon crossing would 
result in the destruction of maple, box elder, willow and other trees and 
shrubs. The woodduck prefers slow rivers (this crossing is 240 cfs,) and 
it nests in cavities of trees such as the willow, The mallard will search 
out simillar areas, Both species are found in the area of the proposed 
crossings, 

4 I 
No attempt was made to avoid or an alternative suggested which could 5 avoid traversing the Claremont Game Hei'uge, ~litiga.tive measures reg._arding; 

wildlife in this area were ignored, Also C.escribed under "Other Signl:lcunt 
Resources," 2.1.6. ' 

46 
Upland. Game Birds 

The proposed route traverses 96~~ agricultuml land which is the h.abi tat 
preferced by the Hungarian partridge ancl the rinc;-nPckcd pheasant, The 
partridge iu found in greater niu:ibers to th~ 1<est of the old ciipeline route 
according to the Draft, so they can be expflcted to be moni numerous along 
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I the new proposal. The population of both species has declined in recent years 
and the pipeline route will eliminate many areas of nesting in fencelines, 
ditches and other areas of herbaceous vegetation, 

2.5,J Fishery Reaou?.Y;es 

Prairie Creek information and fishery resources are not given. 

The Addendum does not list any fisheries data available for the Upper 
Iowa River. A statement was made at the hearings that there was no fish popula
tion in the Upper Iowa. There are residents of the area who will provide 
data and refute the statement, 

"No available fisheries da~a" is the information regarding Dodge 
Center Creek. This stream is a branch of the Zumbro River. A branch 
less than five miles to the East is a recognized trout stream and excellent 
bass fishing is available on the Zumbro farther downstream. F'ishing is 
available in the Doege Center Creek through which the pipeline traverses. 

2.5.4 Rare, Unique or Endangered Species 

The Minnesota trout-lilly ls extremely rare and occurs nowhere else 
in the world. Mitigative measures should have been addressed that would 
avoid the lilly. The bobwhite and the wood turtle, both rare species, 
are found in the aren. the pipeline is proposed to traverse, Systematic 
surveys should be provid.:,d on these species, 

Minnesota has 3 endangered species and 7 threatened species, (Report 
on Endangered and Threatened Plant Species prepared by the Smithsonian 
Institution, 1974.) 

2.6 SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIROMENT 

2.6.2 Economics 

Minnesota residents who would be required to sacrifice their 1ncome
producing land would also pay_ more for fuel refined from crude shipped in this 
pipeline due to unnecessary transportation costs. Domestic Alaska Crude 
could be transported much more economically by a proposal from the Pacific 
northwest to Clearbrook, Min.~esota and result in a savings of millions of 
doll3.rs ye2.rly for the Mic:west consumer, See Exhibit C, 

2,6,5 Services 

2, Police Protect.ion - Statistical information concerning the availability 
of law enforce!!lent mc.rrpower <111d detention facilities throughout the counties 
on the proposed Hne 1::; not provided in theAddendum, 

J, Fin~ :?rotectio'.1 - Fire departments maintaining contractual agree
ments are not l~stcd in -':;he Addendum. 

2,6.6 Arc:h3_eolo,g:ical/Historlcal Sites 

511 
Becau,;e :-.he de:rth at which the pipeline j s to be buried practically 

insures the com.plet.c destruction oi.' any ar.::h"l.cologica.l and. hiotorlcal materials 
that 111ight be crocsed, the XinnlO'sota Historical Society believes the route 
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lahould be examined for prehistoric sites by on-the-site examination one 
thousand feet from any permanent body of water. 

2.8 Climate 

and ln determining structural design and construction techniques. Description 
of the general climatic characteristics for the specific areas proposed 521 

Climate and weather are important in evaluating enviromental impacts 

by a project should therefore be very complete, 
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J, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

J.l COtSTRUCTION 

J. l. l I.and Use 

531 One of the major environmental impacts on agricultural land re
sulting from pipeline construction is not "possibly soil dilution," pro
posed by the Addendum. Major soil dilution will occur and the effects 
will place an unmitigated burden on the farm operator for years, See sec
tion J.l.). 

541 A significant land resource in Dodge County is the Claremont Game Refuge, 
No attempt Yas made in routing to avoid the 1.5 mile length. The Addendum 
fails to address the ar<Ja's vegetation, wildlife, ecosystems, possible 
rare or endangered species and other environment which would incur impact, 

' 

A comp~ny proposing a $150 million project is certainly apprised of 55 the fact that pipeline construction crews historically work 16 hours a day 
and 7 days a week. This known fact can be documented if necessary, Are 
we to belleve the company, the agency and the firm who prepared the Draft 
and AC.dendum are naive enough to believe "there,will not be"any construction 
activity" during weekends to cause inconvenience to boating and canoeing 
on the Cannon River? 

J,1.2 Surface Water 

5E)I Expectable impacts on surface water from pipeline construction include 
diversion of surface runoff, sedimentation of stre~m channel and floor and 
walls, erosion of channel floor and walls and partial filling of stream 
channels by sedimentation and degradation of public water supply resources, 

Surface water, or that which is on the ground surfaca, includes the 
many streams and rive:rs proposed to be crossed by this pipeline. They 
are part of the Upper Mississippi River Basin which encompasses all 
three states proposed to be crossed, The location of the line is 111.thin, 
rathe::- than between, major river basins and therefore the pipeline is destined 
to disturb a large nu.~ber of rivers and tributaries per mile of line, The 
pipe is proposed to disturb around ),000 feet of floodpla:..1i-1rea, 

5 7
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The Cannon R.l. ver crossing contains outcroppings which !'iay be. affected 
in the same manner as sinkholes, In addition, this area has less than 50 
feet of soil over·the bedrock, Surface water in this area quickly finds 
underground conU.ul ts which likely absorb any pollutants before cleanup 
could be accompllahed. 

581 1.'hf:. ex;.,oi.rnrP of topsoils by remov<i.l of vesetation allows water erosion 
and se~U .. ments to pollute streams. SoluabJe salts and minerals will dE'(;rade 
the sutsurfnce waters where the trench excavation is below existing water 
ta~le levels. 

J.l.J Soils a:-id Topography 

,.\gr:;.c-ul tu re 

591 App::?.:rontly the paralleling of boundry lines ls now seen by the 
cc,:r-;n.r.:' <cs a sl,~:'\ificant mltlg14::lon of tile line damage, A route which 
J;:\r.1llnl:: aJl '"'- ·:r.•.l ~ou~dary liner; JlOS6lbJ.e sh0uld be addressed in an EIS 
.i_n ter.mS, of r11ilc.:::~~e, tile: rep;dr s~\vlr.Gs, mit.~!J.:;ation advantage, etc. 

() 
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Compaction 

According to the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of Interior, 
the soil compaction caused by continued passage of heavy equipment will have 
adverse effects on soil properties, 

Soil compaction is a grave concern to crop farmers, especially in areas 
of heavy soils. All construction should be carried out when field. conditions 
are fit for soil cultivation, The criteria for judging appropriate constru
tion conditions is' the same as a farm operator uses to determine if the 
soil is fit to proceed with field operations. Topsoil must be removed and 
replaced only when the land ls dry. 

The erronous assumption that the soil along the Minnesota Pipeline 
Company route in the Northern part of the state, and the soil in the area pro
posed to be crossed by this line, would react to construction in the same 
manner is characteristic of this project, "No visible crop reduction" 
Wld "no complaints of reduced yields" are assumptive phrases which have 
no place in an EIS. Crops visible to whom? Looking where and at how much 
of the line? Complaints to whom? Written or verbal? What good would it 
do to issue a complaint and would they admit a complaint was issued? 

Soil Mixing 

Topsoils are the organically enriched layers that have.received and 
accumulated the residues of native plants through many thousands of years 
of soil formulation. In agricultural areas, they have received the fertili
zers and m1nures applied by the farmer. It is the topsoil that supports 
the living soil micro-organisms so important to the nutrient cycle of the 
ecosystem·, 

Burying the topsoil under several feet of relatively sterile subsoil 
would f>revent full restoration of the product! ve and ecologlcal potentials 
uut11 a new micro-organism community can be established and becomes func
tl unal. 

The severity of impact to crops or native vegetation will depend to 
a large degree on the nature of subSoil material left on the surface, Plant 
establishment and growth may be inhlbi ted by highly alkaline or acid sub
soils. Heavy clay subsoils may reduce permeability to a critical point, 
while sands and gravels may be so permeable that moisture and nutrients can
not be retained for plant use. 'fhe soll compaction caused by continued 
passage of heavy equipment will also have adverse effects on soil proper
ties, Where top soil is not replaced and soil compaction is severe, con
tinuing crop reduction will depend upon the kinds of subsoil or substrata 
ma terlal left on the surface and the intensity of rebabi 11 ta ti on by the 
farmer, Even where suhnoils bave good textural qualities, they luck fer
t111 ty. 

The continuing impacts resulting from soil disturbance will vary, 
Where tops~ils are carefully stored and replaced, normal production levels 
are more quickly restored, Where subsoils are mixed with topsoils or left 
unmixed on the surface, reduced productivity will be in proportion to the 
quall ty of rnatl,rial left on top. Soil Conservation Service pemonnel in the 
Midwest, predict that most subsoils on the glacial plains will produce only 
40 to 60 J.iercent of normal yields for at least J years. On some soils ha.ving 
high clay content or other severe limiting factors, normal production can
not be restored for many :·ears. 
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Mitig~tlon measures include stockpilinga!'ld replacement of topsoil. 
Topsoil segregation a~d replace~ent and offsite disposition of surplus soil 

'!1 mater.l..al1J should be a constructio!1 procedure granted the landowner, 
. The value of double ditching mentioned in the Addendum ls destroyed 
1 immediately by construction crew practices, Double ditching refers to two 
cuts of the trench, F'irst the topsoil is removed from the trench width and 
piled to the ric.ht of the trench, Excavated topsoil is leveled and used as 

• 

a work a:r9a and road for construction machines, Tractors weighing 140,000 
pounds, crahes, backhoes, pipe benders, truc~.s and welding equipment pass 
over the topsoil. Soil compaction is unmitigated, Seven days a week com
paction continues, There is no halt .for rain and succeeding muddy conditions, 
and more stress is placed on the soil. Tractors and equipment mire down 
to the a.xel and have to be M..nched through the area, Deep ruts mix topsoil 
with su bsol l. 

The second cut of the double ditching process is excavating subsoil 
llhich is p2.aced on top of the natural topsoil cover on the left of the trench. 
Soil in most art:as is underlain with rock and stone. These are brought to 
the surlace, Where drainage tile are encountered a trench depth of 7 to 8 
feet will he required to place a 24 inch pipe under the tile grade, A trench 
of that depth can anri will experience cave-ins, making trench width much 
wider. Ditch width migrates to the topsoil 're.ad' and topsoil becomes part 
of the sou:iy homogenized mess which must be removed from the trench and 
is placed on top of the stored subsoil. Heavy rains dur:lng open ditch 
time have caused trench widths of 20 feet and wider, and this results in the 
mixing of :wpsoil and subsoil. Clamshell cranes are used to remove the cave
in material fron the trench and mixing of soils is increased, 

Becau!le of the consistency of the material lieing excavated and the 
continued cave-in activity, the contra::tor seldom gets tbe pipeline down to 
the required depth. 'l'be pipe will also float in the water and sloppy 
material1a.t the bottom of the ditch. Cut tile lines will continue to add water 
to the open ditch, The 'careful• re1)air of tile lines consists of placing 
a p:.ece of plastic tubing over the pi1iellne if the tile line cut is on the 
same grade as the pipe! Backfi :!..ling ls generally done with a large earth 
moving auger mounted on a crawler tractor, This machine does an 'excellent' 
job of further homogenizing the topsoil and. subsoil. It sorts out no rock 
or stone but simply windrows everything back into the trench. 

Drain 'file 

The la.rge portion of land the Addendum speaks of as "extensively tiled" 
needs further explanation, Tile lines are laid parallel approximately 65 
feet apurt, A quart~r sectlon of la~d or 160 acres has approximately 35 
to 40 late!'al tile lines. The best construction method and mitigatl ve 
measure would be to avoid them. Paralleling land boundary lines as 
mentioned in the Ag:riculture division of this section would avoid all 
but one or two mains per fann. The mains would have to be identified and 
construe ti on below them would bo the same tunneling technique u~rnd for roads 
and :railroads, 

Heavy equipment will crush tile lines and cause misalignment the entire 
rlght-of-uay dciring construction, Thus it is apparent that tile repair 
would be inevl tuble under th<! entire construction lane, Thia would create 
more mixing 0f soils without proper topsoil segregation. Trench cave-ins 
from unstable soil on either side are frequent, Heavy rains will make the 

• 
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task of repair impossible. Trying to bridge across the entire right of 
way, crushed by equipment, doesn't appear possible, 

Tho conotruction technique described in this section of the Addendum 
appears to be nearly a sure thing and a model exhibited by the company is 
impressive. However, neither one addresses a.n actual ai tuation al though the 
method of repair may be satisfactory in an ideal settinf'I. Direct teotimony 
can be produced that the method of tile repair proposed has failed, The 
section doesn't mention what measures will be taken if this method, unproved 
in southeastern Minnesota, fails. Will the company make repairs without 
court action? 

The section does not address construction when the landowner wishes 
to tile his farm after pipeline installation. For future tiling, a pipeline 
will have to be installed with a minimum cover of 60 inches. If a pipeline 
interferes with future tile installation it will have to be lowered at 
the companles expense. 

Under Agriculture in this section of the Addendum the correlation is 
given regarding the para:ileling of land boundary lines and the "opportunity 
to avoid tile lines", Reasons justifying refusal to further use this oppor
tunity are in order. 

J.1.4 Geology/Groundwater 

Geology 

E)~, PipellnA construction creates impacts upon the geology. Expected im
pacts that cannot be neutrali~ed by mitigative measures are.fracturing 
of bedrock during trench excavation, consumption of geologic resources and 
limitation of production of geologic resources, The writer (s) of the Draft 
and Addendum should be apprised of this. 

Sinkholes 

t::.41 Sinkholes areas and outcroppings of limestone are present in southern 
\.1 Minnesota in the area of the proposed route, There are also areas of less 

than 50 feet of glacial till that have not been addressed. · 

6E>I 

Groundwater 

Expected impacts on the ground-water resources that may not be mitigated 
are the increased pollution by dissolved and undissolved solids, the ~educed 
yield of groundwater supply from sediments causing red•tced Jllovement of water 
and the destruction of springs and wells in the right-of-way by the con
struction equipment, 

Reduced yield of ground water may have serious impacts on an indivi
dual well owner and may be long term. How long the impact will remain will 
dependcn various factors including the degree of plugging, the demand for 
water in the aquifer and other sources of re~harge, 

The destruction of a spring or well would be most commonly those which 
serve as a water supply for livestock. Mltigation probably would involve 
negotiation with the landowner and drilling a well to serve as a replacement. 

J,1.5 Biological Environment 

Vegetation 

This section fails to address the major adverse e{fects that would occur 
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during construction. Over 660 acres of land must be disturbed for construction, 
Additional acres will be disturbed for various reasons such as pump stations, 
right-of-way violations, and an indeterminate area will undoubtedly be dis
turbed for other related activities such as access roads, pipe and equipment 
storage areas and temporary housing facilities required by workers, Adverse 
impacts to vegetation fall into two broad categories--natural plant communi
ties and cropland. 

Approximately 96% of the proposed route right-of-way is presently devoted 
to intensive agriculture, During the construction year most of this land 
will not produce a crop, Total crop loss in Minnesota and the total.loss 
over the entire route may re significant. The cumulative loss over the entire 
right-of-way should be estimated for value of the major crops to be lost. 
Crop production will continue below present levels for varying amounts of 
time if relatively sterile subsoils are mixed and placed on top, The 
structural quali~y of the soil and level of fertility, conduciveA;o normal 
crop growth must be regained, 

If any commercially valuable trees are encountered the landowner should 
have the option of the area being avoided, (He should not be made to "hire 
a contractor to remove and buy the tre•3" as the Draft and Addendum state,) 
It would be the unusual case in which a pipeline route could not be adjusted 
to miss a planned windbreak. Many years are involved in growing valuable 
trees; they may not be at their peak value, The impact upon forrested areas 
and windbreaks is long term. 

Adverse impacts will occur at river and stream crossings in the removal 
of trees and th~ disturbar.ce of J,000 feet of floodplain including eco
systems. Drainage bottoms crossed by pipelines can be sensitive ecosystems 
and because of their location in flood plain areru: they are subject to 
sevore da.J~age when disturbed, 

Wildlife 

There are a series of temporary adverse effects on fish and wildlife 
which are connected pri!lk'lrily with the clearing of the construction right
of-1"?.y and with the construction of stream crossings. There will be a re
duction in the size anc diversity of bird and mammal population directly 
alone; the route. Stream and river crossings will have adverse effects on 
the aquatic life from 1·!ater disturbance and the increase of turbidity and 
sedlmE:;ntat~ on. Reprocl:iction will be curtailed for at least one season for 
a considerable segment of the stream below the crossing, 

The ffi'>re serious and long lasting of the adverse effects are those 
which r0late to the e:radlcation for the Ufe of the project of brush and 
trees from the p8rma!1ent r:i.ght-of.:.way. l!:ven if the pipeline were abflndoned 
and natur«.l habitat ::;e,'.:mc"~1ts were alJowed to revert to natural vegetation, 
it would take many more years to reestablish some semblance of lost habitat 
values, 

Long-term residual impacts on the ecological life will be in habitat 
ch:'~nees in the cleared corridor through wooded areas, Floodplains also 
supply habl ta":. conditions that ;:.re important to many wildlife species, 

'i'he neces::;i ty t,o disturb a C<tme Refuge has not been justified, 'I'his 
area affords protection for upland game birds that have declined in recent 
years due to a decrease in nesting and shelter areas, The impact in this 
area will be large and should be mitigated, 
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Rare, Unique or Endangered Species 

681 The Minnesota trout-lilly is extremely rare and occurs nowhere else 
in the world. The bobwhite and the wood turtle, both rare species, are 
found in the area the pipeline is proposed to traverse, Sy~tematic surveys 
should be provided ~n these species. 

J.1,6 Socio-Economic Environment 

Population 

The impact upon the socio-economic environment by the migratory con
truction population upon the area through which they would pass, ncedn to 

be spoken to, Unavoidable adverse sociological effects on local communi
ties will occur although generally light and short term, 

The impact upon the social environment has recelved publicity as construc
tion crews pass through communities and ae;ricultural land. The social impact 
originates from a lack of understanding, Crews have revealed the attitude 
that they are performing a great service and they can't understand farmers 
getting so upset about "digging up a little bit of land," The natural mis
trust of outsiders is perpetuated by a lack of knowlectc;e and.understanding 
of ae;riculture, coupled with a lack of respect for the services performed 
by the fanner whose efforts provide the food eaten by the crews, 

Impacts upon recreation, cultural and related services will be greater. 
Construction workers will likely be working long days and long weeks, but 
there will· be those looking for a good time. Local bars, movie theaters, 
pool halls, etc., will be well attended by pipeline construction workers, 
In the less populated areas these impacts will be greater, Pipeline workers 
will be relatively affluent when they hit town and therefore have a compara
~ively high demand for recreation services. Following this demand will be 
an increased need for law enforcement services, As any group away from home 
in a strange town, pipeline construction workers will be looking for action, 

An example of the loyalty of the crews was shown in a quote of a welder 
from Oklahoma, "Us pi)Jeliners take care of each other. '"'lf someone in town 
bothers one of us they don't have one to fight; they got us all." 

Pipeliners without family ties engage in socializing which leaves a 
trail of broken hearts, Most of them have been divorced once or twice and 
claim they can weld everything "but a broken heart at the crack of dawn". 

Economics 

An unfair attitude prevails in this section to down-play the unfavorable 
impacts and exaggerate those claimed to be favorable. The unfavorable yield 
and crop loss impact is teuned "small". The ridiculous amounts offered by 
right-of-way ag£~ts for reduced yield wouldn't come close to breaking even 
with the reduction in crop sales and leaving nottdng for the farmers 
inconvenience, time, future problems, etc., etc. So where is the "economic 
input" they claim this pipeline will generate? 

Inaccur.. .te statements also prevail. The amount of productive land 
that ·.ii 11 be art·octed will be much more than J? .5 acres, There will be crop 
reduction on 96:;~ of the entire right-of-way which is cropland or 96% of 
660 acres equals 633.6 acroa, 

'fhc Acidemtum states that "the number of determtnent variables involved 
makes impact projection impossible." And in the next sentence "compensation 
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for these losses will be negotiated bebrnen the landowner/tenant and the 
comJJ?.ny before construct~.on begins." If it is "impossible" to project loss 
f.rr .. r~ linpac t, how can 5·,1st compcn~,ation be estimated and negotiated before 
construction? ( ! ) ---

The document ndmi ts y:1.eld'3 will b-e reduced but asks a landowner to 
absorb a perpetual yield-income r~duction along with a choiceless perpetual 
easement. Dal'l:>..ges and reduction ca:-inot be ne3otlated before they happen! 

('I'o rel.'e3.t thei::r. :phraso:;,) "It should be noted tha.t" t'.1e land in northern 
m .. ~'!1CSc,.!:.;-i. along the Clear·b::-cok J.ine is not the ln.nd they are nroposing to 
cross w:l .. th tf-j_s line, So wh1t le their-point.'? -- ~ 

Oplnlons of a couple men, gleaned by a bias person from a "discussion" 
ha.s no effect on the going price fanncrs are willing to pay for farms with 
and wi t'Krnt 2.. bother::iome, dangerous, dc'raluating pipeline. An annual pay
ment or !:~ntnl may serve to eqL'.alize the l'll£.rket value of a piece of property 
to that of one wlthout a pipeUne, 

Transportation 

In addition to crop reductions, the pipeline construction activities 
will create a variety of inconveniences for the farmer. Movement of farm 
machinery and tillae;e and harvesting operations will be complicated by the 
trenching t:irough established fields. 

Trenching of minor gravel roads is an adverse impact. A minor road to 
the general public may be the major road for several farm families. 
Trenching creates bumps that have an economic impact for years to come on 
the machinery and cars of the families who must use the road. Who pays the 
bills? And who pays for the perpetual reconstruction of that area in 
the road? 

1 

Services 

721 An adverse soclalogical effect on local communities will be the demands 
on local facilities. It is conceivable that crews could impose an unreason
able financial burden upon small communities in terms of police, health, 
sewage, water, etc. 

J.1.7 Air Quality and Noise 

Noise 

7~1 Construction noise factors may have an adverse impact on the 
production of milk cows, laying hens and brood sows, as well as, frightening 
other farm livestock. 

74 
J,l,8 Climate 

Though there may be no impact on the climate, construction activities 
during inclement weather or shortly thereafter can cause a vast irreversible 
and irretrievable impact, Soil segregation and construction should take 
place only when ground conditions are in tillable cond.1tion. 

J,2 OPERATION AND MAINI'BNANCE 

J.2.1 Lnnd Use 

7~1 Land will be used by pipeline companies under a perpetual easement. 

,,.,. ......... ~ ........ ------~. ________ .___.,,.... ... ----~...---·--- ... --.. ------------, ..- .... t ~·t.•·· "·~··----------· ... ·--·---·· '" --· - ·-·--- ,,,._. ... ~---.....·-~- ...... , __ ,. ..... --·----- , ........ ~ ..... 
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Tho componoution offered for this use is a one-time, non renegotiable payment. 
Lnndowr.ero uhou~d share the profito for the use of their land. 

Fifty feet of right-of-way is not needed for operation of the pipeline; 
25 feet pC'nnanent easement is sufficient. 

Compaction or subsidence of fill areas along the trench and the exposure 
of rocl'. and cravol on tho surface will all contribute to more difficult 
farming operations. 

3.2.2 Surface Haters 

The topography of the Cannon River Crossing is the same as a oinkhole. 
Althouch the probability may be low for a spill, once is all it takes to 
put aquifers out of business. 

3.2.3 Soils and Topography 

Productivity 

This section failed to address a spill or rupture which in agricultural 
lund <eouJ.ci. render it unproductive. 

Spillo 

The operational activities of a cleafiup should include plans for disposal 
of contaminated soil. To maintn.in the area and restore its original use 
requires the replacement of topooil. The feasibility of obtaining that type 
of soil should be addressed. 

3.2.1+ Geolo;:;y/Groundwater 
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an aquifer once it has been polluted with oil. The usual recourse is to 
drill a deeper well to obtain water of acceptable quality."_ 

This type of topography is along the new route in Minnesota. 
. An oil leak in this type of topography would not surface in the area.a 

of the rupture as it would seep down through the crevices of the limestone. 
The water-soluable chemical compounds which are present in crude oil could 
be &arried into the ground water, Leaks provided a ''direct conduit" will 
not be detected on the surface. Surface water movemont would zimply 
increase the speed with which it would reach the aquifer, Surface water 
movement increased by rains falling concurrent with the leak could make even 
a detected and located leak impossible to clean up in a 75 hour period. 

Underly1ng the area of the proposed pipeline route is one of the 
most unique aquifers in the world. It may become a more important water 
supply to the Midwest than it is today, 'I'hc methods and devices proposed 
do not insure the citizen that a spill will not happen, It takes but 
one to require looking elsewhere for water. It is a fact th&.t there 
should never be a crude oil pipeline built anywhere in southeastern 
Minnesota, A pipeline entering the Rtate in the northwest where there is 
little or no groundwater or aquifers would be the prime mitigative measure. 
See Exhibit A. 

J.2.5 Biological Environment 

That the clean up and repair of an on-land oil spill would be short
term in effect is impossible to judge. Residue from oil, spilled months and 
years ago, is not cleaned up and continues to have effects on the bio
logical environment. 

J.2,6 Socio-Economic Environment 
Geoloc;y Econornics 

The operation and mtdntenance of the pipeline will create an impact 
which will have a residual effect. It will place a limitation of .production 
of geolor:ic rcc.ourceo. 

Groundwater 

'l'he entire proposed route in Minnu.:;ota is one in which the ground water 
moves tlirouc;h the soil materials and enters the bedrock. The entire area 
uctn as u recharGe area. The topography provides direct conduits for pollu
tants to reach the ground\mter system. The following is from a Statement 
by the U. s. and Iowa Geoloc;ical Survey regardinc: the problem of "Potential 
for lJc::;r·adation of Groundwater Quality Along Crude Oil Pipeline fo I 0 wa," 
Scptc1Jber ::;o, 1977. 

11 Instc:i.d of bej nc; fil tcred und diluted, pollutants are tru.noported into 
tlie SJ.Stem ao coEcentratcd slugs. A principal concern is not l:nowing where 
or how f::i.r a pollut:rnt will Le trm1::;ported. Ultimately, the polluted \·1ater 
lil:ely would be diucharcud to a rcceivins surface stream, but nevernl domestic 
anJ mtmicip.:.tl \nter cupplicu r:ould be affected enroute. 

"All of thu JJ0llut;u1ln tk\ t 1:1icht be prcDcnt in tho crude oil are un
known. !lo1-1evcr, concentration::; of oil ac; low rts 1-2 part;., per million would 
render a w1t0r Llll'l'ly obje<..:tionahlo or unaccoptnblo for dr.inld11!'~ hocause 
of taote ru1J ouor rcoblomD. Further it io extre1:1oly dif:'.'icul t to fluoh 
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The economic impact that will result should ·this line be built ls 
higher prices for refined products, Crude oil tariffs to the Twin Ci ties. 
via Wood Hiver pipeline would be higher than shipment on a pipeline from 
Port Angeles, Washington to Clearbrook, Minnesota, Northern Pipe Line Co. 
of Delaware is not the answer to the supply problems of the Midwest and cer
tainly not those of the Northern Tier of States, There are three other 
refineries in the. area that have not shown a preference for this line. 

The refineries were built in the North to refine crudes available from 
the north. It isn't economical and energy-saving to shii:· crude from the 
South where l t could be refined more e1Tlclently, Refined products shipped 
from the South makes more economic sense. 

lt is time that Minnesota join the northern tier of states and cooperate 
in solving the supply si tuatlon of the upper l1idwest and not just that of 
one refinery, The energy requirements to operate the Northern Pipe Line 
will be vast and more than likely generated from coal fired plants. The 
line proposed to traverse the northern tier of states could be powerer by 
clectrl city generated from hydroelectric plants. This Soc'\.o-Econom1c 
EnvironmentaJ_ Impact sbould not go unanswered. 

J.2.7 Air Quality 831 'l'he propose.d pipeline is to tender high sulfur crudes to a refinery 
that is already experiencing so

2
emmission problems. 
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J,J Impact Comparisons 

EJl).1 Fewer diagonal crossings of tiled fields should be honored the entire 
route of the line, 

l-~~-----.,_, -~~~~~~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~· 
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4. IMPACT MITIGATrm: 

1+ .1 Lund Uses 

'l'he crossir:g of pipelines over one a.'1other creates r..ot or:ly irrevocable 
irq-~<cto to the l.".Yld but to its n·.lue E'.lno, A farrio vnlue ca.!1 be clestroyed 
h:r tl·1r: • po.tr:l'~.\."n·k pn ~.tcrJ~!' all t:rpen of utili tic:1 and roo.du nro n.llowed to 
create-. If <'.~.J.c,;cd t<J continue m:chcck>::d the }~ro':Jler•:t' crcrl ter.l will out-
wci[';1t the fe::i.ci b:i.J.i ty of nrcc•.s bci~·.c: usd. for Lhoir origir.al purpose. 'Pa tches 1 

dE :;ignctl by utili tics will e;:int wrw:-r1 once modern farm mo.chinc1·y was c:.ble 

~.o n~r:--1} 11 tJ.cd •::. . . . . .. . _ . . • . 061 bow:l.[1r1c:': tho'.: cxirJt ir; a resource-com;ervir:.r, m1 t1c;ci.t1on 
0 which <:0!1Gic0r~ ae~tliet~c 'i;:::'1.1i:»~ ?f the 1·;ide O})en. sp;:tc~rs of. rich, _food 

::_1rod. ;: i:11~ <.' ;·:''C.cu~. tur-. · ~- J.:1n:Ji'Tt1}.1 t1ec v.iJL:ur:c lo cu t1on oi t1101r IlrOJect 071 ;;m:: L Le• :;imf>l.y :u.;ccpt . .;d :.»:il p}.·:.<:C:ll .I.lit') tl:.:) pJ .. :u11'in;; und . devcloy;ment of 
0 prcpurty. '.i.'!w !Jraft, lt.G.2 Gl-:i_h,:.;, 1'/ur exu.rnplc, the ric;ht-o.f-\:ay could 

serve as a r;reen-way, rear yard or land buffer". (!) 
The u:µplicntion o~· this C'..•:.·:o;o;tior. l'Cf}J.l'ding the use of right-of-wwy 

lo.r.d, in t!:c majority of situatior..s, is ridicul-:rns, A slance nt t~e agricul
tu!•al land pc'l.rcclu w'~lch arc tli:~ccted reveal3 these possibilitiea are not 
only ir.:_practical but in many caccc impossible. 

4.6 SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

4.G.2 Economics 

fJ 01 T!ic lciwt amount of impact would bo u cooperative effort to build an 
0 all-American line from the Pacific Northwest to the Midwest. It could save 

Minnesotp. conoumers millions of dollars each year in their cost of refined 
products. 
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5. ALTERNATIVES 

5. i. NO ACTION 

Implementation of a No Action Alternative would result in no enviro~Jllental 
disturbance along the proposed pipeline route in southeastern Minnesotn .• 
However, Minnesota and Wisconsin refiners would be welcor.ied to tender on the 
600 f.ffiD line from Washington state to Minnesota. The Williams pipeline to 
the 'l'win Cities, along with bar!!e shipment, can supply the interitun. There 
fa no doubt the big all-American line could supply Minnesota refineries. 
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R N E 
To Letter of Mark Moenning 

in behalf of Reroute Crude Oil (RCO) 

The proposed pipeline will connect to the Ashland refinery in St. Paul Park 
through the existing Minnesota Pipeline. The Northern line will terminate at 
Pine Bend with facilities to deliver to Koch's refinery and to Minnesota Pipe
line. Minnesota Pipeline has an existing 16-inc~ pipeline between Cottage 
Grove and Pine Bend. By reversing the flow in this line, crude can be delivered 
directly to Ashland. The possibility_ also exists to deliver to Williams Pipe 
Line Company at Pine Bend for subsequent delivery to Ashland at St. Paul Park 
through Williams' recently completed line . 

At this time, both Ashland Oil (St. Paul Park) and Continental Oil (Wrenshall, 
Minnesota) as well as Dow Chemical support this project and are prepared to 
nominate volumes for transport through Northern Pipe Line. Documentation is 
provided in the accompanying attachments . 

See Appendix I, Need Issues, for a discussion of the questions raised in the 
second paragraph of Comment #1 . 

See Pollution Control Agency response, Appendix II, especially section II; see 
also responses to other similar comments, e.g., Buchwald Comments# 13 and #20, 
and Froehlich Comment #5. 

It is extremely likely there will be spills during the life of this pipeline, 
and the EIS recognizes this fact. In addition, from the history of previous 
spills (Appendix III) it is evident that spills will continue to occur in the 
future. An attempt has been made, by rerouting and other measures, to minimize 
the possibility of groundwater contamination if a spill does occur. See PCA 
response, Appendix II. 

The February 1977 Draft. was based on the origin of the pipeline being Patoka, 
Illinois. The origin of the pipeline is now Wood River, Illinois, and the 
comparison made in the question is invalid . 

The Minnesota Energy Agency has prepared an up-to-date assessment of the 
need for the Northern Pipeline. See Appendix I . 

We concur with the comment: In reference to the last line of the paragraph, 
however, it should be noted Appendix G of the Draft Addendum provided maps of 
the entire Minnesota portion of the route . 
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The original route which was addressed in the Draft EIS dated February 14, 1977, 
did parallel the American Oil Company pipeline for several miles. The route 
was relocated, however, because of the shallow depth to bedrock over.much of 
the area traversed by that route. There are no other existing pipelines in the 
immediate vicinity of the proposed route which could be paralleled. 

Because of the northwest-southeast orientation of the proposed route, paralleling 
property lines which generally run north-south and east-west and and would also add 
several miles to the length of the pipeline, The primary advantage of paralleling 
property lines would be that fewer tile lines would be intercepted. However, 
homes, fences, telephone and powerlines, and other facilities are usually located 
along or near property lines, and it is felt that the offsetting impacts to 
these facilities would negate the advantages of such a route. A route paralleling 
property lines other than the "railroad route" has not been identified or 
evaluated in the EIS. The primary purpose of the EIS is to evaluate the impacts 
of the project as proposed and of feasible alternatives. The EIS process has no 
authority to require specific routing. 

A SO-foot right-of-way easement is being proposed on this project to minl.Inize the 
amount of land that would be disrupted. While a wider right-of-way easement 
would provide more working space, it is the intent of this specification to 
restrict the construction activities to as small an area as possible, thereby 
reducing the amount of agricultural land which may be affected. When specific 
conditions( such as stream crossings and rough terrain) require additional work 
space, an easement for a wider working area will be obtained. If the width 
specified in the easement agreement is exceeded during construction, the land
owner is entitled to additional damage payments. 

Topsoil is removed (where specified in the easement agreement) by a crawler 
mounted wheel-type ditcher from over the trench (3-foot minimum width) and 

.placed on the working side. The ditcher is 11 feet, 6 inches in width, and the 
ditching apparatus includes an adjustable length conveyor which will place the 
topsoil in an area at least 2 feet from the edge of the trench. 

Subsoil is removed to the proper depth by a second ditcher. The subsoil is 
placed on the side opposite the working side (topsoil side) of the ditch. 

The topsoil is leveled over a 4-5 foot area (2-7 feet from the trench) on the 
working side. 

The pipe is strung alongside the ditch being laid on skids directly over the 
leveled topsoil. The skids are placed at least 40 feet apart. This will remove 
the possibility of the sopsoil becoming packed by vehicles or heavy equipment. 
Welding personnel will walk on the fringe of the topsoil area. 

When the pipe is welded, wrapped, lowered in plaee, and the subsoil filled in, 
the relatively undisturbed topsoil will be bladed over the trench and leveled. 

• 
• 
• 
• • 

• • • • 

• 
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The reason for the 50-foot permanent easement is to allow the company to maintain 
the pipeline in a safe operating condition. The company may restrict construction 
within the easement so that such construction may be accomplished in a manner 
compatible with the sa·fe operation of the pipeline. Based on information 
presented in the March 1978 report prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants for the 
Minnesota Energy Agency, the most frequent cause of pipeline leaks has been 
excavation equipment operated by outside parties. 

The statement made by Mr. Waller was in answer to a question concerning pipeline 
rights-of-way in general. This information was not included in the EIS or at 
the landowners' meetings because Northern Pipeline intends to obtain single line 
rights on all easements. At a future date, if conditions were to warrant looping 
of the line, the company would be required to pursue the same permitting process 
as it is currently pursuing. This would include renegotiatinq the right-of-way 
agreement with each landowner . 

The figure "660" which appears on page 7 of the Draft is a typographical error. 
This number is actually "600", and is a 
purpose of this introductory material. 
Table 2, page 17, of the Draft, and are 
way acreage and 34 acres as the acreage 

round number approximation for the 
The exact numbers are presented in 
shown as 591 acres as the total right-of
over the trench. 

Table 1 on page 17 of the Draft Addendum present the same calculations for the 
east and west Northfield alternatives as they existed when the Addendum was 
prepared. The current figures for the revised Company's route are: 608 acres 
via the east-Northfield route and 631 acres via the west-Northfield route. For 
the railroad alternative the figures are 641 acres via the east-Northfield route 
and 668 acres via the west-Northfield route. 

Appendix H is a reproduction of a document prepared and sent out by Northern 
Pipeline Company over which DNR had no control, and was printed verbatum in the 
Addendum for the interest of readers. The EIS points out that there will be 
many impacts to private lands associated with this project. 

15 The concerns noted in the comment have been recognized, and several measures 
have been adopted to assist landowners in safeguarding their rights, including 
the following: 

a. Landowner's Information Booklet. The booklet will be distributed 
to all landowners prior to negotiation with the company regarding 
the right-of-way (easement) agreement. It will summarize the 
various procedures in building a pipeline and will describe some 
of the options available to the landowners either to negotiate 
inqb eh~ ~ight-of Qway agreement or to ensure contractor compliance 
with its terms. Some of the options discussed will include: 
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1. Amount of compensation for the easement 
2. Amount of compensation for foreseeable damages 
3. Topsoil segretation 
4. Use of arbitration to settle disputes 
5. Methods of drain tile repair 
6. Disposition of timber removed from right-of-way 
7. Minimum depth of cover over the pipeline 

The booklet will also discuss areas which the landowner should check 
before he signs any release forms, such as damage outside the right
of-way, adequate fence and tile repair, adequate clean-up and restora
tion of right-of-way, correct line placement including depth of cover, 
and adequate compensation for unforeseen damages. 

b. Liaison Procedure. A liaison worker employed by the State will 
monitor construction to determine compliance with the Grant-of 
Easement. Discrepancies will be reported to the company for 
correction and to State agencies and the landowner. 

c. Procedures for Making Complaints 

d. Settl~ment of Disputes. If disputes arise which cannot otherwise be 
resolved between the landowner and the company, the landowner will have 
the option of either arbitration or going to court. 

• • • • 
I 

• 
I 

• • • 
See Appendix I for a discussion of need. Based on the hydraulic design, Pump • 
Station No. 8 will be located approximately in Section II, T10105N, Rl7W, Dodge 
County. This station will not be constructed initially, but will be required 
when the volumes to be transported exceed 153,000 BPD. The power for this • 
proposed station will be provided by either People's Cooperative or Northern · 
States Power, depending on the specific requirements at the time of construction. 

The electrical energy needs of the pump station would not require additional • 
electrical generation or high voltage transmission facilities. A liberal estimate 
of the electrical needs of such a station would be in the neighborhood of 4000 KW. 
The only new facility required would be a spur out to the existing transmission .,. 
facilities. 

1 6 Below is a list of the proposed locations of the mainline valves to be installed 
in Minnesota: 

Valve Type 

Block Valve 
Check Valve 
Block Valve 
Check Valve 
Block Valve 

Location 

Upstream Upper Iowa River 
Downstream Upper Iowa River 
Upstream North Branch Root River 
Downstream North Branch Root River 
Upstream Dodge Center Creek 

• • • • • 
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Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 
Block 
Check 

E 

Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 
Valve 

N E 

Downstream Dodge Center Creek 
Upstream Rush Creek 
Downstream Rush Creek 
Upstream Zumbro River 
Downstream Zumbro River 
Upstream Falls Creek 
Downstream Falls Creek 
Upstream Cannon River 
Downstream Cannon River 
Upstream Chub Creek (Main Channel) 
Downstream Chub Creek (Main Channel) 
Upstream Chub Creek 
Downstream Chub Creek 
Upstream North Branch Chub Creek 
Downstream North Branch Chub Creek 
Upstream South Branch Vermillion River 
Downstream South Branch Vermillion River 
Upstream Vermillion River 
Downstream Vermillion River 

The average distance between a downstream check valye and the next upstream block 
valve is approximately 7 miles, with the greatest distance being approximately 
25 miles. 

The MEA considered the appropriateness of the proposed line size. Since the best 
line size depends upon the estimated volumes, the MEA concentrated on determining 
the new or additional capacity that can be justified by the record. The MEA 
director determined that up to 210,000 B/D had been justified. For this volume, 
and depending upon other parameters the best line size is 24 inches. This size 
allows for future expansion of up to the 300,000 B/D range without looping. 
However, the Kitimat option was still alive when the certificate of need for the 
Northern project was granted. Consequently, the 20-inch alternative was kept 
open in case required volumes remained in the 100,000 B/D range for several years. 

171 Pipeline construction is currently scheduled to start in the spring of 1979. 

Impacts associated with the work force are presented in Section 3.1.6 of the 
Draft Addendum, pp 85-87. On page 9 of the Draft, it is explained that the 250 
workers are divided into about ten crews. This yields an average crew size of 
25. Most of the crews cannot began their jobs until the previous crew's work 

J8 has been completed. Thus, the crews tend to become strung out along the line 
and a concentration of 250 workers in one locality is not anticipated. 

Section 4.6.1 of the Draft describes the possibility of .using local labor and is 
referenced here. 

Every reasonable attempt will be made to notify the landowner and obtain permission 
19 prior to surveying. In cases where this cannot be done, care is taken not to 

disturb livestock or damage crops. In the event damages result the landowner will 
be compensated for these damages based on his negotiation with the company. 
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Prior to clearing or grading of the construction right-of-way or stringing pipe 
the Contractor shall open all fences on or crossing the right-of-way and install 
temporary gates of sound construction to prevent entrance or exit of livestock 
into or out of the fenced property. Adjacent posts will :be adequately braced 
to prevent slackening of the wire. Where woven hog wire or other special types 
of fence are encountered, the temporary gates will be made of similar material 
and of suitable quality to serve the purpose of the original fence. Upon 
completion of the work, the fence will be restored equivalent to, or better 
than its original condition. (Response by Northern Pipeline Company) 

The Contractor is required to do such grading of the right-of-way,as is 
necessary to provide access during construction and to insure the construction 
of a good, safe pipeline. This includes grading of any sharp points and 
hollows where necessary to allow the pipe to be bent and laid within the minimum 
radius of curvature specified (normally 30 times the outside diameter of the 
-pipe) . The landowner will be compensated for the actual damages based on his 
negotiations with the company. 

The pipeline is required by the American National Standard Code for Pressure 
Piping, B31.4 - Liquid Petroleum Transportation Piping Systems, Section 434.6 (c), 
to provide a minimum clearance of 12 inches between the outside of the pipe and 
the extremity of any other underground structures. This does not include drain 
tile which requires only 2 inches of clearance. In most cases, the proposed 
line will be installed under existing utilities except where the existing 
utility is excessively deep. 

Topsoil removal is a negotiated item with each individual landowner. 

Permits from the Department of Natural Resources will be required for all stream 
crossings. Erosion control measures, bank stabilization, revegetation, and 
other measures specific to each stream will be spe~ified in the permit. These 
are measures which cannot be determined until the exact stream crossing location 
is known and the permit is applied for. 

All public road crossings generally require a permit from the regulating agency 
which stipulates whether the road must be bored or can be open cut. For open cut 
roads, the permit will stipulate the degree of compaction required. In cases 
where this is not stipulated, the ground will be compacted to its original condition. 

The "large additional impact on adjacent land"resulting from boring a road is not 
defined. The impact on adjacent lands will vary from one crossing to another. 
But, the landowner will be compensated for whatever impact occurs based on his 
negotiations with the company. 

The crossing of private roads should be handled in the right-of-way negotiations 
by each landowner with the company 

• 
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In many cases, property lines don't fall in a direct line, requiring many right
angle bends to attempt to follow such a route. This will substantially increase 
the actual length of the pipeline. These two factors will result in a need for 
greater energy comsumption to transport the oil through the line. The increased 
length of the line means that a greater area of land would be affected. Even 
though an area of a farm may not be as heavily tiled, it will still undergo 
disruptions from construction activities. 

It has been the experience where these repairs were conducted that it is preferable 
to leave the lines uncapped and able to drain into the trench. This permits the 
continued operation of the tile system during construction. The experience has been 
that very little, if any, dirt or debris entered the tile by using this procedure • 
In cases involving a large uolume of discharge from the tile, a contractor may wish 
to place a rigid ~ipe between the tile ends as a temporary repair to prevent the 
trench from·- becoming too wet for construction activities . 

If the tile lines are to severed for an extended period of time during con
struction, temporary connections should be considered to minimize the possibility 
of crop damage to areas of the field outside of the right-of-way. Temporary 
connections will also minimize the possibility of drainage from the tile system 
into the excavated ditch. 

The actual benefits of installing temporary connections of severed tile lines 
during construction will vary depending upon: 

1. The type of topsoil and subsoil; 
2. the length of time the tile lines are severed; 
3. the time of year; 
4. the amount of rainfall; and, 
5. the terrain of the field. 

The landowner may wish to specify temporary connections as a special condition 
of his easement agreement . 

The specifications for construction of the pipeline will contain a statement 
similar to the one cited in the comment. The responsibility of seeing that the 
contractor conforms to these requirements lies with the company's authorized 
inspector. The inspector has the authority to require the Contractor to conform 
to the specifications or he will shut the job down. The responsibility ultimately 
lies with the company to see that qualified inspectors are used to guarantee that 
the work is performed according to the specifications. The state liaison worker 
will also monitor construction to determine compliance with this requirement . 
Violations will be reported to the company for action and to the appropriate State 
agencies • 

Backfill material will be inspected, and rocks greater than 3 inches in diameter 
or other extraneous material will be removed and disposed of in an area off the 
right-of-way. This area will have been previously identified and an agreement 
reached with the landowner for disposal. 

In those cases where the material excavated from the ditch consists primarily of 
rocks, a soil pad of "select" material (soil which does not contain rocks) will be 
placed around and over the pipe • 
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Topsoil is removed (where specified in the easement agreement) by a crawler 
moun~ed wheel-type ditcher from over the trench (J.-foot minimum width) and placed 
on the working side. The ditcher is 11 feet 6 inches in width, and the ditching 
apparatus includes an adjustable length conveyor which will place the topsoil in 
an area at least 2 feet from the edge of the trench. 

Subsoil is removed to the proper depth by a second ditcher. The subsoil is 
placed on the side opposite the workir:gside (topsoil side) of the ditch. 

The topsoil is leveled over a 4-5 foot area (2-7 feet from the trenches) on the 
working side. 

'I'he pipe is strung alongside the ditch being laid on skids directly over the 
leveled topsoil. The skids are placed at least 40 feet apart. This will remove 
the possibility of the topsoil becoming packed by vehicles or heavy equipment. 
Welding personnel will walk on the fringe of the topsoil area. 

~then the pipe is welded, wrapped, lowered in place and the subsoil filled in, the 
relatively undisturbed topsoil will be bladed into the ditch. 

The specifications of the contract between Northern Pipeline Company and the 
construction firm will contain a section describing the cleanup procedure to be 
followede It will be the responsibility of the company•s inspector to see to it 
that the cleanup is performed according to specifications. The landowner may 
request to be notified before the trench is backfilled if he wishes to observe 
that the operation is in accordance with the specifications; he may also wish to 
discuss this matter with the State liaison worker. If, in the event the work is 
not acceptable, the landowner should not sign the final release form until he 
is satisfied the terms of the agreement have been met. 

Where the river or stream crossing is shallow, the trenching operation may be 
performed by conventional trenching equipment. Wh~re necessary, draglines or 
clamshell buckets will be used to perform the trenching operation. No dewa.tering 
is planned. Excavation will be carried out in order to minimize the turbidity of 
the water. The work of clearing, grading, slope protection, trenching, backfilling, 
final cleanup, and revegetation within at least 50 feet (further, if the banks 
extend beyond 50 feet) of rivers and strearns will be completed within as short a 
time ~s possible to minimize erosion. The stream bed will be restored to grade 
with the same material as that which was excavated to minimize erosion and sedi-
mentation after comstruction is complete. If the river bottom is armored with 
cobbles, these will be separated and replaced on the river bed. Permits from the 
Minnesota DNR will be required for all crossings. 

• • 
I 

• 
On sloping terrian, small diversion dikes will be used when necessary to keep I 
water runoff from running down the ditch area. Excess excavation material (soil) -· 
will :be evenly spread over adjacent areas so as not to disturb normal drainage 
patterns. The cleanup operation consists of removing any construction debris; 
chiseling, disking harrowing or raking the surface as required; replacing the 
fences and seeding the soil where appropriate; and restoring all disturbed surfaces. 
The cleanup equipment may consist of bulldozers, draglines, backhoes, road I 
maintainers, wheel type tractors and other agricultural type equipment such as ... 
chisels, disks, harrows, and rakes. 

• 
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It is the intent of the company to restruct construction activities during periods 
of inclement weather on those occasion when there is a potential for excessive 
damage . 

Replacement of temporary fence and gates with perma.nent fence is a part of cleanup 
and restoration. The pipeline company will, insofar as is practicable, restore 
the construction area to its original grade and condition, except that the earth 
will be crowned over the trench to compensate for settlement of the backfill, and 
employ accepted methods to prevent surface erosion. 

Where required or practicable, all disturbed surfaces will be contoured to resemble 
their preconstruction grade. If required, fertilizer will be applied and the area 
reseeded. Erosion-control devices will be constructed on steep slopes on the 
right-of-way and along cuts made through unconsolidated materials. Erosion-control 
devices include, but are not limited to, water bars, riprap, terracing, sand
cement sacks, and fencing. 

When construction is completed, a representative of the company will meet with the 
landowner to approve the restoration and discuss damages. Any damages resulting 
from the company's operation or activities shall-be paid within thirty (30) days 
of the mutual agreement as to amount. The company shall pay the landowner or his 
tenant for actual damages to growing crops, livestock, fences or buildings, caused 
by the operation or activities in connection with the construction of the pipeline. 
The landowner should not sign his final release form until satisfied with cleanup 
and restoration . 

Hydrostatic testing of the pipeline is required prior to its being put into operation 
(see page 14 of the original Draft EIS). A permit from the Department of Natural 
Resources will be required for appropriation of water from any public lake or 
stream. 

Hydrostatic test water, whether used prior to operating the line or after the line 
has been operating, cannot be discharged in Minnesota without a National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System Permit. This requires prior application and public 
notice. These permits set forth discharge standards which must be adhered to by 
the permittee. 

Emergency procedures for handling crude oil spills were outlined in Appendix A of 
the original Draft EIS. 

Corrosion is accelerated by the electrolytic nature of the soil; fr.e., the more 
electrolytic the soil 1 the greater the potential for corrosion. This is usually 
measured as earth .resistivity, with high values of resistivity corresponding to 
non-electrolytic soils, and vice versa. The resistivity is affected to the 
greatest extent by the clay content of the soil; sand and gravel have very high 
resistivities and tills and ciay soils have low resistivities. Thus, clay soils 
such as glacial till tend to be more corrosive than outwash. Appendix C, "Soil 
Data", of the Draft provides Soil Survey Interpretations prepared by the Soil 
Conservation Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. These interpretations include 
a listing of the soil's corrosivity . 
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A cathodic protection system to protect against erosion will be installed. 
Corrosivity may differ between soil types, and a survey will be conducted soon 
after the pipeline is placed in the ground. Actual soil resistivity measurements 
will be taken at intervals along the pipeline. This data will be analyzed to 
determine the location of rectifiers and/or anodes required to adequately protect 
the pipeline. Once the cathodic protection system is operating, it will be 
checked at frequent intervals to verify that the proper pipe-to-soil potentials 
are being maintained in accordance with Subparts D and F, Part 195, Transportation 
of Liquids by Pipeline, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations (Department of 
Transportation). 

Prior to clearing or grading of the construction right-of-way or stringing pipe, 
the Contractor shall open all fences on or crossing the right-of-way and install 
temporary gates of sound construction to prevent entrance or exit of livestock 
into or out of the fenced property. Adjacent posts will be adequately braced to 
prevent slackening of the wire. Where woven hog wire or other special types of 
fence are encountered, the temporary gates will be made of similar material and 
of suitable quality to serve the purpose of the original fence. Upon completion 
of the work, the fence will be restored equivalent to, or better than, its original 
condition. 

• 
I 
I 

I 
I 

• • 
The Contractor will also be required to provide access across the ditch upon the 
request of landowners. Problems which cannot be resolved with the Contractor 
should be reported immediately to the project manager. A toll-free telephone 
number will be provided for this purpose; landowners will be provided with this 1 ... :1 
number in the information booklet to be distrubited to each landowner~ 

34.ITh~ pipeline company wil~ be responsible for all follow-up restoration, as well as ~ 
maintenance of pump stations. 

The selection of the source for pipe to be used on this project is based on quality 
and cost. The quality of all pipe to be used is specified to meet API Standard 
5LX, Specification for High-Test Line Pipe. That portion of the pipe manufactured 
in France must meet these specifications. The decision to purchase pipe from a 
particular supplier is based on getting the best possible product at a reasonable 
cost. A large portion of the pipe remains to be purchased from a source, or 

3~ sources, yet to be determined. 

The strength of the pipe will be consistent with the design pressure requirements 
for this pipeline. 

The same tests were performed in France as would have been performed in this 
country if the pipe were manufactured here. 

I 

• • • • 
. • • 
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All rocks larger than 3 inches will be removed from the backfill. No material 
which could damage the pipe coating can be permitted to be backfilled against the 
pipe. This means a minimum of 24 to 30 inches of this "select" material must be 
used. After the pipe has been protected by this "soil pad", the type of backfill 
is not as critical. However, rocks will still be removed to prevent them from 
frost-heaving into a farmer's field at a later date. The topmost layer of the 
backfill will be the stockpiled topsoil, where this has been negotiated as part of 
the easement agreement. Sand is an excellent backfill material and soil pad . 

Appendix IX, Leak Detection; and Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns . 

The EIS aas considered three alternative routes and two alternative segroents on 
the present route in the Northfield area. This Final EIS provides additional 
information on the railroad alternative (see Appendix IV). See also Chapter 5 
of the original Draft EIS and of the Draft Addendum . 

Tables 3 and 4 of Chapter 2 of the Draft Addendum present data on land use and 
crop acreage by township. Damage payments will-be based on the current market 
value of the crop which would have been produced, for a quantity based on the 
highest average productivity per acre in the county and will include payments 
for reduced productivity after the pipeline is installed • 

'While it is true that some utilities such as transmission lines can create 
"patchwork patterns" in agricultural land as noted in the comment because they 
are above-ground and thus interfere with agricultural operations, pipeline should 
not normally interfere with the use of farm machinery. However, it is recognized 
that the pipeline may interfere with future drain tiling (See Appendix XIII.) 

The Claremont Game Refuge is a so-called "Statutory Refuge", which means that it 
is private land, where designation as a refuge ~as requested by landowners so that 
the discharge of firearms could be prohibited.. It contains no publically owned 
lands or receives no special management, and was not established because of any 
unique resources. The portion of the area through which the pipeline is proposed 
is entirely cultivated, and the pipeline will have no significant effect on wild
life habitat. 

I 4 2 fsee Appendix II, Spill/Pollution concerns. 

• • • • 
43 

The Draft states that "the bottomlands along the Cannon River constitutes the 
only distinct bottomlands type ecosystem found along the route". For this reason, 
the specific Cannon River crossing was described as an example of the bottomlands 
ecosystem. The Dra'ft Addendum describes bottomland forests "along river valleys 
and floodplains .•. " and does not select a specific crossing as an example. 

A description of both the East Alternate and West Alternate Cannon River crossings 
is included in the Draft Addendum on pages 29-31. An aerial photograph of each is 
included in Appendix B, and shows the extent of forest and cropland in the vicinities 
of the crossings. The descriptions include detailing of the size of the flood
plains and the outcropping of bedrock . 
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There are no unique ecosystems in the immediate vicinity of the route that wculd 
merit "special" consideration. River and stream crossings are recognized as 
inherently more sensitive areas, and receive careful restoration efforts as 
described on page 83 (3.1.2 Surface Waters) of the Draft. These are not considered 
"special" but simply necessary. See also pages 66 and 88-89 of the Draft 
concerning endangered species. 

Concur. 

See response to comment 41. 

Concur. However, the vegetation affected will, for the most part, become re
established, a?d the long-term impact on habitat will be minimal. 

Prairie Creek is generally shallow and intermittant at the crossing site (TllON, 
R20W, Sll). It is basically a minnow stream when flows exist and provides no 
permanent game fish habitat at the crossing site, but game fish could occasionally 
migrate to the area during periods of sustained flow, from the lower reaches and 
Lake Byllesby. 

The Upper Iowa River is generally shallow and basically a minnow stream. Suitable 
habitat for game fish does not exist during most of the year. In Lake Louise, 
however, additional stream flows and deeper water provide suitable habitat for 
blue-gills, orange-spotted sunfish, crappies, northern pike, and bullheads. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 

Dodge Center Creek is a shallow minnow stream at the crossing site. Further • 

48 

downstream near Mantorville the stream provides marginal habitat for smallmauth bass . 

Mr. Thomas Morley of the Department of Botany, University of Minnesota states that 
"the proposed pipeline·route will run through no trout lily sites that I know of, 
nor is it very close to any known ones". (Letter, April 3, 1978). Mr. Morley has 
also stated that the railroad alternative route will not affect any known trout 
lily sites. The Bobwhite quail is classified by Minnesota DNR as a "threatened" 
species, while the wood turtle is classified as a "changing or uncertain" species. 
Neither the Bobwhite or the wood turtle is classified under the Federal Endangered 
Species Act. 

49 I see Minnesota Energy Agency response, Appendix I, Need Issues. 

• 
I 

I 

• 
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A. POLICE SERVICES 

RESPONSE 

No. of 
County or Municipality Officers Detention Facilities 
Dakota: 46 

South St. Paul 30 
West St. Paul 22 
Mendota Heights 10 
Mendota-Sanfish Lake-Lilydale 5 
Eagan 18 
Burnsville 56 
App 1 e Va 11 ey 17 
Rosemount 7 
Lakevi 11 e 13 
Fanni ngton · 7 
Hastings 16 
InverGrove Hts. 14 
Coates-Vennil 1 ion 1 

Rice: 
Faribault 
Northfield 

Dodge: 
Kasson 
Dodge Center 
West Concord 
Hayfield 
Mantorvi 11 e 

Steele: 
Owatonna 
Medford 
El 1 endal e 
Bl oorni ng Prairie 

12 
25 
17 

7 
2 
3 
1 

( 1 deputy under contract) 
{ 1 deputy under contract) 

10 
23 

. 1 
1 
2-1/2 

Mower: 22 
Austin 34 
3 municipalities with contracts 
3 municipalities with independent services • 

Yes 
Yes 

Temporary 
No 
No 

Holding Cell 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
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B. FIRE SERVICES 

RESPONSE 

Municipality 

Dakota County: 
Apple Va 11 ey 
Burnsville 
Eagan 
Farmington 
Hampton 
Hastings 
lnverGrove Hts. 
Lakeville 
Mendota Hts. 
Mi esvi 11 e 
Randolph 
Rosemont 
South St. Paul 
West St. Paul 

Rice County: 
Dundas 
Faribault 
Lonsdale 
Morristown 
Nerstrand 
Northfield 

Steele County: 
Blooming Prairie 
El 1 endal e 
Medford 
CMatonna 

Dodge County: 
Claremont 
Dodge Center 
Hayfield 
Kasson 
Mantorvi 11 e 
West Concord 

Mower County: 
Adams 
Austin 
Browndale 
Dexter 
Elkton 
Grand Meadow 
LeRoy 
Lyle 
Maple View 
Rose Creek 
Sargeant 

Nature of Service 

Volunteer 
5+ Paid 
Volunteer 
Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 
5+ Paid 
Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Full Paid 
5+ Paid 

Volunteer 
Full Paid 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 

Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 
Vo 1 unteer 
5+ Paid 

Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 

Volunteer 
Full Paid 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 
Vo 1 unteer 
Volunteer 
Volunteer 

I 
I 
I 

• • • 
I 

• 
I 
I 

• • • 
•• 
I 

• • • • 
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E p NE . 

Northern Pipeline Company of Delaware, Inc., intends to conduct a survey as per 
the recommendations of the Minnesota Historical Society, under the guidance of a 
qualified archaeologist. 

11111 ~21 This information was provided in section 2.8 of the original Draft EIS. 

• • • • 
11111 

• • • • • • • 
• 

53 
We concur. Soil mixing will occur and will reduce productivity to varyi.ng degrees 
and for varying periods of time. The pipeline company is liable for such damages 
and landowners should be compensated accordingly • 

541 See response to comment 41 . 

55 

56 

The contract between Northern Pipeline Company and the firm selected to construct 
the pipeline will contain a schedule and a target date. These estimates will be. 
made by people experienced in pipeline construction and will be based on 10 hours 
per day, 6 days per week. 

The Cannon River at either of the two proposed crossing points is less than 100 
feet wide. This is a small crossing when compared to many which have been made. 
It is estimated that construction of the pipeline across the Cannon River will 
span approximately two weeks. This construction activity "t\·ill be scheduled so 
that it will result in only a minimal inconvenience to recreational traffic . 

The impacts noted were discussed in section 3.1.2 of the original Draft EIS . 
Permits from the Department of Natural Resources will be required for all stream 
crossings. The permits will specify conditions to be met to minimize adverse 
impacts to public waters • 

I The Draft Addendum recognized that the Cannon River area has shallow and exposed 
fJ7 bedrock, and proposed additional protective measures in this area. See responses 

to Froehlich Comment #5 and Buchwald Comment #20. 

~~1We concur with the connnent . 

5~lsee discussion of the Railroad Alternative, Appendix IV . 

S()ISee discussion of Soil Compaction Effects, Appendix VII, and the original Draft 
EIS, p. 83-84 . 
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N E 

We concur with the comments regarding the effects of soil mixing. 

It is recognized that soil mixing will occur, even with topsoil segregation 
procedures, and that adverse weather could result in the "worst case" circumstances 
cited. It will largely be the responsibility of Northern Pipeline Company to 
insure that its contractors do not operate during extremely wet periods, and also 
that the trench is kept open for the shortest time possible to .avoid the 
conditions cited. The Company is also responsible for compensating landowners for 
lost soil productivity. Landowners should not sign post-construction releases 
until compensation for such damages are settled on. 

The Department of Agriculture has reviewed the proposed tile repair procedures, 
and provided the following comments: 

"From an engineering perspective, the methods proposed for repairing 
cut or disrupted drainage tiles appears to be adequate. The actual 
application of these methods of repair will be crucial to the perfor
mance of the entire system, once repairs have been made. Improper or 
sloppy repairs, even when these methods are used, will result in a 
tile system which does not function as designed. !t can result in 
decreased productivity or even crop failure in areas of the tiled 
field outside of the right-of-way. 

6 2 "The actual benefits of installing temporary connections of severed 
tile lines during constuction will vary depending upon: 

1. The type of topsoil and subsoil; 
2. the length of time the tile lines are severed; 
3. bhe time of year; 
4. the amount of rainfall; and, 
5. the terrain of the field. 

"If the tile lines are to be severed for an extended period of time 
during construction, temporary connections should be considered to 
minimize the possibility of crop damage to areas of the field outside 
of the right-of-way. Temporary connection~ will also minimize the 
possibility of drainaqe from the tile system into the excavated ditch." 

Concerning routing parallel to land boundary lines, see response to Comment 11. 

6 31 The comment is noted. Fracturing would occur only in areas where the trench is D 
in bedrock. "111 

6 4
1 

This has been recognized and addressed. 
and the response to Comment #2. 

See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns, 

65 
The effects on groundwater noted here are expected to be minimal. 
groundwater yields is expected. Final alignment of the route will 
avoid wells. It is recommended that active wells be avoided by at 
and preferably 300 feet, and that any abandoned wells found during 
be capped in accordance with Department of Health procedures. Any 

No effect on 
be adjusted to 
least 100 feet, 
construction 
active well 
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displaced by pipeline construction would have to either be compensated for or 
replaced by the Company, as provided for in the Easement Agreement negotiated 
with the landowner. 
Se~ response t~ Comment #14 for current acreage figures. 

No new access roads are planned. The section line road network provides more 
than adequate access. All off-road traffic is intended to remain on the right
of-way easement • 

Housing facilities for workers will consist of existing hotel/motel accomodations 
or camper/trailer type vehicles. These vehicles are anticipated to utilize 
established campgrounds. No significant vegetation destruction is anticipated as 
a result of housing . 

The following table presents the percent of harvested land (within the townships 
raversed by the route) which will be affected by the Company's proposed route and 
he estimated value of the corresponding crop loss in dollars, by county .. 

County 

Dakota 
Rice 
Steele 
Dodge 
Mower 

Percent ot 
Harvested Land 

Within the Townships 
Traversed by the Route 

0.266% (0.228%)* 
0.241% (0.222%) 
0.065% 
0.150% 
0. 211% 

Estimated 
\Talue of 

Crop Loss ($)1~* 

24,866 (28,292) 
24,959 (27,478) 

2,880 
34,441 
39,705 

*Numbers in parentheses are for the west alternate route(in the Northfield area). 
**Based upon an estimated 1977 value of $220/acre (based on Crop and Livestock 

Reporting Service data). 

With the exception of the east alternate in Dakota County (at 0.2~6%), in each of 
the counties the route traverses less than one-quarter of one percent of the 
harvested land in the townships which are traversed. This nurober is considerably 
smaller if considered on a county rather than township basis. It should be noted 
that the value of the crop loss does not represent a dollar loss to the farmer and 
damages paid are approximately equivalent to two years' production. 

Where negotiated in the easement agreement, topsoil will be separated from subsoil 
and stockpiled, to be replaced at the completion of the backfill operation. 

During the negotiation of the easement, the landowner has the opportunity to aid 
in the selection of the final alignment across his land. The company will attempt, 
to the best of its ability, to comply with the wishes of the landowner. It would 
indeed be the unusual case in which the route could not be adjusted to miss a 
windbreak. These and other routing requests should be presented to the right-of-way 
agent during the negotiation for easement. If Rt all possible, the company will 
attempt to comply. 

Considerable effort has gone into selecting a route which avoids as much forested 
land as possible. Less than one percent of the route traverses forest, a total of 
about 6 acres. Most of this area lies along rivers and streams. In cases of 
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savannah-prairie type associations, with widely scattered individual trees, it 
should be possible to avoid such trees. Of the trees which are removed, the 
owner has the option of disposal methods or salvage. 

The i~pacts noted have been addressed in the EIS. It should be noted, however, 
that brush and other natural vegetation will be allowed to become reestablished 
in the right-of-way; only tree growth will be controlled. Therefore, the 
impact on the habitat of small mammals and birds will be short-term. 

6 BI see responses to Comment #48. 

6 g I We concur with the connnents. 

70 

71 

The Pipeline Company is liable for all damages incurred to landowners as a result of 
pipeline construction. Initial damage payments include an amount for future reduc
tions in productivity. The amount is negotiable between the Company and the land
owner. Landowners could also negotiate to have a clause included in their easement 
agreement to allow additional damage payments if future crop losses exceed the 
estimates used for determining the initial payments. 

See Appendix VII for a discussion of soil compaction effects. 

We concur with the comments regarding inconvenience to farmers. In regard to 
damages to roads, the pipeline company must obtain permits from the appropriate 
agencies for all crossings of public roads. These permits require restoration 
of roadways to specifications set by the agency. The company is responsifille for 
all damages to public roadways caused by construction of the pipeline. 

J z I We concur with the connnent. 

73 

74 

75 

76 

We concur with the comment. 
as turkey or mink farms. 

We concur with the comment. 
climate. 

Noise could especially affect specialty farms such 

However, the effects noted are not impacts on the 

The type of land use on the surface of the right-of-way will not materially change 
over the majority of the route, since farming will continue, although there will be 
some impacts such as reduced productivity as discussed elsewhere. 

It is recognized that the Cannon River crossing and the adjacent areas of shallow 
and exposed bedrock present a higher than average potential for pollution of 
groundwater in the event of an oil spill. Therefore, special measures have been 
proposed in this area to reduce the potential of a spill occurring, as outlined 
in the response to Buchwald Comment #20. 

• 
• 
I 

• 
• • 
I 

• • • • 
I 
I 

• • 
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The following information, developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
is presented on the effects of an oil spill on soil and vegetation. The reader is 
referred to the publication cited for references to the studies on which this 
information is based. (See also Appendix II, Section III B-E.) 

"Vegetation can be affected for various reasons. For example, bacteria that 
convert the oil to organi.c matter create anaerobic conditions in the soil 
subsurface. It is largely the inability of plant roots to obtain sufficient 
oxygen and moisture which inhibits plant growth. Initial oil contact with 
soil usually stops plant growth because the volatile fractions enter the 
plants and seeds creating a debilitating narcotic effect. 

"The ability of plants to resist oil contamination is directly related 
to the depth of rooting, ease of replacing stems, particularly rhizomes. 
Researchers generally agree that large concentrations of oil may create 
immediate toxic conditions for plants . 

"The extent and duration of inhibited soil fertility depends largely 
upon the concentration and depth to which the soil is saturated with 
undegraded oil. Soil containing degraded oil will exhibit signs of 
increased fertility •.. 

"The concentration at w~ich oil addition is toxic to vegetation is of 
the.order of 1 kg perm of soil, depending upon vegetative and soil 
types. Even soils saturated to depths of more than 1.2 m (4 ft.) 
eventually showed signs of increased productivity although the period 
required for soil reclamation was 7 yrs. It has been suggested that 
oil pollution damage to plants can be minimized by heavy fertilization. 
This action is probably a simple mass-action effect operating by 
forcing the necessary nutrients into the plant • 

"There is no indication that higher plants can utilize the energy 
content of oil for growth purposes. Plants will increase the rate of 
moisture loss and can compete with the microorganisms utilizing the 
oil for available nutrients. On the other hand, a number of studies 
have indicated that the microbial populations present in the rhizosphere 
are enhanced in both numbers and species diversity over populations in 
root-free soils. This is due in part to the release of amino acids and 
vitamins by plant tissue. The synergistic relationship is completed by 
the microbial production of metabolic by-products beneficial to plant 
growth. 

"Further study is required to define the extent to which rhizospheric 
bacteria are capable of degrading oil spill debris substrates and, 
if so, what the degradation rates are. The existence of plants may 
also increase oxygen requirements in the oil/soil mixture and root 
zone by providing more carbon in the form of root tissue." 
(Excerpted from Oil Spill: Decisions for Debris Disposal, Volume II, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1977.) 

J s I See Appendix II, Section III. 
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791 Removal of minerals will be restricted within the pipeline right-of-way. 

80 

With the major exception of extensive surficial sand and gravel deposits in Dakota 
County, the proposed pipeline traverses surficial drift deposits throughout most 
of its extent in Minnesota. By the nature of its origin and deposition, glacial 
drift has a major component of clayey materials. Most of the natural recharge to 
the bedrock acquifers in the study area is vertically percolating groundwater from 
the saturated parts of the overlying glacial drift. The thickness and lithology 
of the glacial drift in the study area are extremely variable - extensive clay 
thicknesses occur at the surface in some areas, with underlying sand and gravel 
deposits. Where thick clay deposits overlie bedrock aquifers, groundwater 
percolation is severely retarded. 

See also Appendix II, and responses elsewhere to similar comments. 

81 I See Appendix II, Section III. 

82 

Northern Pipeline Company has provided the following response: 
The current schedule for termination of the availability of Canadian crude will, 
under present conditions, drive up the price of fuel oil as the market demand 
exceeds the available supply by a greater and greater margin. Ultimately, the 
only available supplies of crude in this situation would be the relatively small 
contributions of the Portal Pipe Line, and whatever could be barged or rail-carred 
at higher transportation costs, with winter restrictions on barging and the 
attendant increase in storage facilities. As shown in Table 28 on page .102 of the 
Draft, a pipeline will provide the most economical mode of transporting crude to 
the refineries. Thus the effect of a pipeline on fuel oil prices will be to hold 
them at a lower level than any other transportation option. 

Comparisons have been made between Northern Pipeline and Northern Tier Pipeline. 
A comparison of stated anticipated tariffs of the two lines at first glance 
suggests that Northern Tier is more economical. This comparison can be misleading. 
The stated tariffs are based upon the assumption that the lines will operate at 
the specified volumes. Northern's volumes are based on the requirements of the 
Twin City refineries and are realistic estimates. There is some doubt throughout 
the industry, however, that Northern Tier can find the shippers to provide the 
volumes on which their stated tariff is based. This is supported by the continued 
reluctance throughout the industry for individual oil companies to nominate 
volumes which they would ship via Northern Tier, and most recently by P.Jnoco's 
withdrawal of support for the project. 

At this time, there is very limited interest by prospective shippers in the 
Northern Tier proposal. The industry lacks confidence in the validity of the 
proposed tariff. In the event that Northern Tier operates at a lesser volume 
than that on which the tariff is based, the tariff must increase. 

Attached to these responses are co~munications from Ashland Oil Company and 
Continental Oil Company, expressing their interest for the Northern Pipe Line 
Company project~ 

I 

• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
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Mark Moenning 
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Another aspect of this question is the cost of Alaskan crude.. By Federal law, 
the price of a barrel of Alaskan crude is set by.the market price of imported 
oil at the port of entry. Thus, the cost of a barrel of Alaskan crude will be the 
same whether it is tankered to Port Angeles or to the Gulf Coast. The difference 
in transportation costs affects the wellhead price of Alaskan crude, but not the 
market price at the port of entry. Alaskan crude will become available to 
Northern Pipe Line when production exceeds the capacity of the West Coast 
refineries that can handle Alaskan crude, and the producers seek additional markets. 

If Northern Tier cannot meet their volume estimates, their tariff would increase 
substantially. Differences in tanker costs between the West Coast and Gulf Coast 
will have little effect on the price of Alaskan oil to Minnesota. For these 
reasons, we believe that Northern Pipe Line's effect upon fuel prices will be to 
keep the prices at a lower level than any other transportation option. 

The Koch Refinery is currently in violation of ambient so2 standards. The Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency is currently negotiating a stipulated agreement to 
bring the refinery into compliance. 

' 8 41 Comment noted • 

• • • 
• • • • • • 

At this time, it is not possible to determine if and how a pipeline would affect 
the property values of agricultural land. Although the affect may have not been 
substantial in the past, the increased awareness of the impacts of pipelines and 
powerlines may very well change this in the future. Over the past 3 years the 
public's consciousness of these issues has been raised by farmers protesting such 
projects and the news media coverage of the issues. The market value of property, 

8 5 among many other things, is based upon the buyer's "perception" of the desir
ability of the property. A negative perception of property containing a pipeline 
may, in some cases, be translated into a lower market value for the property. 
The Minnesota Department of Agriculture is currently conducting an attitude 
survey of farm owners in an attempt to shed some light on this theory. 

8 6 I See Appendix JV, Railroad Al terna ti ve . 

87 
T~e statement cited referred to use of the pipeline right-of-way in a developed 
area such as a residential subdivision or commercial or industrial development, 
and does not apply to agricultural land. The right-of-way can continue to be 
farmed in agricultural areas . 

8 BI See 

8 91 See 

Appendix I, Need Issues 

Appendix I, Need Issues • 
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RES N E 

To Letter of Steve Henslin 
Dodge Center, Minnesota 

The state has developed a liaison procedure whereby a state liaison worker 
will monitor construction to determine compliance with all provisions of 
Grants-of-Easement and state, county and local permits. (See Appendix XI). 
The state has no authority to establish an inspection board as outlined 
in the letter, and has no authority to stop constructioP for non-compliance. 
The liaison procedure will operate satisfactorily only with the cooperation 
of all parties involved. Non-compliance with easement or permit conditions 
will be reported to the company and to the appropriate agencies who will 
seek to resolve the problem. 

2 A discussion of routing both within the railroad right-of-way and adjacent 
to it is presented in Appendix IV. As noted therein, it is not possible 
to build the pipeline within the railroad right-of-way primarily because 
there is not the necessary 50 feet of clear right-of-way on one side of 
the centerline of the track. For the most part the railroad right-of-way 
is 100 feet wide (50 fee.t each side of centerline) , and it is partially 
taken up with the track, roadbed, fill, ditches, and cut-slopes. 
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To Letter of Dave Moenning 

See Response #7 to the Harold Froelich letter, and Appendix X, Letters of Intent. 

See Response #16 to the Mark Moenning letter. 

See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns; Appendix V, The Woodward-Clyde Report, 
and Appendix IX, Leak Detection. The hydrostatic testing of the pipeline will 
detect any leaks before the pipeline is put in use. 

See Appendix IX, Leak Detection. 

The soil removed in boring roads or railroads will be disposed of at locations 
agreed to in advance with landowners. More than 50 feet of right-of-way may be 
required at crossings of other pipelines or other locations, in which case a 
wider easement or temporary easement will be obtained from the landowner. 
Excavation around other pipelines is done with small equipment, and iromediately 
around the existing pipe by hand to avoid damaging it. 

See Response #47 to the Mark Moenning (RCO) letter. 

See Response #8 to letter of Alvin Houston. 

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture has reviewed the proposed tile repair 
procedures and has stated they are satisfactory. The Department of Natural 
Resources has retained the services of a consulting engineering firm to evaluate 
these procedures and to make recommendations as to any changes that would 
further insure adequacy of tile repairs. Landowners may wish to consider these 
recommendations in their negotiation for the Grant-of-Easement. See Appendix VIII, 
Tile Repair Proceaures. Also, Northern Pipeline Company has revised its proposed 
tile repair procedure, providing for "like kind" repair of clay, plastic, and 
fiberglass tiles. See Appendix VIII. 

The delineation of the areas having 50 feet or more of glacial till was done by 
the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS). It was based on well logs and other 
information in the files of the MGS. In addition, MGS has gathered additional 
well log data in the LeRoy-Taopi area and has drawn a new map of the thickness 
of till in this area. (See Figure 2). The "50 foot line" is generalized and it 
is recognized there are still some areas of less than 50 feet of till on the route, 
particularly in the area of the Cannon River and the LeRoy area, where additional 
precautionary measures have been proposed. (See response to Froehlich Comment #5 
and Buchwald Comment #20.) 
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Dave Moenning 
Page Two 

E N E 

Clean-up of oil spills is done under the direction of the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency. The time required for clean-up will vary depending on the 
circumstances, but in most cases the pooled oil will be cleaned up within 75 
hours, at which point percolation of oil into the soil or further spreading of 
the oil along the ground or on surface waters will greatly diminish. The final 
clean-up may take longer, but little additional damage will occur. 

12 I See Appendix II, Section II. 

13 

See Response #10 above. Regarding the majority of the route other than in the 
Cannon River area and the area of Mower County shown in Figure 2, the Minnesota 
Geological Survey has stated that based on their information, "the portions of 
the route in areas with more than 50 feet of till have in large part, over 100 
feet of till. The chances are very slight that there is less than 50 feet of 
till in these places." 

I 14 J See Appendix II, Section III. 
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At this time, no hydrostatic testing is anticipated other than the initial 
testing before oil has been introduced into the line. If hydrostatic testing 

15 is done later, a permit would be required from the Pollution Control Agency 
for disposal of the water. The permit would specify discharge points and 
standards to assure proper disposal. 
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Dnn.:r S:tr: 

MAR< 15 1973 

BURE'iU (If 

PLANf\HIG 

I t-Jonld ·111rn to mnk<'l the follow:! ng comrrrnnts rogA.rdine the 
drrt.t't envir011mP.~1b1l 1mpnet st11te>T1ent for Northern 011 pipeline 
tl.irour'.h Rice County. 
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RESPONSE 

To Letter of Marie Jensen 

1 f see Response #5 to letter of C.E. Buchwald. 

2 f see Response lt48 to letter of Mark Moenning (RCO) . 

The photo of the Prairie Creek crossing is on the west alternate route in 
:3 Section 11 of Cannon City township. A photo of the crossing on the east 

alternate was not presented. The pipeline route is definitely east of the 
north-south township road in Sections 6 and 7 . 



March 13, 1978 
Farmington, MN 55024 

Dear Mr. Ken Wald, · 

EN 

1 In reading through the Draft Addendum you say only a 3 ft. strip 
width would show a temporary crop loss. A di.tch 3 ft. ·wide and 
5 ft. deep with 12 to 14 in. of top soil and the balance of the 
subsoil of sand, gravel, and rock left open for one week will 
start to cave and instead of 3 ft. wide it will be 10 ft. wide on 
someplaces. And with one part top soil and 4 parts subsoil. How 
could one say that there would be only a temporary crop loss? 

2 In your Addendum you say with 50 ft. of top soil over bedrock it 
would take quite some time before it got to the water and that 
oil would surface before it would go down, it would pond and 

'could be recovered from soil by vaccum or suction. I never saw 
an oil spill from a pipeline, but I have seen where its dumped, 
such as engines drainings which is very small in comparrison to 

'an oil spill and foilage or grass dies and the sopt stays bare 
for 3 years. I wonder what 2 or 3 hundred barrels would do to 
the soil, which would be about 12 to i6 thousand gallons of crude 
and if this leak would occur in a full grown corn field a pilot 
wouldn't even find it, by that time it would be located by the 
ground crew, and the unkown sinkholes, it would be in our water 
supply, and only 40 ft. from the bedrock it would soon be in our 
drinking water. 

I have a feeling ~ome think that we will never see the bottom of 
our breadbasket. Look at some of the other countries such as 
India and China. So I believe its time that we stop destroying 
our prime farm land, once we have gone too far there is no re
turn. 

3 The other evening a group of farmers on the pipeline route lis
tened to a gentleman gather some information about the Northern 
Tier project over the Wood River. The fuel it would take to 
barge the cruel oil around the bottom of the U.S. and up the 
Mississippi to Wood River in one year would heat the cities of 
St. Paul and Minneapolis through the coldest winters as in 1975 
and 1976. The energy in coal or fuel it would take to produce 
electricity to run the pump stations, wheras in the Norther Tier 
project·the electricity would come from hy~ro-electric which 
would put no added strain on our energy resources. So with the 
Northern Tier project having many energy savings added I'm be
ginning to think that with the Wood River project l(oc~ wants its 
own pipeline. But I've got enough faith in Dept. of Natural 
Resources that they will rule in favor of the majority instead 
of one. 

Yours truly, 
Mrs. Lawrence Brockman 
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RESPONSE 
To Letter of Mrs. Lawrence Brockman 

The ditch may cave in, especially during periods of heavy rain. This would 
result in a greater amount of soil mixing. The duration of the effects may 
be long lasting, and will vary with soil types, farming practices, and other 
factors, although most soils will return to near-normal levels of productivity 
in a few years. There would be a reduction in productivity over the entire 
right-of-way due to soil compaction, soil mixing, etc. 

See Appendix II, Spill/Pollution Concerns . 

See Appendix I, Need Issues • 
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Mr. Wm. Hye, Commissioner 

Rt. 2, Northfield, l1!n. 55057 
Mar. 91 1978 

!.!inu. Dopt. or Nuture.l Resources 
Cantonnial OCfice Bldr;. 
St. ::-'uul, L!n. 

Do<1r Ur. !/yo i 
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Tho Draft Addondwn to the Draft E:l!Viroruntlntn 1 Impact 9tatuu.cmt on the 
:,linn<Jcoto. !'orti.on of a crude oil pipeline propoood to he u'.lilt from 
:'1,rncl River, Ill. to Pine Bend, Jlinn. 1 is so replote with ino.ccur1~cies 
and :nioinfc:·:c:atlon that it is ruisloadine o.nd un:!'air to both th'J pipe
li.no corr.puny and to southeast l.linn. citizons. I urce your rejection 
of +,he pr:Jposal until a re-examination can bo hold. 

Pa;~·J 1, PP). Planninr.; ba~ed on t::is docUl;ie:1t could leod to probl0mfJ 
for the pi;)aline company and for citiz,e1{s enc. agencl.es. 

P~1se 2, ?P2. Glacial till depth over the proposed route ao sto.tad 
si1Dp1y i.s not true. 

PHge 5, PP2. Valves on upstreum side only. L0alrn::;e f'ro:n other sid0 
thus io not Frevented.. 

Page 14, Ham 1.9.). PP) & 4. Not accurate. 

Pa8e 15, PP 2, irot onvironmentally safe. PP ). W'\ly stato when such 
valves are not required? 

Appandix H. PP 1. Statement "complete cut-of'f by 1982" not true. 
Lines 7, 8 1 9, 10 a not true hypoth<lsis. PP 3. a mistetemont. The 
pri1~ary purpose is Environmental I:"pact. 

At:ponJix J!. iie,r.:a 2, PP 1, book proposGs to interpret ho"1 C01::1mnv:_reels. 
PP 2. Who interprests 11 Hoasonable 11

• PP4, sem{;l. 

The i'act that Prairie Creek, Strait:;ht River, Zumbro River, Root and Iowa 
Rivars, have tr:eir source alone this route seem to indicate a water 
prol.,ltnn, but it is lz.11ored by D. N. R. 

The nbove references to par.:es and para1~raphs is but a oample of error in 
this draft, and I feel t!1ia mattar is worthy of your serious consider-
atic,n. 

Sl.ncerely yours, ~-· .-. / ,. , 
(£'/ !--t-r/V/,./C-CC- ·1~1/. -,; ' - . ~ '... ·- . <.. • 
Alvin Houston 

8 
SUJGESTED METHOD OF' PLACINJ A PIPELINE ACROSS FARMLAND 

[/!JlllllZJ Top Soil, perhaps 6 11 to 2411 deep. 

["'~-·"'ii<*"'~ Sub Soil. 

l. Blada all top soil to one eide of wotking lane and mound on top eoil. 

2. Trench sub soil and pile to opposite side of trench on only bop eoil. 

5• Trench 36 11 
wide and no lees than 6611 d1rnp.(Deeper where required by tile line) 

4. A 11 working traf'fic confined to exposed eub 8 oil only. 

5. After sue sub so\l is returned, blade back +,op soil to original level. 

Sub Soil l.:ou.'1d 2 . "' ~

1 ----.:;;:.. ....... 
/..,.'/,,_.,..! ,.,.../ ,..,../ 1.,..1/.,.../.,...,.,..i/.,..,.,...I 1.,...l/.,_i.,...1 /.,...1~' / !77f >!< .. .. tj< ' 

*11-·ir~'i:* ~ .• >'k"f.*'7'!*ill** 
.. • .. * .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 

• .. • * • .. .. * .. * • * .. .. .. .. 
.. * .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. "' • .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 

* • • • • • • ~ * .. .. • • .. .. .. 

Unloa<led pipe Top Soil l.:oun~ I 4 \V or king Lane 

,0 ... ,. ., ., 
~ • .. • .. • ~ * * * * .. * * .. * • .. * .. • ~ • .. .. 
I • • • * • • .. • • • • • • • * • • • • • • .. $ 

.. * • * .. .. "' • * • • .. • .. .. .. • .. • * • .. * • 
.. ~. * .. * * * •.•• *. *. * * * * • • * • . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 
• * • • • • • * • * • * * * * • • * • • • * • 

"' All cut or cruehed tile lines to be restored to eesenti~lly as good a condition 
as before. 

•• : . • •••••••••• • • - -
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To Letter of Alvin Houston 

Note that the paragraph cited states that the route was "selected to maintain 
the 50 feet of soil above bedrock wherever possible". It is recognized that 
some areas will have less than this amount; special measures have been proposed 
to minimize the hazards of a spill in the Cannon River crossing area and the area 
near LeRoy where there is a considerable amount of shallow bedrock {see pages 
91-92 of Draft Addendum; also see response to Froehlich Comment #5 and Buchwald 
Comment #20) . 

The referenced section describes special precautions which will be taken in the 
area of shallow bedroqJ<:. Item number 2 states, "Extra va.J.ves will be installed 
in this area (shallow bedrock) with gate valves on the upstream side of the 
crossings of the Cannon River and the four channels of Chub Creek, and check 
valves on the downstream sides of each of those crossings". 

This section clearly states that there will be gate valves on the upstream side 
and check valves on the downstream side of these specific crossings. A gate 
valve is manually controlled and affects flow in both directions. A check valve 
is automatic, like a flapper, and closes whenever there is a reverse flow in the 
pipeline. This system eff~ctively prevents leakage from both directions in the 
area of a crossing. · 

See also Response #16 to the Mark Moenning (RCO) letter for a listing of valve 
locations, and the responses to Froehlich Comment #5 and Buchwald Comment #20 
for the revised extra precautionary measures to be required in those areas 
identified as having less than 50 feet of glacial till • 

See Appendix IX, Leak Detection. 

Valves will be installed at the locations on the list referenced in Response.#2 
above. 

Ill 5 I See Appendix I, Need Issues • 

• • • • • 

6 

7 

Appendix H is a reproduction of a document prepared by the Northern Pipeline 
Company for landowners whose land will be crossed by the pipeline. DNR had no 
control over the preparation of this document; it is provided only for the interest 
of readers . 

A great deal of information has been provided about the streams in question as 
.well as the general matter of the potential for pollution of surface waters. See 
Sections, 2.2, 2.5.3, 3.1.2. and Appendix B of the Draft Addendum; and Section 2.2, 
2.5.3, 3.1.2. of the original Draft EIS. Also, see Appendix II, Spill/Pollution 
Concerns, in this Final EIS • 
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Alvin Houston 

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture prepared the following analysis of the 
soil segregation method proposed in the attachment to the Houston letter, as 
follows: 

An alternative to the "double ditching" technique of segregating topsoil 
and subsoil is the removal of the topsoil from the entire work area of 
the right-of-way. This would be accomplished by blading the topsoil to 
one side of the right-of-way prior to any construction activity. Upon 
removal of the topsoil, ditching equipment could commence the actual 
ditching operation. This procedure will minimize the.compaction of 
topsoil caused by construction equipment. Because topsoil would be 
mounded on topsoil and subsoil on subsoil, it is theorized that there 
would be less mixing of the soil horizons. 

It is difficult to determine which method of segregation will provide 
the greatest overall protection of the topsoil. The characteristics 
of the individual fields would have to be taken into consideration when 
making this. decision. 

There are a number of disadvantages to the "right-of-way blading" 
approach which may make this method less advantageous than "double-
di tching". Because the depth of the soil horizons are not constant, 
there is the probability that there will be more soil mixing associated 
with this method. This would occur by removing some subsoil with the 
topsoil if the blading level is set to remove most of the topsoil. If 
the blading depth is set high enough to eliminate the removal of sub
soil, large amounts of topsoil would be left behind and would be mixed 
and compacted with the subsoil. 

Also, that right-of-way width would have to be increased to accommodate 
the larger stockpile of topsoil. This would resultin a larger dis
turbance area and more area taken out of production during construction. 

The removal of topsoil from the entire work area would result in less 
compression protection for existing drainage tile in that area. With 
less protective cover, there would be a greater likelihood that the 
weight of the construction equipment would crush or otherwise disrupt 
existing tiling. 

Finally, although blading would minimize compaction of the topsoil in the 
work area, it would not reduce compaction of the subsoil region important 
for root growth. Depending on the type of subsoil, this could result in 
increased compaction of this area. 

Woodward-Clyde Consultants, retained to review some of the proposed methods 
of construction for this pipeline, recommended that, "the topsoil should be 
saved in cultivated and grazing lands". They concluded that "double 
ditching" was the most appropriate method for accomplishing this. 

• 
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Roger and Donna Bhend 
· R. R. II 2 

-Le Roy, ?Unnesota 55951 ' 

Minnesota Portion of Crude Oil Pipeline 
Environmental Impact Statement 
3rd Floor Cenntennill Building 
st. raul, Minnesota ?5155 

March 13, 1978 

Gentlemen: 

"f 'I , \1-t'-' _, V,,~b 

lf~-~W :S -ti -'CPf] 

rWkL-it:J a·~ 
ft441NIN~ 

This is a letter concerning the letter my rather, Froderio Ehend sent 
earier. We are enclosine a map showing the well locations and 
names of the house owners elong with the depth of the soil above 
bedrock. These well depths were obtained from our local well 

Clarerice Folgero. 

1. Fred Bhend, 40 1 of sand and 10' of sand and clay mixture, 
then bedrock. Total depth 105'. This ls situated on a hill at 
least 15 1 to 20 1 higher then the proposed pipeline ro~te. 

2. Jrt Berg, 30 1 of sand and clay, then -bedrock, total depth 
105' 

3. Carroll Byrd, 10 1 send, 20 1 send mixture then ~edrock. Total 
100 1 • 

4. Dr. Roger Morse, 35 1 of sand, then ledrock. Total depth of 
well 95'. 

5. George Bergland, 25 1 of sand then bedrock. Total depth' 95 1
., 

6. George Flikkl, has a spring he gets all of his water from. 
This spring comes up through the rock layer in back of his home. 

7. Thia is the ground fault in the field the tractor tire fell 
through. It was about 7' deep and 4 1 eccross. 

There are several rock quarries east and north of Le Roy and w1thin 
2 miles of proposed route. There is blasting 1n this area, and no 
mention of this in the E~I.s.~and how this could effect proposed 
pipeline 1n the way of ruptures. The soils in sections 29 and 30 
of La Roy Township era quite sandy, and this would let spilled oil 
through quite rapidly. Section 19, 31 end 32 also havo spots of 
sandy soil alone the proposed route 1 With some even containing a 
typ• or quick snnd. 

We :lf_,ric-u:J.ly ,1,>,-.'t!un tt1e surrounrllng conditions or the ~oil, lay 
of the land 1 n · :· 1 :.1 frrou. In this area· certain -:very impo;rtan:t\' ;· '. ·l-

- • • • • • • • 

page 2 Final EIS for Proposed crude Oil Pipeline 

answers ueed to be given concerning the crossing of proposed plre
line before finalization be elven. More information need be found, 
before this is fin~lized. 

W.l!i me,iled e letter with this and rr:ore informatior. to the ~annesota 
Geolo;:i cal :_;u.rvey •. On ?rlday .~'.arch 3, l'.J'r'>, a Bruce Olsen called 
end asked if it would be -all ri~ht to come down and talk to us. 
On Tuesday, M3rch 6, 1978 he al;on~ with a Bruce Eloomgren came to 

• 

Le Roy to talk with Clarence Folosero and us about these conditions.·_ 
'Ile found with what we had told them along with Clarence's 1nform
a11011 this area is very critical ln puoslng through. They informed 
UfJ wlt.h JP.nknr~n of the cru 1le oll F.l posnib11tyit could cnuse nn 
1rreve~1ble water comt8mlnntlon or wuter pollution. They also 
seid we had just reason to be con6erned. This containation would 
not only affec~ our personal well but the Le Roy area. This is the 
time to think of these possiblities before they become a reality. 
Let us stress they said once polluted there would be no clean up. 

Another &nteresting thing we found was the map compiled by Joseph 
E. Goebel, Minnesota Geological Survey showing the till thickness 
in Southeast Minnesota is different from the one on page 53 of the 
!IS. Their maps and research show we have less than 50' of soil 
over bedrock. This erea is critical for there ere faults in the 
limerock and deep sinkholes. They said Clarence 0 s information seem
ed to confirm this. Please check with these fellows. One thing 
the~ concerns us is if the map on pare 53, came from the Minnesota 
Geolo~icel Survey why does it vary from be one compiled by Mr. Goebel? 
In showing the oririnal map, which we have a copy, others too are 
wondering how it came about that they differ!? We bele1ve we have 
an explanation coming from you, the DNR. 

In section 30 of Le Roy Township theproposed pipeline crosaea two 
brunches of the Upper Iowa River. We think they should be tJe>eated 
like main branches of tbe Upper Iowa River. The south btanch, which 
is croosed in Fred Bhend farm is spring fed from the 11ichard Koch 
farm, in section 31. The other branch which is crossed on the Gay
lord Winfeild farm, drains several sections in Lodi Township. The 
mnin Lrnnch of the Upper rown River and the leeder branches are the 
home o.! al>uudance of fur bearing animals: Mink, muskrat, raccoon end 
beavero. Any oil spills would be dangerou~ to the. natural en~tronment 
of these animals ·along with the fish in these branches. 

Rog's folks and we have fished off the bridge on the township road 
whiEh lies on the southside of hwy 156 end the rrailroad tracks, 
and beh1nd berglnnd's~ Berg's end Flikki's residen~es. There is 
good f1shing of pan fish in the Upper Iowa River leading to the 
Stat~ Park. Please check your informat16n and go out find what 
we have told is correct. 

Plecse feel free to 'contact us: 507-324-5964. 

Sincerely~ 
-) (--'1 /) [ -· 

-:( (J qt',~./</_, A__Jrnt'/;U_ ,/:JA-e-'.J<£-(~ __ 
(.; 
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R ON E 
To Letter of Roger and Donna Bhend 

LeRoy, Minnesota 

1 The Minnesota Geological Survey has produced a new map of the thickness 
of the glacial till over bedrock in the LeRoy area (see Figure 2) . 
In those areas shown on the map as having less than 50 feet of till over 
bedrock, Northern Pipe Line Company will be required to x-ray 100 per
cent of the girth welds, to use thicker walled pipe (~", similar to that 
used at stream crossings) , and to install additional valves at stream 
crossings to be identified by the Department of Natural Resources . 

2 DNR fisheries biologists have indicated that the Upper Iowa River itself 
is generally shallow and is basically a minnow stream. Suitable habitat 
for game fish does not exist during most of the year. However, some of 
the tributaries may contain game fish populations as stated in the letter. 
DNR will consider requiring additional valves at the streams cited, for 
added protection . 
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Department of Natural Resources · 
Envlronrnent~l Review Coordinator 
3rd Floor Oentennial Building 
St. Paul, Minn., 55155 

R. .R.. d.. 
Le ROY Mir.w,.., 55951 
Feb. i~, -1.;rro ~:~ .. Cfl "to 

.FEB 20.ma 
BU!\! AiJ Of 

'PlAttN!Nr; 

In re: Northern Pipeline Project & Soll cond1 tions n.ear Le Roy, Minn. 

Gentlemen: 

This morning, Gaylord Winfield, Le Roy Township R.o.o. chairman, 
and I met with the local well-driller and his assistant, namely 
Clt.rence Folgero and Kenneth Brownlow and got the following infor
mation. I live less than 2 miles ••et of Le Roy on the south side 
of highway #56 0 and these homes and .farms mentioned had wells drilled 
by Mr. Folgero. 

Frederic Bhend, myself, 320 acre farm. Drilled well in 
1951 on the hill before building a new home. Well is in a 
small room just off the basement & water piped to hogs and 
cattle also. Drilled through 40 feet of sand and 10 feet of 
sand & clay. Total depth 125. Hit a crevice in lime rock 
and got the bit stuck for a day or two. 

Geroge Berglarid home on the north side of Highway #56, 
directly north of our home about 1/4 mile. Drilled through 
25 feet of sand and well is 95 feet deep. 

One half mile furtbe:t we at on north side of Highway //56, 
Art Berg home and 1 acre of land. Drilled through 30 feet 
of sand & clay and depth of well 105 feet. 

Roger Morse home and 1 acre of land, next to Bergs. Drilled 
through 35 feet of sand. W ell 95 feet deep. 

Carroll Byrd, home and l acre of land, neighbor of Morses. 
Drilled through 10 feet of sund, then 20 feet of sand 
mixture. Well 100 feet deep. 

Boe lrothers, Stanley & Elwood, 2 miles southeast of here, 
just across the Iowa border in first section of land. 
Drilled well 137 feet deep. Hit a crevice in the rock. 
Hud to put dcwn a 5-inch pipe for 100 feet with a 4-inch 
pipe inside of it, because they couldn't stop the sand 
from coming down. 

These places ment~oned are all within a mile or less of where the 
proposud crude pipe line will go. It isn't a very plevsant thought 
to think if the line should spring a leak, you could have it seep 
into your well. Most of this soil is not clay, but s~nd with n 
fest cc:epq::;e • 

.,,,....· ··. 
/ (") : 

\
/ ',,:)<:_),JI 

L aw~ -11---. 

Soil conditions near Le Roy, Minn. 
Feb. 16, 1978 
--puge 2 

'

They heve a hard time to dig base~ents in Le Roy on the east side 
of: town becsuse the lime rock is so close to the surface. 

There are sink holes on the farms just north of Le Roy. 

We do not approve of the way the Northern Pipe Line co. is trying 
to railroad this pipe llne through. On Feb. 9th, we received by 
certified m~il, a copy of the easement they want us to sign~ We 
feel every effort should be made to stop them, or at least postpone 
the project for a year until further studies and proposals can be 
made. 

Siµc. er~.ly .Yo~ji;i , 
- --"-'· ~ . r-L<--' / 7 (.,.: /, - _ _,.. • I--.:....;.,.."--"'-'" , tt-fY 

L-:·:c ~· _,( c -~-=:·~~'-. 7'-c( 
FB/GB Frederic & Gertrude Bhend 

• .. -· ...... --'.· .'m!I .•. ''.! .,., •• ., ~ •· 
< - >•' AX-~~---~ ~ •' ~L----h•-- ~: - .-'C-~-~:<.· ,.·· 
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RESPONSE 

To Letter of Frederic and Gertrude Bhend 

1 f see response to Comment #1 of letter of Roger and Donna Bhend. 
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Department of Hatura:l. Resources 
EnTiroll11!ental Roview Coordinator 
3rd Floer Centennial Diilding 
st. Pe.nl, Minnesota 55155 

Deer Sirt 

- - ;- ?-

March 17, 197$ 

/ 
The enolesed 'Written con:mente are aubrl.tted ill behalf' of' the Iowa Reroute 
Crude Oil (RCO) Aesooiation to addreeaaeotion 10 of the Draft and Addendum 
of the Envirorunental Ilup act statement regarding the proposed crude oil 
pipeline of :Northern Pipe Line Co. of Delaware. 

Any correspondence to the orga.nization may be eent to the address below~ 

Sincerely, 
;· \_ ,. I 

' ,,L, ...... , 

.·JSll!es Lein, Executive Director 
!CO, IA•IL-MN 
Arlington, Iowa 50606 

(1~ _,.,,, 
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COMMENT 

O)l 

10. MULTI'°'STATE RESPONSIBILITIES 

of the 

MINW...SOTA DRAFT ADDENDUM 

DRA.."l'T. ENVIRONMENTAL IMP ACT STJim.1ENT 

FOR THE PROPOSED 

IDRTHERN PIPELINE PROJECT 

-

WOOD RIVER, IWNOIS TO PINE BEND, MINNESOTA 

by 

10\lA REROUTE CIIDDE OIL (RCO), INC. 

to 

DJ!l> ARTMENT OF NATURAL RF.SOURCES 
Environmental Review 6oordinator 
3rd Floor Centennial Building 
St. Paul, ?-linnesota. 55155 

YiARCH · 17, l 97$ 
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CONCERNS RroA.TIDING MULTI-STATE RESPOUSIBILIT!ES 

At:. the time of this wr1 ting there is not n petition before the Iowa: 

_COl?l!l1erce C:onxmisRion, however a proposed line h[tt'l bi:ien eetablished:. Si.."'!ilia.r 

enviroronen~ consideration has not been giYen to the state of Iowa as has 

!J.2.t been given to the state of Minnesota or Illinois. 

Figure 1. SUggested Corridor for Crude Oil Pipeline Northern Pipeline 

COlllpn.ny of Dela.ware, Inc. issued by the Iowa Geological SUrvey, Noll'ember 

1971 (Exhibit 1) ie again a straiglt.-llne, diagonal proposal. The new pro.:. 

posal does not honor the corridor. It passes through a k.arst area Yhere 

out croppinga of limestone and sinkholes are very evident. A erpill would 

very likely affect water supplies of towns, rural residents and/6r munici

ptlli ties. A to'Wll which is located near an area of exposed limestone has 

already experiet·ced some w.ter contamination thougl:itto have entered sln.lv-

holes. The proposed line is outside the corridor for nearly e miles along 

side this town. 

The land in the area of Iowa 'Which Northern proposes to cut diagonally 

has become productive and efficient due to the vast underground drains.ea 

systems that have been and are being installed. The method or repair, des

cribed and di5Jllayed bv Horthern, has not been proven reliable or the ansYer 

in the varied situations that would be encountered. Disecting farm~ into 

triangle"' is not compatible 'With agricultural practices and cutting approrl

:rnately 70 lines of tile per :mile is wasteful and is not being a good neighbor. 

No envirolllJlental study has been prepared regarding the route in Illinoie. 

A large drainage district of over So,ooo acres is proposed to be crossed 

as identified in the "Brief of Iowa RCO Assocaition, Inc." for the Illinois 

Col!lllleree Commission, EY.hibit 2. The Exhibit also includes testimony that 

the oil erpill· clean-up procedures do not meet EPA standards. Also the policy 

~ ~ '.lllliil "IE! =1811 ji;p,j! ~ - -

Page 2 

of the u. ~. Department of En~rgy to support projects which are renson~ble 

ru:d cn-r.'1.roll?:lentolJ.y sound is set Zorth. The :Northern p:-oposal is inad.equa.te 

on both count:i. 

u. S. AI«E:Y CORP OF ENGI!lEERS MISSISSIPPI RIVER CROSSING 

A publie hearing bas been grtt."lted by the frmy Corp of Engineers on the 

proposed crossing of the l{ississippi River at Il!ilepost l/;>2 .. 7 for March 30, 

1978, 7. p Jn., Holiday Inn, MU.sea.tine, IO\ta.. The ad.equaey of planning and 

the suitability of crossing location 'Will be exmnined at this hearing. 

The nrea of the crossing is underlain by l:inestone and has bedrock 

exposure. Difficulty may be encountered because of the bedrock on the river 

bottom on the Iowa side. In addition to the lilnestone and bedrock, the area 

also contains loesa deposits which are very ausceptable to erroaion. Erro

aion problems are already being encountered in the area. The need for blaa~· 

ing in t.'1e area will have a fatal effect. on nearby aquatic animals. In the 

Assessment Northern prepared for the Corp it is admitted that "'further en

gineering considerations should be given to the geologic features to avoid 

an une::...')?ected and prolonged cor.'lI!li went of the 'Mississippi River. 19
' But N01•thern 

further states that this difficult construction 'Will "not represent a serious 

enviro):llllental eff~ct." If "further considerations"· are needed an assumption 

the.t the environmental effects -will not be serious is irresponsible. Some 

of the serious effects are covered below. 

Wetlands are to be crossed by the Northern proposal. Dosti'lwtfon of 

substrnta produces serious effects and siltation which may not only destroy 

'Wildlife at the site nnd downstream but benthio ool!1Illunitiea that are a; vital 

part of t.~e food chain in the aquatic environment.. There has bean a drastic 

decline in wnterfowl population in the pa:it 10 years in the Pool 16 l\l"Oa 

of the p~oposod crossing due to a deereas9 in t.~e availability of v.l.ldlife 

- - ·-·~-~······--•---•.._..._,,· ~-~~ 
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hab:1 tat. Northern contradicts this ertatistio in addressing their projeets: 

dierturbnnce ef weUands and sloughs by saying that "ndequate vnterfo'll.l. habi.:. 

tat oan be fcWld11 elsewhere. .Less than 1% of the origillal waterfo'll.l. pro-:. 
duction wetlands remain t~day in Iova. Watland destruction has already eli~ 

minated over 90 percent of the habitat in Iowa• 

Northern projects that "potentially adverese i:mpacts related to leaks 

in the crude oil pipeline will exist, posing a potentially signi:!'icant :i:m.'.. 

pact Upon the aquatic environment found in the ¥..issiasippi Rlver.n The 

monitoring 5ystem this company proposes to install allows the undected lose 

of over 2,000 gallons per day. 

Northern proposes to destroy 632 trees with an average basal dial:leter 

ot 3~4 feet, including 3ome on the Ioua riverbank with basal. areae up to 

10 feet. There Yill be long-term esthetic impact from the destruction of 

the huge· native t:inhJr and f':ro:m tbe essential natural errosion protection 

they a.t!ord the river.bank. Errosion of t.~e river channel bank also triggers 

an increase in the rate of natural. errosion siltation f0r ar. 1r>d0f'i.nite 

period. The loss of 632 troes is an impact this oon::ian:r :L'l 1,•;~ p;:epered to 

ntl tigate. 

Historic values a.re one of the relevant factors to be considered in 

a pomit evaluation. The "ca.rt before the horso" :r.iet.ltod, char2.ctcris~;ic 

of this project, is again evident in purs1.Jing a.tJ. .P.:..."'ID~' Corp cf R.ri.i;ir.co.r por.'.. 

ntlt. It would seem prudent to establish rr".1.ore a crude oil cro::;si.t"._e is cllow

able, if anywhere, prior to drawing a. line. E:.:isting infornntJ.on given 

by northern in the AtisesSJ:lent to the Corp is that 11 systerr.atic ourveys will 

likely be required to substantiate the effect of the proposed construction 

on historic and archaeological sites in both Iowa a.11d Illinois. n· O.n March 

$1 1978 the State Historic Society of Illinois infonned northern thc.t "it 

\olill be necessary for you to include a.n archaeological survey of the entira 

~-----... ---~~ 
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area in your planning o! the pipelJ.ne in Illinois." Lack of adequate inter.:. 

mation will e:l.miliarly noeeseitate an archaeologioal reconnaissance of the 

proposed pipeJ.il1i right.:.o:r.'..way in Iowa. 

• 

i Stn1MARY STATEMENTS 
f There were no historical or archeological field eurveye done prior" 

to the establishment of a line, and it is now kno-wn that the line pro-posed 

would trave~se valuable data• The governmental agencies of Iowa and Illinois 

were not made a pa:irt of the hearings held in ~tl.nnesota. Conversely, however, 

the ~J.nnesota Energy Agency intervened in behalf of Koch Industries before 

the Illinois COlllDl.erce Coll!l!lission, began intervention regarding the old route 

in Iowa· before the Iowa Cmnmerce Commission and state that they intend to 

intervene again in Iowa. 

The decision of tj1e Minnesota Energy Agency to e:xoedite a pipeline 

through three states, intervening in procedings i.a Iowa and Illinois in be-

' half' of a private compa:ny is out of order. Reasonable and environmentally 

solU'ld proo! ru.d not accompany such intervention. A certificate of nsed 

vr.s issuod. for tl1is interst~ts project nr.dressing only the pet:rolelllll needt3 

of a. :minority of the public. Adverse enviroronental impacts on t.'1e ei tizenr;r 

of ·three stnteii were not nidrcssed. 

it cr:i.tori2. follrr,recl b~l regule::.1Jry aco:i.cies is that lxmeflts must bal..:. 

n,nc.o detriments. An eJ:;s.."lpl·J of balar:,ce beh-1t't:11 :·•·;..;~ 1 c fr'" '' '"· uy;<l cpviren.:.. 

n:ent.al irr:::.•nct is tho 1io1'thern Tier Pipeline projec~. 'r.:.s ~t,,~·~i:: <Jf W.o.shineton 

rrJ.>.y encotmtcr i.'J}:lacts. Howcvor, they have refineries that will be served 

by the pipeline as does every other state it '.Jould crosS-:-including Minn~ 

cot1»--with the exception of the short distance in Itlnho. It would be the 

shorte1't, mNJt in0:x:r0noivo route :tor sh.tpmont of dollleatio Alaska orude. 

:aefineries that oorve Iowa nncl Illinois onn also be served by this AJ.l.'...Amariean 

projeot. That is publio interest 1 And l!lUlti-state ref'Jponeibilit,Y'' 1 

'f~.~~---,---· --~-.--- ·~-A--·"-~--.~~·-·-·~''•··-··--··•--·"-·T"-' .~l--'1·_ ... ,.. .. ,_,.. ~..,;..,.~.,.:....""" 
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RESPON E 

To Letter of James Lein, Executive Director 
RCO, Iowa, Iliinois, Minnesota 
Arlington, Iowa 

1 This letter was submitted specifically as a Comment on Section 10 of 
EIS, Multi-State Responsibilities. The comments relate primarily to 
routing of the line in Iowa and Illinois, and the Mississippi River 
crossing. The comments are noted and we hereby incorporateq as part 
the EIS. The states of Iowa and Illinois and the federal government 
.(Corps of Engineers) have their own approval and renew processes over 
which the State of Minnesota has no control. 

2fsee Appendix I, Need Issues. 
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COMMENTS 

SECTION II 

LETTERS WITH GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE PROJECT 

The letters in this section do not specifically address deficiencies 
in the draft addendum to the Environmental Impact Statement (E.I.S.). 
They do, however, state concerns and raise questions on a number of issues 
for which information has been developed and presented elsewhere in this 
series of documents which constitute the final E.I.S. In the interest of 
avoiding duplication, the reader is asked to refer to the responses pro
viqed to other public comments in Sections I and III, as well as to several 
of the Appendix items, especially those on Need, Spills, the Railroad 
Alternate Route, Soil Compaction, Tile Repair, the State Liaison Procedure 
and the Agricultural Impact Addendum • 
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R.D.2 Elkton, Minnesota 55933 
February 7, 1978 

:Pollution Control Ar.ency 
1935 '•l. Go. j • i:l2 
Roa•vills, Minnesota, 55113 

Dear' Sir, 

'l'he op:.lOsi ti on to the Northern Pipeline Co. puttinf, a crude oil line 
throubh Minne::·otu, Iowa, 'l-nd Ill1no1a iA cont1nua.lly mounttn ... 

l)ri>perty owaers nnd farmers reoeiV£:d on Saturd~q, February 11, l~,-{8 
a ~rRnt of Easements by rer)ietereil mail. The lef;ality of tl1if1 procedure 
ls nuest1oned since they he.ve not receiv€ld µer·mite from tne ...,ep:i.rtavmt 
of .fo.tur«J.l :{esources to bo 'l.!le'.ld. 

The feeling of the Reroute Crude 011 orga.n1zat1on is that the pipeline 
Go. 1s tryln1:; to pJah it 11crosa bef"ore the {JUbll.c l.a q,w:.u·e of ~!rmt is ~,oi~. 
on. Tn1s. y1.µeline 1.s propos1~d to EO :1 direct ro1Jte from centra.l illi~101s 
to .'ine ,Htnd, .MinneRota.. It will take the beat hie:hly cultivate<'! farm 
land of !•11.nnesoti:q two mllas over our· d~iry f'lr:n. 

'\.lao, a.a Jrtnt.-id in the '\11stin L.<tily Herald, JanL11.ry 28, 1978, .. 1 
Huston, president of Minn. H.O.O. and A.8. duckwa.ld, Carlton Colle.~o 
e:eolovy profes;ior, A.lao Jointed out ti1at fvlt'lnesot1i ts ott:..11.tt:.d 01H)r a. 
anjo:c freshwater AOU.1 Ae th'lt could ~e .ollute;' hy spills :rom •v1 c>tl 
91".leline. Thts trould affect the wholo population. ''IL'·· ona of the finoRt 
'l.QUifuo 1 n the world not Just fn the Uni tad St1.tes. " aa1d ·rnckw<ilcl. 
l'he route will incul<'le crossin.~ one of the ftnost trout atre·1;~s l!l 
sout.t1ern Minn. Everyone knows what oil pollution will no to f1Rh and 
IL'liffil'l.lfl • 

1'ne .'!orthern Pipeline Company has a great number of the publ 1 c believ1n5'~ 
the 011 line 1s needed. Studies are bt-Jin1-·. made on tholr dt;1tol'te·::l 
fiz~·1res tl11.t prove to ~e otherwise. They - Atl'l.te tllnt the C•l'l"ta t 'ln 

i;,OVern!"lent will cutoff oil by 15182. (In the me!'lntLne C.1.'l ,a 1. wl.11 h•·•rrL 
tt1ey ca~'t >.fforci to Go t:nt economic.<11y.) 'l'h.e Comp<t~y eoe~" i1·1vH l•t~wr 
methoas to transport the oil but as they say tt isn't r1n ''or:1ctic<:1.l 01· 

eco'lomlc'J.l'' for them. 'I'hey'a r.1.ther che11t tho f::i.r1~er out of hta eq11al 
ri.' ht!>, and •Jso·l1.nd clearod by him andmade prod1JCtlvfl thro11f;i1 t1llr1r:• 
'l'h1s w:1y there are very 11 ttle obstn.clea in the way. f,lso, p'iy the fd.rmer 
what they pl0130 or tnke it by enimAnt dom,in. lf a pipeline 1~ neede6 
concer·ncd ct ttzens sho lld ;rneh for tho pasea<e of tht-; Ki tirn1·1t ltnl' wr1ic:h 
would be built in C<J.nadA. nnd '!ould complote a pipeline '.lOW r.ix1Pt1~1, 
nnd would allow '·laskan oil to be piµed to northern Hlnn. rA.thet· thf1n 
the :1r~:_11. <in ol l t~1·1t ·IJorthern '.'ipelt no would bfl importl n,·. thro•J, .l1 l'.ttiir 
..,reposed line •. :..lso, the Kitimnt line wou.ld not affect as m.9.ny µeo:)le or 
dlstroy as productive !arm land if any. 

'l'IJ1s µi~lellne proposed by Northern will be a det.rirtent to the pl'Op;rcr_•s 
m:i.de .1..(1 m9.l1ln-· our t'ar·!1B lnto pr1ille farm land by t'11sturi-:·i"11' thE fh·tllf: 
toiJ soil anc uprootl nt:. atones aru'.I rocks. It also will dis troy our newly 
1nstalled tilinf-. system as it will crosA two mtleA in le•1.:.th rl;·t1t sm"ck 
throur_h the middle of 0;1r fa.r'.ri. The s;i.oe w'.l 11 ha".)pen on other farmers 
l>J.nd as well. It will undo the aid which the rovernment t<ave farmers 
l.n ::i.n effort to increase acrt;9.~~e a.nd production by .tilin; .. o•Jt wet V· r!o. 
lt w111 cause an economical disaster to the ~hole of Winnesota ln time 
to come. Lowerlni· farmer' f1 income even further tn~n ~1ow io unneeeest'.l.ry. 

"·i.1 ltnks cause unrepalr"tl>lti dnma e to ooil.11n£l b•Jrnln;; ·t"1f;'IJ cff -.fter 
·1 splll pollult•R tl1e alr. L.on't tl1tnk t'u.r·e 11rr:•1 1t 1rny c,11 1t.•Y.r.~ 'l .F:.Y 
h·1H)E:n a.11 too often .... t c'ln crn.ppen vtiry ell~\l ly and 'Alf a 1·1 nKl n .,.,,, t,(-·!' 

~>f:.con1ee co~1t<J.1:1i na ted lose of h1J01e.n ancl ·tnimn.l life can occ.u·. 1'i:11 s ls 
v(I'Y imoortant to us a.a we t:..n.ve 2U\) h~'3.d of' d·i.try c·~tth .•. lEo our 
tllln aye.tern flO"'E <1irE::ctly into the mot:'ch o~· the I.ow:.t .-iV'EH'_."-A do m·u1y 
cdlt-e~ . 

I 

- •••• - - - - - - -
~ ... 
t 

·-· 2. 

In part here le :~orthern l'ipt.line 0ompA.ny's confl1ctit11;: propoe:-il t the 
farmer. 'rhey "iill pay 41.00 a foot wlth fifty foot ri.t1t-of-w.!iy. i.t 
tie (·OC or their sxr1ibi t II~ they print, "Grantee JlliY te;orartly USO 

addHl.onal work space adjacent to said v1ght-ofwway strip ~locations 
wnc:ce needed aurint-, oonetruction, maintenance 'Ind removal of it• a 
:J1peline a.nd l3.!Jpurten9.nca''. 

Just ima.iil.n, th:o 111rr,e territory of r11ned soil and cro.> d'lma1·e that 
wo,1 l" t<i.ke Jl'lCE", They m'lll'e no me"lt1on &>f pnyment for th1a. 

l •· 0110 Jarq1:rr',lot1 th~.v cl.<tlm to p'iy a.11 d.g,raa. es occurln · from thel1" 
o - r~t.io'.'1.e ~nn two pllr11~;rarhs down, ''Grantee shA.11 have Lil" rit<ht to 
cle'H', and keep cleared, 11.l l trees, U'ldcre;rowt ; arld other obs tructious 
frcu the rie;ht-of-way, R.nrl 11fter the ui~1eline hlls •Jtwn ln:it~ll~d, 
·::.r'l11tee Ah'lll not be liable fop dama{';ea i'or olearinl'." t.re~t. ~nd u~1(fr,.·r ''owth 
fr:~ t~e b1~nt-of-way." 

Prior to tniq they told the far.'..er the soil woulo 'oe ueturr1ecl tu 1tI8 
former fertile state so crooa WOllld 1<.row. Croµs co.1ld :..ie ~:1 oostruct.1on. 
':houl0 they use spray mat9rlal to kill brusn, there !~O the crops :iearoy. 
.. .'d'.1cn th'3 Cira"lt of F:asem~nt lA Bl .<.n a ·rhe t'lortht!rn .~ioellne Co. takes 
the ri:._ht, "a.t !l'lY tinlf~, to s'ur"Yey; to construct, reconst.c''JCt, ~enew, 
oper~Lte, malnta1n, inspPct, alt.er, rep11ir, remove, ch'ln"e size of a.nd 
rel'ly l)l!Jel1ne A.nd ad<11tion:i.1 pipeline a.lollf: routt:t or rout.a; select· d 
~y ~r~ntee for tne traneportlon of oil, ~as, pLtroleum or any ot~tt's 
rrod•Jcta, toi..-".lther .with a11ch valves, !1tti"*,s, meters, and otno:r -.,q.1ip
'.De"t 1P1d ·Lpp.irten.<tnce ris rnR..v btt necessary or convdu1ilent fur sue.! Oe>C<ratton, 
i·;1 th the r1.~,nt of in1~reaA r-md etrresi-. to and from tne sa.Ultt o!l, ovc.r ind 
t:-;r .. lJ,. hff.rtain lA.nd al tunted 1n • " 

i~ie doesn't leave much privacy ~na-security for a property owner. 
/'i.tfal.'1 no mention of co11;pensa.tton for damq,ges or crop lose ln tots !;.action. 

'tlh!it i s on.., to think ot' this etatem(; nt'i' 11 'l'he salt Gr~·1tf1i.~ to lully 
Jae A.nd enjoy the s9.1d p!E7emiseA except for tne purpoee ht.re lo <i. ;011a 
;;-r1•ited to the s<;1.id Grantee which nereby afretis to bu.cy iJ.ll pl:,as to a 
s•J ffieient depth so ae to not intt.rfer~ with norm<i.l till in": ;11et..i:1&>ds 
em: .. loyed ~t tcw time ot' such conetructiCJn anc to pR.y any dam'l1:- "' Jle:.ctly 
r<.:e•1ltln": to crops or f~:nces froru the construction a.napperatton of t_-,€· 
e. ' 1 d pl pi:· 11. m:. • '' -

two p:i.rg~:rapns down, "~ranttr a~:reae to not 1Julld, create or e:o(J.:.;tr 1Jct 
nor· perrrt t to )0 du1 lt, created or conetructei1, any ountr,1ct1.on, .111 ldlner, 
i mDr01Jicinent ol'I ot1-.er structures over, unoer sa.16 pt :•elin.:in 1,1ftt r· B!JC:t.1. p 
'."i,Jeline or 11.nE< after suuh pipelines or lin<.)A nave r)tW'1 c0ost!;ut:;t€d 
.;,; ,.r'3.'.':teL:,wit..1out first ootalnl!'lt~ wri\.ten cunRent ot' t1·:.:1.:1tfoe. 

lf ::r':l- it of Ea:sefllent lsn' t si~ned to the. c.:ornw.1.uy' 6 a s'.l1·£ P tr.1.ey ni:Lve 
.t..'..~~ l'ifJ•t to use e'11ment fl dome.in. af'.alnut p1·op• ~ • 
lne :t>route (;rude Gil orfi"'lnizfltio'l needs everyone's support at tne 

m(" t.'.1.a;. to tie. held f•'ebr1Jar,y :dl .1Sl70 in the Ht_ h ~c:hoi>l, Lod e ~·· nter, 
.1 nn. 7; '.'iOr.. m. '1·ht:. l.Jepr...rmen t of t'iaturr{l ,.esource hnvtron11BlitaL tie•:1.1·Lic 

wl Ll present statics. 
""f1M i.~B. YR~'M 1.~Rf'd;e~&T.JlliPstlfBnP.P 118fYrB{Jf!~R8f-~f,J~c.'afu~wPa1'trd'Be; .... c .u · 

Centc1r;i"?.l 31JtliHnr.·, St.?aul, Mlnn.,55101 before t'iqJ:Ch 1~17.'. 

E€lp 2ave 1,,in'.leeot'l 1'1.:-·rtculture F'r0:n 'l'hi~ Deva.et·:·tint ·'10!'\ster of_ 

0 '.~oil, A1r, a1ri Water pollutio.n~ 

~ 5. 
,J-~--;u/:L:..->- ,X~L< ,eie/,d'..~, _,d?k~ 
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Yr ,111··· t !. 1~ .. ,, 
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20 1978 
March 15, 1978 

'fo the Depai'tJ1lent Of Nattiral Resouces 
)Rtlitr ~vironmental Review Coord:l..nation 

l.M!iUliG I am a farmer and landowner in Greemale Tcnmship, which is located in 
Dnkota Coimty •. J have read bbth the Ori~anal draft ::.ind the Draft Arldonchun. I 
wlll ho affitotod hy tho 'fim'f' 1n'opoood wei:.JlJ rou:Lo, O.t:i will nw- fntl1:Jr Cll\roncl.!l 
Volkert, nl::io n landowner nnd farmer in this area.. :t am quite concemed with 
a number of i'tmnn and points brought forth in this study. 

'\. 

on tho nir plio-boo of Stroaut Croasines f\.ppcmlo:x: n, our farms aro shown 
on ·l;he Chub Crock (West Altcrpate).: Our farm ill cro::mod for whnt seemo like 
a r.1·ent, di.stance. lffo feel thnt such a crosstng, on prlime farmland, isn't 
i•ir:Jrl:.. I'm ouro that you will hear mney such tontimou:les. We have he.:J.rd d:l.rect 
frolil a relative who lia·s a pipeline crossing his farm. Ho stated that the land 
on which the pipeline has been built grov1s half the expected crops, compared 
to the other land he oims. I have als~ seen aireial photos of pipellnes in 
Dnkota County. I saw those at a hearing held at Carleton CoUege by Mr. John 

· W.llhone, head of the MEA, in fact he stood next to me arrl stated, in a private 
conversation, that streaked white·lines where pipelines have been due are · 
easUy noticable. 

I feel it is very harrl to be able to dir; up the ground arrl then put it 
back in the :mme plac~ w:i.thout damar,ing the fertility of the soil. Also heavy 
equipment which is us6d in the instal1ation of the pipeline vr:lll cam1e 
CO!llpactfo!l of tho soil. V/13 hnve allothor problflm in thai; WC have tile lines on 

. onr farm. If that isn't enough, we are experencing a battle with the beavers, 
which are very immerous in this urea. The proposed creek crosr:>"i~ is locate.'<! 
on our noiehlJors farm, but possibly our8 too. The Grnne 1f~11rden for this m'OC'!

Mr. Kermit Piper is familiar vrith our probloms. Tho beavers dam up tho creek 
so bad that our t~lolines don't drain, becausoof the backup of water ln ·bho 
c;r..ink. Th:i.s cau:.:i.~!i excorrn water to lio on our f:i olds, especially the fields 
011 the south and 'northwest s:Ldes of· the propo~rnd crossi~. The concern that we 
have is that if the pipeline goes through vre wiU no lonr,er be abJo .to use 
dynamite to blas.t the dams. The onJy wey to effectively be able to gfJt rid of 
those -da.t111J 1 is by the bltistine of them. \'foulrl thei·e be a possibility of' break
agol.n the pJpolinn whon l>laot1ng? An oil opill ln t.he crook would bo a torrJ.ble 
thine to have happen. Yet ;r still foel that we sho11ld have the ri~ht to pro
toct our vi,1lnahlf) cropland. We as J.andoi'l"ners · shoulrl have tl:o r:i.ght to protect 
01ll' property, as well as our business. At least I would th:LnR that 1're sho 1~ud. 
There is no way '1e will sien an easement without this problem being resolved 
to our satisfaction. 

The west route alno has a problem concernin~ the Cannon River Cros121ing. 
JI; ::;!;ems around tho w:Udornmn1 park crossing, rnont:i.onr!d on pw:o 101 of the · 
Draft Addendwn. 'rhis states that .the bed1•oc.:k ls belrirr the f:i,fty foot. or· mol'e 
soil cover. AMther thing ah out the west ronte 1 ls the fact that there in a 
greater ruaount of ti.lelines~ The western rout.e is made up of a heavy soil wherE;J 
tlra:i.nar,e :l.s very irnportant. . ·.. . . . . 

I.also .bolievo that the fifty foot right of way w:Ul have to be. enforced. 
Yfi th the bi c OJ!lCh:i.nes they. hnvo,. it w:i :Ll be harrl to h~ep t.hem withl.n t.hoir area. 
They will go out of the eane1aent and s.boulcl comp0mHtto the farmer for aJ.1 ·the 
damages that should occur. 
. The '".'est r01rl;e, ir> shovm on a comparison sheet on paee 97 of the Dl'a.ft 

Atlden<lurn. On the liating of Environ111ental Impacts tho disad\rarrtaL;es of both are 
Dhmvn. Tho west J'oute han fnr steopor banks alone tho Cannon Rl.vor. lllso the 
bedrock cover on the croas:Lne :Ls sl1a:l.l6vr. There is also an area trw:t. is very· 
.likely to .hocomo oroclml •. r,T0T"e tU.cs w:i.ll be crossed i.n tho wont. route t\1un :Ln 
tho east route. The arg111nen~ many have ac;ainRt choosing r;iither route is the 
fear that the underground aquifB:tls may become cont::i..'\linated from a npDJ .• Until 
somo wv~/ i.o found to clP.an spUls 100% e.ffici:rntJy, NO CROSSINGS OF WA'.l'ER 
SHOULD DE. ALLO'l/Ji'..l)! 

Pnr,n 1 

.! .... 

'j 

I Also I feel an annual payment wo'!lld make a far more equal amount of 
compensation to the. landowners. Having the pipeline Crel'rs around during the 
crop £.."l'ow:i.nc season vr.lU be a major hcodncho to the farmers. One idea I have·., 
is, tl!a DNR has land from Sprine Valley to Rochester Mimesota.. This is now . 
undor proposal for a biking and hik:i.ng trai.11 why no·!; ptl"t tlr:i plpeJJ.ne on this 
eround, with the trails above. Thia malco::i more sence than goine onto the pr:lme 
far111ln.nd. · · 

I 1m a member o.f fue Dakota County RC() (Rerout-e Crude Oil) .. I'm presently 
11orvin1: as Vice-chairman of this group• .I've taken part at many meotings aOO. 
havo attended hearinga at the State Capitol. 'rhe Senato Depnrtment of 
Tr;mr;porat:ion CommiUoe, which was hooded by Senator CJarence Purferest, of 
nw llbi;rict, had leGistlntm·o on the p:i. pc line whlch ·would require· that the 
1mik"t'f'.'rourd pJpolJ.noo wonlrl hnve to b. ~)]lrled nt least 4~', and that the · · 
1.:1 ability of. any drunaee wouldr1tt be on the farmers or landowners, but on the • 
companies. ' 

I do agree with the need for energy, but I feel that the Northern Teir 
p.:1 peline would better serve the 1.0ng ranee needs of Uinnesota. The Canlldian 
curt.ailment as shown on table• l page 3 of the Origional D!'aft Env. Impact 
Statemcrrt, proves that we will become dependant on the Biddle EruJt for oile 
Ilut if the Nortlrnrn Toir Pipeline were to be built ani Alasken oil were piped 
down we would avoid the cdlst of tho line and of Arabian oil. Tho recent 
inboru.st :i.n this project looks improving for the Northern Teir Pipeline. 

I wish to thank you for your time rurl the rir~ht to exprcoa my concern 
on this project,; 

l "" 

Sincerely yours, 
Victor F. Volkert 
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To Whem It M&J' Co••era, 

Mi•J1.uota Department 'ot Natural Re1ourae1 
CeJ11.tenah.l: ·Off he Buildillg 
St. P•.ul, M111.nesota 55101 

Dear Sir: 

,, 

~~C:El~to 

MAR. 16 1978 

BIJKL~U OF 
PLANNING 

We are 111r1ti•g i• regard to the pr.oposed •rude oil 
pipeli•e from Wood River, Ill. to Pine Be•d, M111.n8Sota. 
We live along t1'ia proP,osed route and are yer7 eonaerit.ed 
•.bout tbis pipeli1u going oYer theae hu~e fresh water 
uquifers thlilt a11ppl1 us· wibh our lui.ter. Some of the wells 
ht tr i.s part o!' the eoWll.ty are approximately 13 feflt deep 
Hld. in ease of 1<.n oil lu.k the aontamiilatio•. would be a great 
diuater. Do JOU relillize that the proposed rou.te of thia 
11•• ~ould be ~oi•g over one of our bie~est water supplies 
i:at. thia aountr1. C1<.n JOU 1mae1uJ whlilt it would be like :aot 
to hlil'\•e wat~r. --

We wonder.how ao.me thia liJte. is JllOt 1R.llowed to go tbru any 
Stiite P&<rks, reorea.tional 11.rea., trout streams, duok ponds 
·t.ad ete., -yet it is allowed to go thru prime farm la.J11td gi vil'l@'.; 
JlO thought to all the tile lines it will disrupt. 

We fMvor the pipeline from WashiJ1.gto• using our ow• Alaelcan. 
oll, not imported 011. 

Tha:nlc-you for your time and we hope you will eive this· 
1our attentioll. 

Si:A.serely, 
--4-- :,r' --r:· $".-c //~~/ ~; c:z ?~?2-< 

':~/1.:t. ;1~~ ~i7 .k-

Mr. & Mrs. GHbert· Tatge 
R. R. #1 Box 273 · 
Faribu.ult, Ml:ra.nesota 55021 

G_2) 

... 

~--,, 

(~~/ 
~: -~-,.r··' ---

Dear Ms. Hagen, 

, r£1Yfo 

~ 16 1978 

BUROO OF 
fl}.HNIN.G 

... J 

LeRoy, Minn. 

March l~f, 19?8 

We, the people of the LeRoy area, are very much 

against the proposed pipe line running through our farm 

lands. 

Our main concern is the contamination of our water 

supply, Contamination at some time could not be avoided, 

beaause of our lime rock formations which are ver-y close 

to the surface here in this part of the statei In the 

lime rock we have what are commonlr called "sink Holes•. 

These are large openings in the lime 
I 

large ~erns where our water supply 

you can see, any spill or leak in the 

go directly into our drinking water, 

rock which runs into 

is located. So as 

pipe line would 

Our next concern is the contamination of the Upper 

Iowa River. Many wild aniamals use this river as their 

natural habitat, which include deer, beaver, racoon, 
/ 

muskrat, mink, fox, and rabbits just to name a few. 

There would be an additional threat to the ducks and the 

fish that are in the river, 

Please consider these facftts, and think of our 

children and their children, and how you would be destroy-

ing their lively hood by voting.for the pipe line. 

Thank you very much, from the people of Mower County, 

if you decide in our favor and vote against the pipe line. 

• 
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Sincerely, ~ i 

·-· ~---•.l .. in::_.~-·--····)lrs .. ._ .. fl'~.;'_b~r~ .. Solt ~Roy, ~· AL 
\ ··~"' . p tJ!:!l ; If= . ., •.. 
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Division of Waters 
li.ural fbutB 1, 'o;.- 12'/-B 
Fn.rlld.n(~ton, !'n. 5'JC'i24 
1:a1·ch lG, 19'/8 

1"'.innecok~ Ilor:,rtH!ent of ~!aturr,l Hosottroe:; 
Srcint m'Ei::i.\.Offi:e ~ui ldi1}€; 
.. t, Puul, ,.n. 751L·l 

'!'o lthom j t r:1a~r conceT-r..& 

In c:-:;fcl'~nco to tho :'".01-th·1m Pi.felinG J'rojoct, frol'. t'.'0od 'U.''JT', DJ .• 
to T'iuc rc~nd, 1:.n.' I hn.ve t!,~:·eG j ssu~::.s <:'O!!C:C::'nin~; OU!°' nn.tu~~t.i.l l'tJnou~·c0~;, 
for r.ldcL I PJ.! 2.[Jlinst t.1e construction of thls ].'i::9Jjno. r_phf=:u:Jd thrr~e iterris 
nl'e as fn.'!.o,:;;q 

J :·1· ·~c,nvorn.JU ubout co"·,tc.1,,j_nfl.t:i.on c.f o:~r· v:n:t<,r ~:1•~ r rnc·r:·~rl~ 
t-Ld<J I, o.r; v.c;~i ~- ~:.:-: :~ 1.; .:r;r. __ neit)ibor.·J, 1 ... o. .. '"3 a ciin1~1JJ~ --.··· .>:<~i;. 
'[hii; 'rJl'OVJ clG:~ cIW ~:o«:I'CI) of \7:.tor ~·01· 'Llt;:• Ltv:r)} 

coL; 1ri.so u1 .!.L!.01·tlJJ°!;· '.'O..rt of my fti.r~J ::.0:_.trd 

o..o rr::c~~d .. lj z~;-; l~:·:·J, r.mc~ :1~.s l: ~0:1 to Le Qd0.~n~!;l1 ~·c1· Hnd~:.'- c_;na::.:.ttLi[tio11 ... 
S'.3ConulJ, I q-:..1ec:ti0!1 tbA L-19ru1s .. r·" ;~i],rJ.U!'!') ;~_l.L :;!"0£.-:s :.:Li.~~ \1 r ... r-

1:;illion td.ver, so a::: Lot tr, cbstruct th0 :ra~;cr flC"W. '-L'his r:l ·1or ·Cl v.t<.1.8:::; '':'/ 

L 1 
CD,t.;._:-0· C:., C. 

L.!.~:.::; .~~·~ :.._c_i_l, 
ir1 .:m.:.ds, :...i tii~-:-

tlu :;~~\~lH\~.:~~~fi~o ~ ~K~~o lo i ~Ji:o~~~e~:r.;01~1:~ ~)·~~~~'!:;, ~ 
tr· 11nt' ll:· 1 n ·;,.-.J.drc!,cy to J,0 1·: .. "r::<:>r n.n<1 , r.til:J:-J 1n<•11tl:v, ·:l 

·c1: 
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'\'.'{:·! -·~1· .... • -,_, ·---- •n·-~- .L ................ ~ ....... ,_,_ .......... 1, ~ .l.1.t_l..V'J LI. ,, JJ..:,.;v 

:;,o r;.11i,;tr11cti.0H ~"- t11is 1:'i'·-.3JJn.;. ~;;_ncP l:L.llort.;1ern. StatP.o Po-.·:m· Iir:.o ·lre;.·cf'ly 
exist:; on r::y nro:,erty, aJ•U -'1i110.1 tLn«'o iiolds O.J'" ,iUf;t l~i:_'{l ·'""::t (:1- n:' 18} \:J.clo, 
I do not 1-.-i~:I: Lo 1·'lli:1uJsb t!w juri::diction ov .. -.. n.ny 1:10r8 Lnc1, >:01 .. ~v ·1', if 
con«:.Lr1,ct on cf :.1Li:.; 1 ·5-0015110 is inC1vit:::.ole, I rro,auont thn.t .i.t '.m ion: t"(], 1·:it 1ii11 
tl1n :.;D.11:11 c:;r,,,01:.ent of LI!~ ~iowcl' lin•}, in orc1~1' Llto.t J ·:.:unci!Ll1r1 Le ;!1L::i'l.!1Liy 
ft.rt" tiiin i!2J'i·ov: c:·ea: :°', J :Lsk tilnt tho;:;o ic,;:11.-1:.: Le ca1"1cil'ul <"0!1'. lrl .•1·a-
tio!l • 

1
Jl1r..nJ: j'O l1 {or Cll y ti1'18 ;;::rmi; J.n 1'8"1 81'1 cl1, l:Ll :J lutt •=r• 
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Si11co1·9ly, 

l.~J }J ;/ 
'(J...l_J::L<dJ;/ /( (I,_ <itj 

~c·~-+..; v I~, ~ k::_-

n1~ 'l, 

JO_e1_,t· 1 )1 ,;;{;vt--1!_ f-L~~ 

/,
) , .#-- /./ ' - : . tJ , ..L 
rY(~~-,~ Uf--<'!-v~--r.0 {_~~-U 

c9 A.Q ;f J!;.,_-v (:. ,f-;l-Crr_.-yv~-rc,e .!J/L,,.,_ . 
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~· 
PHONE: (607) 477-2177 

:7<..uasnicka Jersey :7arm ~0f~'f~;;}~ 
Route 1 Box 33 •(Ct/\lp 0 

HAYFIELD, MINNESOTA i5940 .. 

MAR 17 1978 

BURL~! OF 
PLANN1tm 

\~~,, 
~~. 

3/s/7y 

z ;t)/~ _u17 rJ-,~,, 
J J~ ~ ,-,~' ,u---~,,_.~ u~~ 

/ ~ A-·~7_.·.ft( ~~f"L..:e,_ 
~ l L~ -/71 ·~~ j~ ~,-7~ 

<Ji) 

-~ ~cL /zL: ,/--~'-~-c(;LA;~-l~ ,,_cc__, 1-o-<'-·
0 .--lfl 

Jie. ~L,,,_:,.,, ;;:e~~.,7L . 
b) j L-'l- _7!i_.>-<-- ~v~,_T.; ~~·~ (f '~~_)/t;;J-

. - _/ 4 L #-··~:;/ ~ / . I ' ~77 /V'~/ &- _ _x;r,_,,, ~~~.,__..,' ;71 ;A.' ·-e /' :_~~_,__.- /2UJ--<! '-' ' 
c) 'A fl! '~ ~~ ~~"'/<!_ _;.'Al'< " •0 _ _.. _ _.__,,,6-.. ,_;e~'_ 

. . ft} I 4 ' f' · {/ · ;? v<.- ... ~~ /'f:,:.v-e't--'. . · /# 
d) ~k ~..JL '-10 ~~~l 7 ~~ c~I? v.re4 .~~ 

<rw~ ? 0 /~-/£4/ ,/ J ~ d_ -~C-~~ , 

.-e..e-fZ,1--CJ.t ,_~.( ~ t~-f/ ~~~1d--;:~~~ 
e) J ~ .5"~ o--/_,l(Jt-~/ _ _z~,_/ ~- __;.__ ' 

i-V~~ J!<L" / ft/~ /fJ ~~~t% / ¥ ;z:;[ .. :_ _ _..~~ 
. .u;{.¢HiJ ~~ ~, --<---! ~I ~Ax/µ 
::i~ __ ;a:_,_;_ ~ 

Mnrch 2, 1978 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We would like to take this opportunity to inform you of our opposition 
to the propo:>ed pipeline running through Mower County. 

We ara not farmers, but live in the city of LeRoy. We have been follo~ing 
this pipeline ocverage in the local newspapers and have talked to several 
area fan1ers and other townspeople. We definitely do not want this pipeline 
running through our area. We don't feel this just concerns the farmers - if 
this pipeline leaks (which eventually it will because of ai:;e and corrosion or 
accident) what will our water be like? It may not seem really threatening 
to you - you don't live in this area. ~e do! Our children are growin~ up 
hercand we have t:o thicik of the future.--·-

Is this pipeline really a necessity? We have heard several comments that 
it is nc1t! ! Isn't the ll'./R supposed to be concernecl with the ·upkeep and 

o, 
o; 
3:: 
3:· 
ZJ 

preserv:ition o~our State of Hinnesota? I wouldn't think that approving something# ft 
that is goi~g to pollute our water and land is very feasible. How much money ~I 
will then have to be spent to correct the situation - if in all it C'Juld be 
correct eel. 

Please check into this matter further and g.ive considerable thought to 
prevent this pipel~ne. 

/ ·-) 

(~Lf j 
\~ __ / 

Sincerely, 

/}~'<., r' t?.{\.J. _J,_/Y) duc!c:. 
Hr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hovde 
Box 2 
LeRoy, Minnesota 55951 

,:tf::l~~,i~~:- :~· 
r0- ~- • .• 

'.') ~:-.;·j~~'.-:.,:' 
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March 23 •. 1978 

To~ Department .of Revenue 

Dear: Sir:· 

~~ct.ivc-0 

\~tAR 2& wt8 

o~'CEI~l'u~~~1 ~ 
!.'--"--_, .. .·· f:·,.di.~~ 

2i 1! "t~!l& 

D\IJiStOU ·ol W.1ters 

I have a farm 2 miles East 'of Hayfield and I guess you 
have .marked on your map to put a crude· .011· line through. 

This is probably no definite deeision but. I .hope that 
.1t never happens. . · 

Itt.seems to me that you could just a.a well follow the 
Railroad track and you wouldn't be interferring "'11th 
tile lines. · 

Yours tru. l,.y. _,·. · . . ... t/ .· . . .. .·.··· · ... ·.·. 
/Z,~f/~. f'7 JA'~~-. 

Vernon Holst . . (/"'ii- , ·, . 
P~ O. Box 663 . 

"" 
Aust,in, Minnesota 55912 

\ 

J. 
~--

.>· 



- ·• ,. - - - - -

March 6, 1978 

Dear Sir1 

We attended the ~eating in. Dodge Center and f-ound it t~ be ~ry 
informatiw, There were 111&ny questions raised. arxl. several left · 
unanswered. ·Acccsrding to the_ proposed ma.p·the_pipe line Will be 
going through about a Jllile on our lard •. Our big concern is the many 
lines of.tile that it will be crossing. We have :uny branch lines 
arvt. 5 main lines since we have an open ditch in our ~sture that 
they empty into •. These drain ours and the neighbor's lard. .Many 
tile lines are 4t to 5 feet in depth and the pipe line will ha"ve to 
go below these. We feel that a recommerxl.ation should be stipulated 
that all tillable larxl. have the pipeline below. 5 feet.; If not 
bilried this deep it would be illlpossible to tile more larxl ;tn the 
future where this pipe line would cross. 

other concerns about the tile line area how.long would the tile 
remain open after it was .cut through arxl. the amount of dirt that 
would wash into the line when water fills in the ditch; who 
bears the cost when the .. ghbor comes on us that the main outlet 
is not working, is there a tillle limit to settling a release as 
sometimes it takes two or three years before the damage shows up 
in the tile line, 

We would also like to mention that we have cattle in our pasture 
at all times am the fences and open ditch could cause problems. 

Of course, a .seepage or break in the pipe line is a possibility 
and this is a constant concern for getting oil in our wells. A 
breakage ten miles from our place could follow the water main 
arxl. ahe>W ip in our well. How can we protect ourselves from ~he 
cost of this damage? 

Progress for the future MUst go on, but we feel there are many 
questions and answers unresolved concerning the need and how and 
where the pipe line _shoUld be built, 

Sincerely, 

Y?I .· ~fe) 
0'1 tl(/.(.Jvw., ·1 . . 

· .. )i,1 /\.1, ... 
.' f/1.1, • 1,,,.....-,, 

I . 

•• 

@.T?rr.f§>: ?\V/,lf W 
MAR 1 0 1978 

@S) 

,. • -· ,., '"-1.JL,jff. 
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~- .. ·····. tt_~_L.· 
:;ti~;'J--r 

Department of Natural.Resources 
658 cedar Street · . . · ·. 
Centennial Office :Building 
St. paUl, Minnesota 55155 

.,~ 13-1978 

BUREAU or· 
"Route i, lk>x 270 . PlANtilH..ti. 
Faribaul tj Minnesota ,?!;IOZ1 

March 9, 1978 . 

Re: Environmental Impact Statement on the 
Northern Pipeline Project 

Gentlemen: 

As a-resident of Wheeling TQwnship, Rice County, Minnesota., we a.re 
very cortce:med about potential hazards of the Northern Pipeline 
Project due. to the possibility of contaminating our water supply. 

We live within a very short distance of where the proposed pipel.µw 
le to go and eur well is only thirteen feet. So in case of any 
breakage in the pipeline, it would quite possibly contaminate our 
water supply and in this particular area, I am sure it would effect 
the water for most farmers. 

""'-
Yours very truly, 

z/f~.~~nA!L 
Thomas J. La:Uf!}ll?n" ,z..--.. 

TJL:fd 
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COMMENTS 

' - ~ . 

Department of Natural Resourcee 
Centennial Office Bldg. 
:St, Paul, Jlln. 55101 

To Whom It.Hay Conernl 

11 '--!,/ ' 
..' cn,__1? /YtJ(,.t1.-

Rout'e l l3o:i 28J · 
Faribault, Mn, _ _55021 
March iJ, ~~Elvt0 

MAR 15 1913· 

BURtAU OF 
PLMINING 

I u writing this letter asa concerned and interested citigen for the welfare of our 
state, our people, and our future. 

~ couph of months ago we became aware of the possibility of a 24" crude oil pipeline 
being. installed by Northern Pipeline Co, of Delaware for the Koch Refining Co, which 
'f PUld bisect the .prime agrlcul tura.1 land which we have acquire<Y through the work of 
our lifetime. There are J good reasons for my writing this letter (not necessarily 
in the order of their priority)1 

(1) We have recently returned from the barren reaches of Saskatchewan in the 
area of Weyburn and Estevan oilfields, sparsely populated because of the 
lack of water despite a landscape dotted with oil wells, proving the impor
tance of water as a :resource for both industrial and private use which 
Va$tly a.ffects the standard of living, There, it is a law that anyone 
tlrilling for oil ~ report any find of water to the provincial government, 
Here we sit on the world's largest .and purest water supply which is now in 
jeopardy because of a pipeline which could destroy it in the event of an 
oil spill. 

v (2) A majo;t"Conce:tn of affected landowners ls the threat to their existing 
tile lines which they have sacrificed to install. Without proper drainage 
and aeration no amount of fertilization can produce the adequate food sup
ply that our people need. The proposed J foot cover is definitely a detri
ment to the productivity of our land, There should be no less than a 5t foot 
cover on any pipeline going through agricultural land for the simple.reason 
that tile lines are installed on grade for gravity flow and must follow 
the waterahed of the terrain. 

(J) We are appalled by the proposed pipeline route going so close to one of 
the only (if not !!:!.£ only) remaining virgin hardwood forest, the Nerstrand 
Wnods State Park, In the event of a pipeline spill there is a definite 
JlOSsibility that the oil could run th:rOugh the tile lines emptying into 
the woods itself thus destroying what it has taken .centuries to create. 

We are writing to you, who are in authority, eo that you may be made aware of 
facts which will aid you in making the rlr,ht decision, We.know there ts· a need 
for c1;'Ude oil, but we feel that the pipelines could be installed within existing 
pipe+ine corridors/alon~ railway right-of-ways Gr public nighways thus eliminating 
the unnecessary jeopardy to our water supply, our prime farmlands and our na.tural 
fo~"ts. 
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COMMENTS I RESPONSE 
l 

Section III 

COMMENTS RECEIVED AT PUBLIC MEETINGS 

DODGE CENTER AND NORTHFIELD, MINN • 

February 21, 1978 

The following are written summaries of the public 
hearings which were held at Dodge Center and North
field, Minnesota on February 21, 1978. These are 
not verbatim transcripts, but represent an edited 

,and paraphrased account of the hearings. Public par
ticipants are by an underlined name-and are listed in 
the account according the sequence in which they asked 
questions or made statements. Questions and answers 
are identified by numbers to assist in matching up in
quiries with responses. Answers which are identified 
as "Supplemental Responses" represent information 
added subsequent to the hearings. Every effort has 
been made to record the questions in summary form as 
closely as possible to the original wording. Responses 
often have been paraphrased or substituted in order to 
provide the most current and accurate replies to the 
questions • 

Participants 

Department of Natural Resources - Bob Johnson, Vonny Hagen, and 
Al Wald 

Northern Pipeline Company - Roger Williams (President), Harry Weed, 
Bill Martin, Jack Riffe (Construction Consultant), Bob Arco (National 
Biocentrics Consultant), Bruce Hansen (Attorney) 



PUBLIC MEETING - DODGE CENTER 

Philip Heydt Ql: You say you are going to have four inspectors and one 
chief, are they employed by you or another agency? 

Q2: Another question, in our area we do alot of field til-
ing and I am very concerned that repair and replace

ment of these broken tile lines is going to be done to the manner 
I feel it should be and I feel the only way that can be done is 
to leave it in the hands of the County SCS Commission. And what 
type of materials should be used to repair and replace them should 
be left to each County's discretion. 

Bill Martin Al: The inspectors are ours, they are company personnel. 

(Supplemental Response) (The state will also provide an on-site liaison 
worker to monitor construction activities.) 

Jack Riffe A2: The procedure for repairing the tile should be the 
same up and down the entire length of the line be

cause if you change, sooner or later someone won't know what 
they're doing. There should be one precedent set and stay with 
that. We repair the tile with channel irons and we dig back into 
the dig wall two feet or further into solid dirt. We use cement 
tile the whole way because it is impossible to repair plastic tile 
with plastic. 

(Supplemental Response) (Northern Pipeline Company has now proposed 
tile repair methods tailored for clay, 
plastic and fiberglass tiles. See Appendix VIII) 

Henry Burzlaff Q: How deep do you go to avoid tile lines? Suppose the 
tile is laid 4~ feet deep on the average, do you go 
deeper than that? 

Jack Riffe A: May be to the discretion of the contractor as to 
whether he wants to raise and then lower the pipe 

to avoid tile lines or put the whole line deeper than 3 feet in 
an area to avoid lines. 

(Supplemental Response) (The pipeline will always be installed be-
low the grade of existing tile lines. In 

areas where there are many tile lines, the pipeline will be buried 
consistently at the depth necessary to be below tile line; that is, 
the grade of "the pipeline will not be continually raised and lowered 
just to avoid tile lines. Because the area through which it passes 
is so heavily tiled, this will mean in effect that much of the pipe
line will be below the 3 and 4~ foot depths where tile lines are 
most commonly found.) 

Steve Hoysler Ql: I would like to direct this to one of the people from 
the pipeline company. He said that the right-of-way 

would be for a single line, single line rights. Is this easement 
you sent to us the easement you would be expecting us to sign? 

Q2: What I'm wondering is these valves and fittings and 
so forth, are these going to be put on our property 

in the middle of the fields? How are you going to lay that out, 
do you know? 
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Bill Martin Al: Yes, that is the easement we will be expecting you 
to sign, but that section (double line rights) would 

be marked through and in~tialed. 

A2: We want permission to lay the line. We want per
mission to check and maintain the line. As for valves 

and meters, we want to put them in areas where they are easily access
ible - along roads and near the edge of fields • 

c. R. Holland Q: How many line failures do you expect to form a rupture 
in your line in the foreseeable future? 

Bill Martin A: Naturally, my answer to you is that we are not expect
ing any. The standards to which these lines were laid 

and how they are constructed are much better than twenty years ago • 

(Supplemental Response) (It is extremely likely there will be spills 
during the life of this pipeline, and the 

EIS recognizes this fact. In addition, from the history of previous 
spills (Appendix III) it is evident that spills will continue to 
occur in the future. An attempt has been made, by rerouting and 
other measures, to minimize the possibility of groundwater contamin
ation if a spill does occur. See PCA response, Appendix II.) 

Murill Bromlow Q: Why don't you send out easements that you don't have 
to scratch out? 

Bill Martin A: Well, I guess maybe we are tight, conservative. We 
had these easements printed up and we wanted to use 
them. 

Theodore Winfield Q: If you are spending 150 million dollars for a pipe-
line, it seems like you are saving pennies by having 

and easement you got to scratch out. The Environmental Impact 
(Statement) says, and I could be wrong, that there would be a foot 
of cover over the entire line, between pipe and tile. 

What is being said here tonight, does that apply to just one line? 

Bill Martin A: Well, after you have spent that much money you have to 
try and save money somewhere. 

(Supplemental Response) (A standard easement agreement for the 
Northern Pipeline has been prepared by 

several of the Environmental Quality Board Member Agencies and 
the company for use in Minnesota.) 

Al Wald A: There is a minimum of 14" from the top of the pipe to 
the bottom of the tile line - on page 83. 

Bob Johnson A: The pipeline officials say that is too much. That 
is aef initely something we will look into in the 
final document. 

Jack Riffe A: The reason I want to speak against this is because 
some of that tile line is 4 1/2 to 5 feet deep. Now 

if the tile is 5 feet deep and the pipe is 2 feet in diameter and we're 
talking about 14 more inches, that is a trench more than 8 feet 
deep. A minimum of 6 inches is enough to repair the tile and do 

a real good job~ 
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(Supplemental Response) (The pipeline is required by American 
National Standard Code for Pressure 

Piping, B31.4 - Liquid Petroleum Transportation Piping Systems, 
Section 434.6(c), to provide a minimum clearance of 12 inches 
between the outside of the pipe and the extremity of any other 
underground structures. This does not include drain tile which 
requires only 2 inches of clearance.) 

Pat Daly Q: In the event this pipeline ruptures and pollutes our 
underground water, who. s going to be responsible for 
furnishing us with potable water? 

And is there any possible way to clean up our under
ground water, who's responsible? 

Will you be bonded or anything? 

If you affect a quite large area of underground water, 
how are you going to haul the water? 

Bill Martin A: It is the company's responsibility, it is my 
responsibility to see it is cleaned up. You 

have the company behind this, and yes, how much bond do they 
carry to lay this pipeline? 

Harry Weed A: It is a fantastic amount, and we have insurance 
that has a million dollar deductible. 

Bill Martin A: I have got to handle it at the time it comes up and 
if it means going out to this man who makes cement 

mixers on the back of trucks and having him make water tanks to 
haul it to your farm, then that is what I will do. 

Alan Scott A: What does DNR propose as far as burying underground 
fuel storage tanks a distance from tile lines. I 

buried underground fuel storage tanks and was advised not to run 
tile lines near th~re because of possible contamination. 

Vonny Hagen A: That is the Pollution Control Agency. I'm sorry 
but the DNR does not have regulatory authority re

garding water quality, that is the Pollution Control Agency. 

Bill Martin A: Do you have a testing requirement on your fuel storage 
tank? 

Al Wald A: ••• Refers to page 13 to 15 on what the company does 
in case of spills. Discussion follows concerning 

preventive measures company has taken to guard against spills. 

Pat Daly Q: I could take you down to farms in Iowa where leaks from 
the Williams Brother's pipe caused pumphouses to blow 

up. Because gas got into the water, came up through the casing, 
the pressure switch contact hit, produced a spark and blew it 
up. 

Bill Martin A: In the area you are speaking of, the line is quite 
old and there has been many a house built next to 

the line. And those wells have been drilled since the construction 
of that old line. 

• 
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c. R. Holland Q: After the pipe goes through the farmer's land and 
the farmer wants to put in drain tiles, does he have 

to get the easement back from thepipeline company? 

Bill Martin A: No, it is your land. Just contact the company and let 
us know that you are going to be working over the pipe 
and the company will send someone out there • 

Harold Froelich Q:In the original EIS on page 12, it says th~ pipeline 
will be placed under the tile at least 4 inches of 
clearance. 

(Supplemental Response) (Comment noted.) 

John Ressler Q: I am very much concerned about the water situation. 
What is going to happen when our water is polluted. 

I live, and my tile lines drain into the Upper Iowa River. What 
is going to happen when there is a spill and the oil runs down 
our tile lines into the Upper Iowa River? It is going to pollute 
some water • 

(Supplemental Response) (Clean-up of oil spills is done under the 
direction of the Minnesota Pollution Control 

Agency. The time required for clean-up-will vary depending on the 
circumstances, but in most cases the pooled oil will be cleaned up 
within 75 hours, at which point percolation of oil into the soil or 
further spreading of the oil along the ground or on surface waters 
will greatly diminish. The final clean-up may take longBr, but 
little additional damage will occur. 

Oil passing through tile lines will usually be detected upon enter
ing surface waters, in which case it would be cleaned up much like 
any other surface spill. Effects of crude oil on tile systems are 
unknown. The viscosity of the oil may plug or clog the tile render
ing it nearly useless. Cleaning of such damaged tile would probably 
be impossible, and the old tile line would have to be removed and 
a new one installed.) 

Harold Froehlich Q: Yesterday, at one of the legislative sessions, Tim 

Dr. 

Scherkenbach gave testimony regarding oil spills 
in Minnesota for the period 1972 to 1977. In this period, which 
is 5 years, there have been 72 pipeline spills. Three and a half 
million gallons of petroleum products have leaked out onto Minnesota 
soil in that time. The percentages that he gave which were hit by 
a machine - 13 spills for 18%; corrosion related spills - there 
were 17 - 24 percent of the total; equipment failure - seams, gas
kets, valves, seals, manufacturing defects - 33 leaks for 46 percent; 
operator error - 9 leaks for 1Z%. This totals up to 72 leaks and 
100 percent. Thank you. 

(Supplemental Response) (Comment noted.) 

Dennis Cortese Q: I have a couple of questions, but I think we are 
- missing the point on spill potential. The petition 

which the company has filed under is just for crude o~l and to pump 
crude oil from north to south. Yet the easement we are negotiating 
for is for a lot more than just crude oil; it is for gas and petroleum 
products. Why not make the easement spell out that it is only for 

crude oil and if something else changes and they want to ship gas 
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or petroleum products, they wi11 have to negotiate the easement. 
Now this is important because the spill potential for the calcu
lations based in the Draft Addendum of the EIS, the initial EIS, 
was based on the crude oil characteristics just like you were 
talking about. Well, what happens if products are shipped? Then 
the whole game is differento There is no excuse for sending out 
an easement that is not as clear as you intend it to be, unless 
you don't intend it to be clear. It is the only conclusion I 
can come to. 

The other question I have is why not route the pipeline near the 
railroad tracks that are nearby? 

(Unidentified) Q: I would like to know why you cannot follow the rail 
lines. 

(Supplemental Response): (See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative. 
A new application for a Certificate of 

Need would be required if the company was to propose a change in 
the substances to be shipped.) 

Dick Bhend Ql: I would like to address this question to Al (Wald). 
How many channels or major fractures in the bedrock 

are crossed by the pipeline on its present proposed location? 
The ones that lie close to the surf ace like in Dakota County 
near the mining operations, or are very close to the pipeline 
itself, say 25 feet from the pipeline. Do you control mining 
operation in the locality of the pipeline where there is blasting 
occurring? 

Q2 The other question I have is how good is the detection 
system? Can it detect within one percent long term 

leakage like one that can accumulate for months and dr~in into 
the subsoil or rock formations and water systems? 

• 
I 

I 
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Al_Wald· Al~·- There are no fractures in the bedrock near the pipe

line as shown on the maps provided by the u.s.G.S. 
I can assure you that hard rock excavation in the vicinity of the l .. J 
line would not be allowedo · 

Harry Weed A2: Our detection system is good within a quarter of 
one percent. • (Unidentified) Q: I don't really think you answered the young man's l_ ... 'f 
question in the front row about the easements. 

He stated it and no one really answered it, will you please answer 
that. You talked about crude oil and then you talked about pump-
ing the other products through the line. Nobody ever said if •. : 
it's going to be other products. 

Bob Johnson A: 

Dennis Cortese Q: 

Bill Martin A: 

I understood that to be more of a statement than 
a question, am I correct? 

You can take it either way, but he is now asking 
the question. 

That form was one we used for years and years for 
all kinds of lines and what our agents would have 

• 
I 
I 
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done in the past is just mark out things which were appropriate • 
Obviously, we made a mistake in trying to use the same easement 
form here. I guess just through ignorance. Now, we can certainly 
identify things which you would like to identify in that easement, 
and that is a single pipeline for crude oil use. We would be 
tickled to repript the thing. Was there another part to your question? 

Dennis Cortese Q: The only other part to my question was directed at 
the DNR. I guess they don't have the authority to 

regulate crude oil, but what happens if other products are pumped? 

Bob Martin A: We are forbidden from doing that. I would have to 
look at the Certificate of Need, but it specifically 
says crude oil • 

Vonny Hagen A: And therefore, the only proposal we are acting on is the 
one that has been certified by the Energy Agency. So 

it would seem that other state approvals would have to be within these 
same limits. 

Dennis Cortese Q: But my question really is this: Is Mr. Weed and 
his company allowed to then begin shipping products 

ten years down the road without renegotiating easements? 

Vonny Hagen A: I think that is an interei~ing legal question • 

Bill Martin A: As far as our Certificate of Need is concerned, we are 
not permitted to ship anything other than crude oil • 

Now let's say we run out of crude oil and something else needs to be 
shipped up years later. I'm sure we will have to go back and start 
all over again • 

(Unidentified) Q: I have another question. I was at an earlier meeting 
and I was told when this line was being excavated 

that the topsoil would be separated from other soils. Would it be 
backfilled the same way? 

Bill Martin A: That is correct. Now, as I said when I started, have 
that written into your easement when the right-of-way 
agent comes around • 

Emile Sowieja Q: And lras I right to say that this proposed line has a 
minimum cover of three feet? I think further down we 

might be re-tiling someday and it just seems to me you should start 
out with a minimum cover of five feet • 

Harry Weed· A: There are some areas that you know you will never tile, 
so it would seem silly to put the entire pipeline five 

feet deep. But, if you feel you are going to tile in the future 
and want it deeper, have that written into your easement. 

Emile Sowieja Q: You are talking about individuals here. How about the 
guy who wants the pipe to go through his farm at 3 feet 

deep2 In the future, I see some of .these tiles going to be crossed 
and this presents a problem. Am I clear on that? It seems it is 
going to cost us more to tile. It would be better if you used four 
feet. Why don't you look more at the railroad? 
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Even if you use the railroa~ right-of-way, you would 
still have to leave it and cross fields. 

(Supplemental Response): (See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative) 

Richard Grats Q: I attended an earlier meeting here in November 
and we were told very definitely at that meeting, 

that it was far too expensive to double ditch this ditch and put 
the black dirt back on top. Now tonight, I think we have been in
formed that they are going to put the black dirt back on top and I 
think it would be a good idea if they set the record straight. 

Harry Weed A: It has never been company policy to blanket double 
ditch, but if you want it written into your ease
ment, then if you want it you can have it. 

Richard Bhend Ql: With a detection scheme of .25%, that equates 
out to about 525 gallons of oil a day, barrels 

a day, pardon me, or 16,000 barrels a month. Is there any way 
we could enhance that detection system? 

Q2: You said that your detection system was going to 
be worth a quarter of a percent, that equates to 

500 barrels a day, or about 16,000 barrels a month. That could leak 
before you deduce that you don't have a flaw in your detection sys
tem. 

Q3: Are you monitored by an independent agency? 

Harry Weed Al-3: 

Richard Bhend Q: 

No, we are not monitored by an independent_ agency. 

So, you have no detection scheme other than that 
for catastrophic failure? The small leakage is the 
one that would eventually destroy southern Minnesota. 

(Supplemental Response): (A further explanation is contained in 
Appendix IX.) 

Pat Daly Q: Do you feel your pipeline is as sophisticated as the Trans-
Alaskan pipeline? Do you feel it is that sophisticated? 

All right, I have a newspaper article here that the Associated Press 
put out and are you aware of the oil pipeline in Alaska that was 
sabotaged. If they are sophisticated, highly sophisticated they 
say, these detection systems did not pick up this spill - a line 
flyer found it. My point is, a highly sophisticated detection system 
failed. 

Roger Williams A: I don't know if you can believe all you read in 
the newspapers. Remember that no matter how 

sophisticated the detection system is, you still have a man reading 
those meters who can make mistakes. 

Terry Peach Q: This fellow over there said that oil leaks always 
come to the surface. Oil does sterilize ground or 

kills ground, correct? If you have a leak and get alot of oil 
coming out, what is going to insure us of our ground that we are 
going to get our money back out of the leak? 
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Roger Williams A: We will pay all damages. 

Dale Taylor ·Q: Will these leaks surface through frozen ground? 

(not identified) A: Yes, they will • 

Winfield Q: The Upper Iowa River runs through my place and in your 
statement you said there is no fish in the Upper Iowa 

River. Well, within a short two miles is a state park and then 
LeRoy and there is good fishing there and in northern Iowa the 
Upper Iowa River is noted as the best bass fishing river in the 
state of Iowa. Chances are there will be a refined product pipe 
running the other way and some time there is going to be some leaks 
as they get older and corrode, and no doubt who build the pipeline 
might not be here in 10, 15, 20 years. I might not be here, but 
my children and grandchildren will be here and that is why I am 
here at this meeting tonight. I would think that I would like to 
see the energy department take another good look at the need for 
this pipeline and get it out so we can understand it. I don't know 
if I'm talking to the right people here, but the letters don't seem 
to do much good. 

is very good, 
Al Wald A: Your comment on the fishing in the river/and we will 

note that. We will check with our fisheries to correct 
any inaccuracies in the document. We cannpt address the need issue • 

That was addressed by the Energy Agency in their Certificate of 
Need procedure. 

(Supplemental Response): (The Upper Iowa River is generally 
shallow and basically a minnow stream. 

Suitable habitat for game fish does not ~xist during most of the 
year. In Lake Louise, however, additional stream flows and deeper 
water provide suitable habitat for blue-gills, orange-spotted sun
fish, crappies, northern pike, and bullheads.) 

David Hansen Q: I would like to ask now, once the DNR has made it's 
Environmental Impact Statement, which we know there 

are some gross errors at this time. How will we know that this 
correction will take place and that it is taking place? Who is going to 
police this to see to it that what is said actually happens and follows 
up on it? Who does it? 

Al Wald A: There is a whole series of regulatory authorities that 
this process still has to go through. The purpose of 

the EIS is to collect information on the impact of the line and 
not to specify engineering design( ••• Discussion follows concerning 
the Environmental Impact Statement procedure, composition of the 
Environmental Quality Board and who regulates the pipeline and 
policies actual construction.) 

(Supplemental Response): (The State has proposed that a liaison 
worker representing the state observe 

the construction for compliance with pertinent agreements and permits.) 

Randy Swanson Q 1: On the Dome pipelin~, just to give you an example 
so far as police action. The farmers on the line 

did not approve of some things that were being done on the easement 
and they would not sign an easement and they went through and put in 
anyway and it was not what they thought. They put money they thought 

they would allow in this which didn't cover even half this in escrow 
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and the only way they can draw the money out now is to sign the 
easement which they didn't approve in the first place. 

Q 2: I would like to bring up one other question too. This 
will concern everybody. You dig through these lines, 

these tile lines, do you locate them before you cut through them 
or does the machine go through and tear up everything? 

. • • • 
Jack Riffe A 1-2: It's almost impossible to locate tile lines, but II 

your trencher doesn't do as much damage as you 
might think. Now, on your clay tile, it will break it. 

Randy Swanson Q: This works fine with clay and cement tile, but I 
have done some research on this on plastic tiles 

and found people were dissatisfied where the trencher comes through, 
it pulls, stretches and breaks connections and they have found these 
connections were broken as far back as fifty feet from the edge of 
the trench. 

Jack Riffe Al I'm going to have to say to you that that tile is 
not strong enough to pull that fifty feet. 

Steve Henslin Q: In the EIS, as I understand it, they say you are 
going to X-ray 10% of the welds through farmland 

and 25% by stream crossings. Last Tuesday at a senate transportation 
committee hearing, Paul Fray, from Williams, told us that, or testi
fied that they X-rayed 100% of their welds on their 18 inch line 
last year and found 4 to 5 percent that were defective and had to 
be re-welded. Now why isn't it necessary to X-ray 100% of this, what 
about bringing up these questions of acquisition pollution, what about 
the areas where 5% bad weld are that don''t get X-rayed? 

Bill Martin A: ( ••• Discussion follows on tape concerning X-raying 
techniques to be used on the pipeline.) 

Steve Henslin Q: You mean all the defective welds will show up in the 
hydrostatic testing? They will all break and you'll 
repair them? When do they show up? 

Bill Martin .A: Hydrostatic testing tests the whole integrity of 
the entire pipe. 

(Supplemental Response): (Woodward -Clyde Consultants, in their 
report , prepared for the Minnesota Energy 

Agency, states that "In our opinion it is appropriate for the State of 
Minnesota to require 100 percent radiological testing of girth 
welds on pipe to be installed in areas it considers sensitive, even 
though some areas the state might classify as sensitive would not 
be specifically included in areas requiring such testing according to 
the regulations quoted above.'' (refers to Federal DOT Regulations). 

On the other hand, the U.S. Department of Transportation in a letter 
to the Energy Agency (March 1, 1978) states that the Office of Pipe
line Safety Operations (OPSO) "considers these requirements (the 
Federnl re4uirem~nt§ for.X-raying 10% of all girth welds and 100 
% of girth welds in specified areas) to be reasonable and adequate 
to assure the quality of the welding performed during the manufacture 
and construction of the pipeline. The post construction pressure 
test required by the regulations (Sub-part E) is further and more 

II 
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positive assurance of the quality of all welds, materials, and 
construction procedures used prior to placing the pipeline in 
operation." It should be noted that Federal regulations require 
100% X-raying of longitudinal welds • 

Steve Henslin Ql: Well, I think that I would like to recommend to the 
DNR that possibly you should recommend that this 

whole line be 100% X-rayed to insure against leaks • 

(Supplemental Response) (The DNR will require 100% X-raying for sensitive 
areas.) 

Q2: Another question that Jack Riffe should know from 
his experience and that you guys should know from 

your cost projection. How much is it going to cost to repair each 
tile crossing - $50, $100, $10? 

Jack Riffe A2: Well, that can vary. I'd say approximately you're 
speaking of $150 to $200 a crossing. 

Steve Heslin Q: Well, it would seem to me that through Dodge County, 
where I would estimate there are 700 tile lines, that 

would have to be crossed, that is just rough figuring on my part. 
That would come to a substantial dollar f.igure, at $200 a crossing, 
of about $140,000. I would think that the pipeline company would 
find it alot more economical to put it along the railroad where we, 
in Dodge County, could only find 8 tile lines • 

(Supplemental Response): (See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative) 

Steve Henslin Q: My other question is that you said there is a release 
that the farmers have to sign on the repair work that 

the contractor does and you said there is money held back. How much 
money is held back and is the contractor definitely not paid that, 
even if there is just one farmer who doesn't sign his release? 

Bill Martin A: The amount we withhold is ten to fifteen percent 
of the money due him • 

~teve Henslin Q: So every farmer then must sign his release before 
the contractor can collect his- ten to fifteen percent. 
Is that correct? 

Bill Martin A: Yes, that is correct • 

Mark Moenning Q: I have a question. I think maybe alot of people 
are wondering here tonight if this thing spills, 

what is the safety aspect, is it combustible at all? If something 
gets it on him, will it hurt him in any way? Things like this, 
that's my first question. 

Bill Martin A: We have a doctor in the house and perhaps he'll 
help with what crude oil does to the skin. You 
obviously don't want to drink it, and yes, it will 
burn • 

Dr. Dennis Cortese The problem is the phenols in it. If you get it on 
your skin, you get boils and alot of problems with 

the skin, but that's reversible. If it gets in the water, one part 
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per million of phenol is hazardous to human health, but it is 
actually unpalatable much earlier than that, so you know about 
it. But the skin is irritated. 

Mark Moenning Q: In general, are they safer than natural gas lines 
or what would you compare them to? 

Bill Martin A: Probably you would rather cut into a crude line, 
than a liquid gasoline line, then an LPG line, 

and the last thing you would not want to do is cut into a natural 
gas line. 

Mark Moenning Q: What is the amount of oil that DNR used to figure 
this 50 foot as adequate. I believe the EIS said 

1000 barrels of oil. I guess they used PCA figures that were pre
sented at the transportation hearings and something like 1160 barrels 
has been the average spill over the last five year period. 

Bob Arco A: The amount of oil used by the PCA in their calculations 
was 1000 barrels over a 1000 square feet, which works 

out to a depth of five feetaverage. 

Mark Moenning Q: Has the PCA or you as a geologist, done any study 
as far as the percolation of how this will do for 
different soils? 

Bob Arco A: ••• Discussion follows concerning his experiments on 
the percolation of oil through glacial till. 

(Supplemental Response): The 50 foot criteria was developed by the 
PCA, and accepted by the Department of 

Health as providing an adequate safety margin. 

Mark Moenning Q: What soil types have you done this study on? 

Bob Arco A: We have used two types of glacial till. This is clay 
soils with varying amounts of sand in them. And then 

we used two types of sand. One that is a fine sand, the kind you 
would typically find in a glacial lake. And we got the outwash type 
sand which is more the kind you find in Dakota County. 

Mark Moenning Q: What is the name of these types of soils? 

Bob Arco A: First of all, I used a sample from the Des Moines 
lobe ••• (remainder inaudible). 

Mark Moenning Q: We know the soil types on our farm and we wanted to 
build a strictly run-off basin for a feedlot, it 

was very small, we did it six years ago. We had to take borings 
to check on the amount of sand and different things in that soil 
so we would not pollute our own wells. I don't believe anything 
like this has been done along this whole route to speak·of. 

Vonny Hagen A: What you're suggesting (in regard to pipelines) 
the state doesn't have the authority to require. 

Mark Moenning Q: Well, there are alot of people out here with sand 
points on their farms. Some of them use them as 
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wells, some of them don't because they aren't good for wells. I 
think alot of people would be relieved if there were borings or 
if somehow this were addressed and a report sent out to the people • 

Dale Rossow This gentleman said he made test on the Des Moines 
lobe which is Wisconsin glaciation, which is fairly 

recent. We sit on the Kansas glaciation which is very ancient. Why 
wasn't the test made on where we are at instead of somewhere where 

0 • 
> • 

we are not? 

Bob Arco A: The study is applicable anywhere. 

Dale Rossow Q: What is the bedding requirement for your pipeline? 

(Supplemental Response) A: In those cases where the material exca-
vated from the ditch consists primarily 

of rocks, a soil pad of "select" material (soil which does not con
tain rocks) will be placed around and over the pipe. (Response by 
Northern Pipeline Co.). 

Harold Froelich Q: I would like to ask the g~ologist how much rain
water was superimposed on top of this soil when 

he made these tests for permeability. How did you account for 
rainfall? 

Bob Arco A: We didn't look at rainfall per se. 

Harold Froelich Q: Isn't it true that crude oil migrates through 
the soil and that rainfall with the water 

carrying it along that the migration is much faster, is accelerated, 
which is a real life situation? 

Bob Arco A: I'm not sure about that. 

Harold Froelich I would suggest you read some of the recent 
Environmental Pollution Control Agency reports, 

they describe that particular phenomenon where the water in the 
soil drives the crude oil along. 

O· ' . 

Bob Johnson What I would like to do at this time is adjourn the 
(Mediator) meeting and please, if you have any comments, we 
welcome and solicit your letters in the Department and thank you 
all for your interest. 
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Unidentified Q: I live right near the refinery and the purpose of that pipeline 
is to expand production of that refinery. Now, how can they 
attempt to increase production when they are not meeting their 
clean air standards now? 

(Supplemental Response) (Any significant expansion of the Koch Refinery 
at Pine Bend, Minnesota would require a Certificate of Need 
from the Energy Agency. 

The Koch Refinery is currently in violation of ambient so2 
standards. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is currently 
negotiating a stipulated agreement to bring the refinery into 
compliance) • 

The meeting continued with Harry Weed explaining the justification for the pipe
line and the progress on it to date. Bill Martin concluded the preliminary 
remarks by discussing the construction procedure for the pipeline. 

John Dudley Q: I would like to know why you haven't contacted the township 
about this? (Remainder of statement is inaudible on tapes.) 

Al Wald A: The Environmental Impact Statement process is a preliminary 
process to the regulatory process. I'm sure the townships will be contacted. 

Bill Sachs Q: I am concerned about the water. I run only 16 feet to water. 
My question is, what happens in case of a spill? Does the 
oil pollute all our water? I have another question on this 
right-of-way. How close will your new route be, or would 
you be in the same right-of-way that Northern States Power 
Company has? They have a power line on my property and your 
pipeline is going to follow the same direction. Are you 
going to be in Northern States right-of-way, are you going 
to be 50 feet from it, or right next to it, can you tell me 
where? I have one more question. Are you going to bury the 
pipeline very deep or is it going right on top of the water 
table? In case of flood, I would imagine that you will have 
it deep. And the man said he is going to put one pipeline 
in. I got this brown envelope a week ago on the pipeline 
and it sounds like they are going to put in more than one 
line in. My farm is located on Vermillion Poad on County 
Road 66 between County Road 81 and 79. I am 16 feet from 
the surface of the water. 

Al Wald A: If I could point out one thing, a number of these concerns 
that you raised are addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement. I 
would strongly suggest that you read the document for further information. 
We will still attempt to answer those questions .. 

Bill Martin A: The part about putting more than one line in will be marked 
out on the easement. 

Roger Williams 
of the river. 

Harry Weed A: 
right-of-way. 

A: The pipeline will be laid five feet below the deepest part 

The pipeline will be running parallel to Northern States 
They would not let us on their right-of-way. 
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Bob Arco A: ... Lengthy discussion follows concerning the types of ground-
water acquifers and the way water moves through the acquifers. 

Ed Buchwald 

Bob Arco A: 

Q: I thought you were here to listen to us and I hear an awful 
lot of talking from up in f rort and I think a lot of your 
statements can be challenged, especially from Mr. Arco and 
I wonder if you really mean to listen or do you mean to talk . 
I'm not sure if gasoline in Forest Lawn Cemetery is right to 
the point. You ignore the statements by this gentleman about 
need. You stopped questions about need and you allow someone 
else to make a statement. I don't mean to make complications, 
but I am not sure if the questions are being answered. 

My name is Ed Buchwald and I am a geologist here at Carleton 
and I have some questions that I would like to ask of Mr. 
Arco here, that I have written down. I have not had an 
opportunity to completely read this (the EIS) , but first of 
all I would like to ask him if he knows the biological effects 
of phenols on people when you drink water that has phenols in 
it. He passed that off rather lightly . 

It depends on concentration. I'm not a biologist or chemist. 

Ed Buchwald Q: Let me interrupt for a minute and then ask this question and 
have it put into the record. The effect of phenol on people 
who drink it. Also on the separation of the two water 
systems in the ground. You said that there was a separation 
between the till or outwash groundwater and the limerock, 
as it is now being called, and I want to know if you are indeed 
positive that there is no connection between those? 

(Supplemental Response) (See response of Dr. Dennis Cortese at the Dodge City 
meeting, regarding effects of phenols on humans.) 

Bob Arco A: I didn't mean to imply that all they are mostly connected. 
The point I tried to get across is the contamination problem is different. 

Ed Buchwald Q: I have another question then, if they are connected and we 
look at the worst case, which I can't quite agree with, if 
we look at the Draft Addendum on page 91, about the middle 
of the page, where the MPCA says that if approximately 
1,000 barrels of oil might be spilled on 1,000 square feet 
of area, then it could be contained within 50 feet of 
glacial till. This is a major spill and has a relatively 
low probability of occurrence. We've heard the figure this 
afternoon that approximately 240,000 barrels of oil per day 
would, be the projected ultimate level of pumping. If my 
arithmetic is right, twenty-four hours into 240,000 barrels 
of oil is 10,000 barrels per hour. My questions is whether 
or not one would be able to detect the leak and call up the 
operator and turn the valve off or whatever within an hour's 
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time. Even at that point 10 000 barrels is ten times the 
size of the spill the MPCA calls a major spill. Now, it 
would seem to me that this spill would be a super/major 
spill which might be produced in one hours time. That would 
be a short time. I don't know how many of the farmers here 
could walk up and down the pipeline once it is put in. 

Bill Martin A: ( ••. Discussion follows concerning the magnitude of oil spills.) 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendixes II and III for further discussion 
of magnitude of spills.) 

Marie Jensen Q~l I would like to ask a question of Mr. Martin. When you were 
discussing the process of laying the pipeline you dind't 
mention the final inspection before the ground is refilled. 
I wonder when that takes place. I have a few more questions. 
Is the farmer notified when the inspection will take place 
so that he can go along, and is somebody from DNR going to 
go along or some representative from the state? 

Bill Martin A: I'm glad you brought that up because I failed in my pre
sentation to tell you~ We will have company inspectors who will be inspecting 
the contractor. 

(Supplemental Response) (Every reasonable attempt will be made to notify 
the landowner and obtain permission prior to surveying. In cases where 
this cannot be done, care is taken not to disturb livestock or damage 
crops. In the event damages result the landowner will be compensated for 
these damages based on his negotiation with the company. The concerns 
noted here are recognized, and various methods have been considered to 
guarantee landowner rights and assist landowners in dealing with these 
problems. The best way for landowners to safeguard their rights and 
interests is through their right-of-way or easement agreement with the 
pipeline company. The State also proposes to have a liaison worker on 
sites during construction - see Appendix XI). 

Al Huston Q: I'll step over here so that I can talk to these folks too, 
because I think anybody who has anything to say ought to 
speak up where everybody can hear you. And I would like to 
say about the inspection of the pipeline> you notice that 
this inspection is being carried on by the inspectors, and 
it doesn't make any difference whether you have a chief 
inspector or four flunkies below him. It is a company 
inspection, not the state, or not someone who is concerned 
with your interests. They are concerned with the company's 
interests and the saving of their own oil, their own problem. 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix XI ) 

Al Huston (continuing) : Now getting back to the question of the DNR. The 
Department of Natural Resources is conducting hearings on the 
Environmental Impact Statement on the route of this pipeline 
to discover if there are environmental impacts along the route 
of this pipeline. I would get back to one other point and that 
is the DNR exercises regulatory authority for the inspection 
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of the pipeline under rivers or streams. You control that 
and I think from your book you would make spot checks so that 
25% of the welds are inspected at stream crossings and the 
company will make, has offered to make, random checks over 
the line so that at least 10% of the welds of the pipeline 
are inspected. And I say let's have 100% inspection of all 
of these welds so there is no chance for leakage from the 
seams. And I think there is something we could get through 
the state regulatory authority, but there is not any legal 
authority by which we can enforce this sort of requirement. 
This is a pathetic situation. I realize the DNR is not in the 
position of being a regulatory authority. They are assigned 
certain responsibilities, but they do not extend to the whole 
area. But we do wish we had something in this state and this 
is something people need to write their legislators, contact 
your representatives and let them know exactly what we need. 
I would like to defer to more information about our environ
ment to our geologist, Ed Buchwald • 

(Supplemental Response) (Mr. Huston recognizes the limitations of State 
authority over pipelines. However, the DNR has determined it has regulatory 
authority to require 100% x-raying of welds in sensitive areas where there 
is generally less than 50 feet to bedrock.) 

Ed Buchwald Q: I don't have a statement, but I have come to ask questions 
and I have some more if. you're willing to take them. In the 
Draft Addendum there is a figure 6, if I can find it for you, 
which has a line with a depth to bedrock in this region and 
it is very, very difficult map to read. There is a line on 
it called an isopaches line and it doesn't tell whether the 
fifty feet is on this side or on that side of the line so it 
is impossible to read it and I would think that you would 
want to be sure to correct that before you go on, because it 
makes it very difficult for anyone who understands maps, much 
less for someone who doesn't understand maps, to understand 
what it is trying to say. Furthermore, there is no source 
for that and I have spent considerable time in the libraries 
of the state and talking to other geologists about where 
that information might have come from and it turns out there 
are several publications which show important differences of 
opinion with respect to those thicknesses. I would like to 
think that the Department of Natural Resources ought to f arrn 
out that .·question as to whether the thickness is fifty feet. 
We have heard that the thickness is very, very important 
in terms of its sponging effect in holding the oil before it' 
gets into the very best acquifers. That is not clear at all. 

(Supplemental Response) (The source and legend were inadvertantly omitted 
in the draft. This information is provided in Figure 1.) 

Ed Buchwald(continuing): There is also some question here about the solution 
channels that the geologists has remarked about. Solution 
channels and sinkholes known as karst features are not likely 

to appear through fifty feet of soil. There is a misunderstand
ing on the part of whoever wrote that statement as what a karst 
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feature might be. They can exist well below the till. They 
can be places where the oil can easily seep into. And we have 
already heard that there is a hydraulic connection between the 
overlying deposits and the underlying deposits. So there is 
the possibility of rather large quantities of water soluble 
phenols leaking, and you will want to look at their effect on 
human beings, if they get into some major a.cquifers. That's 
on page 91, it is the last sentence in the middle paragraph. 
It starts with the statement "the solution channels and 
sinkholes known as karst features are not likely to appear as 
surface features through fifty feet of soil." That is true, 
and what it means is that it is very hard to tell if they are 
around. It takes a very, very special technique to discover 
whether those sinkholes are underneath the soilc If you go 
down south of Rochester you can see them right a·t the surface 
and it makes the job easier. You can just move your pipeline 
away from those, but here it is more difficult because they 
are hidden. And it seems to me that the actual proposed 
route and exactly where it goes has to be known. 

(Supplemental Response) (We concur with the cow.ment. The pipeline route was 
moved from the Rochester area to an area which generally has more than 50 
feet of glacial till. It is recognized that there are areas where these 

_are less than 50 feet of till and special protective measures have been 
proposed in these areas. It is recognized these may be hidden sinkholes 
or fractures beneath the till.) 

Ed Buchwald (continuing): And one other question , at least at this point, 
and that is I have not been able to find out what the depth 
of burial will be beneath rivers when you have river crossings, 
how far down is the pipe below the bed of the river itself? 
Can someone answer that? 

(Supplemental Response) (Federal regulations require four feet of cover over 
the pipeline where it passes under all water courses. 

Ed Buchwald Q: Five feet below the water surface or below the bed? So, 
crossing the Cannon River for example .• You are in the 
business here to do it so you got to have the answers, not 
me. I am a citizen who asked a question. 

There is nothing in here that I have been able to find where 
the DNR and their hydrologist tried to determinewhat happens 
to the bed of the river during flood stage and whether the 
bed of the river goes down. And this is a comm.on occurrence 
in most rivers in the United States that are in the alluvium, 
that is, they are not in bedrock themselves. During flooding, 
the river not only goes up, but the bed of the river goes 
down and as the flood ends, the soil and gravel gets filled 
up again and there is a distinct possibility and I really 
don't know if five feet is right-or not,but I would like to 
see that the question has been addressed at least by the 
hydrologist and geologist of the DNR. 

• • • • • • • • 
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Vonny Hagen A: That question will be addressed by the DNR hydrologist at 
the time it comes to issue the stream crossing permit. 

Al Wald A: The Draft Addendum notes a minimum cover of forty inches. 
Now if you think there is more than forty inches of channel 
scour on these rivers, I would like to see your figures. 

Ed Buchwald Q: As I said, it is not my job to do these calculations. I'm 
not part of the DNR. It is my job to make sure that you 
people understand what you are doing. It is not my job 
unless you want to hire me to do it . 

John McNaughton Q: After a flood I've seen channel scour ten feet deep. I 
know the telephone company put a cable through there three 
feet deep and it lasted one year during a flood. Another 
question I got for your friend on your right is Northern 
States would not let you on their right-of-way, is that 
correct? I was just going to suggest that you folks take 
them to court under eminent domain law. That is what they did 
to me. May I make a further statement? They do not need the 
space under the ground except to hold their poles up, so they 
shouldn't object to you. Now that is one thing us fellows 
are objecting to and that is creation of a corridor through 
the section on the half section line about as wide as a 
double lane highway and just another one or two companies 
want to go up through there and you are going to have the 
land under easement from that blacktop east, just east of 
Farmington up to that refinery. You're going to have the 
land under easement up to the half section lines on either 
side. 

Don Ratzlaff Q: Rosemount, as you are aware, has become somewhat of a hub 
of the pipeline industry. We are becoming increasingly 
alarmed at the division of our property. At this time, 
Rosemount has one major concern on the proposed pipeline 
and that is north of County Road 42 to south of County Road 
38. We feel that with minor realignment the pipeline could 
follow existing property lines and easements . 

Eric Johnson Q: I have a couple of questions about the draft EIS. On page 
111 of the original statement there is talk about long term 
effects. You talk about biological and other effects. I 
was wondering what kind of long term effects are being 
considered beyond the term that is being considered in the 
Impact Statement, that is, what sort qf time frame are you 
talking about with how long oil supplies will be carried 
in the pipeline, the length of time the pipeline will last 
without corroding, and the length of time your company will 
be in business. And once that's answered, what goes beyond 
the time frame covered in your statement. Is there 
provisions made for the removal of the pipeline after it is 
no longer useful. What sort of protection do property owners 
have at that point . 
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(Supplemental Response) ( In the event Northern Pipeline Company goes out of 
business, the pipeline is treated as an asset of the firm and would become 
the property of a surviving corporation or in the case of bankruptcy, its 
trustees. The pipeline could be sold to another corporation for its use. 
If this use is other than to transport crude oil, additional permits would 
be required. The pipeline could be dug up and the materials used for 
another pipeline in another location or sold as scrap. The pipeline could 
be abandoned and left in the ground. 

Eric Johnson Q: The point of that question was to ask what kind of provisions 
does the DNR have for easements under waterways and other 
public lands for removal or somehow handling these, because 
if there is protection of this pipe when they are ·in 
business and they go out of business, what happens then? 
Any other possibility I can't imagine other than the pipe 
corroding and caving in. That is something landowners as 
well as those of us paying taxes should be concerned about. 
I have another question too and that is on page 110 of the 
EIS, excuse me, page 100. There is a statement about what 
to do if there is a spill and you talk about water, phenols, 
and so forth. But there is a statement pertaining to farm
land. It says if there is a spill and the topsoil is 
affected, the topsoil will be hauled away. My question is, 
where does it go? And I am asking the question particularly 
because of my concern for landfill, or where do we put all 
our refuse because many people in the state are concerned 
for the future. How long will we have landfills and what 
kind of alternatives are there and where do we put topsoil 
that has been contaminated. 

(Supplemental Response) (In the event of a leak or a spill in the pipeline, 
every effort will be made to recover the oil and to correct the damages. 
These efforts will be closely coordinated with local and state agencies 
having control over the situation. Historically, contaminated soil has 
been treated and disposed of under the directiorr of the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency. They have maintained very close control over the handling 
of such soils. The applicable regulations for the handling of such soils will 
be compiled with. 

Dean Empery Q: What effect does this pipeline have on the assessed valuation 
of property. Does the assessor consider it an improvement, 
if so, who pays the taxation on it? Or is that considered 
under the easement? 

Bill Martin A: To my knowledge, there has been no landowner that has had 
increased taxes. We pay ad valorum tax on the pipeline itself. I don't 
know of any place where the landowner had to pay more taxes. 

Mackey Q: I do know that fuel oil has gone up. What will happen to 
the price? 

(Supplemental Response) (Northern Pipeline Company expects the effect upon 
fuel prices will be to keep the prices at a lower level than any other 
transportation option. 
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Randy Young A: I am with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture and we 
have had an opportunity to review this document and make a 
few comments. As a matter of background, we have been 
reviewing this document in light of the agricultural concerns 
which were raised in it and should have been raised in it . 
We hope other state agencies will review it in light of 
their regulatory authority. We reviewed this document in 
light of two basic areas. First of all, how this document 
envisioned the pipeline affecting the farmer, and secondly, 
how this document envisioned the pipeline affecting the 
natural resource of agricultural land. With that in mind, 
I have a number of comments on some of the items in the 
document. 

On page 14 of the document, where we discuss leak detection 
systems, there is a quotation there from the company dealing 
with a worst case of 308 barrels a day. I think that the 
section should be clarified indicating that the worst case 
is the worst case for a minor leak or infraction and not 
actual worst case situation where in the whole line might 
rupture or a worst case situation-where it might be more 
than just a few minutes to turn off the line. Those types 
of worst case situations would be substantially more 
devasting than that. ' 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix IX, Leak Detection, and various responses 
in Comments/Responses Section) 

Randy Young, Continuing: On page 79 of the document where the document 
gets into the environmental impacts. The lead paragraph, about 
the third line down, our agency feels that the word "possibly" 
should be deleted there, talking about soil dilution due to 
the construction of the pipeline. There are three or four 
places in the document where soil dilution will be an impact 
and the word "possibly" should be taken out of there. Later 
on in that paragraph, there is a discussion of soil productivity 
over the three foot wide trench. I think the section should 
also include a discussion about a decrease in soil fertility 
due to a compaction caused by heavy equipment along the entire 
right-of-way area. 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix VII, Soil Compaction Effects) . 

Randy Young, Continuing: Also, the last two sentences of that paragraph 
deal with damage, "the landowner will be reimbursed for damages 
due to certain items" and it lists three of them. I think a 
more general statement should be included there so that if 
there are more general damages to fences, crops, and drainage 
tiles, that they should be in~luded as well. 

(Supplemental Response) (The Grant-of-Easement will require complete restoration 
of land and improvements. Damage not repaired will entitle the landowner to 
compensation, as a breach of contract) . 
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Randy Young, Continuing: On page 81 of the document, dealing with 
drainage tile, mitigating measure that is proposed to be used 
in this section outlines a steel channel that will be placed 
over the pipeline in the area that has been excavated. I 
have some questions depending on the depth of the tiling in 
that area. First of all, what the size and the depth of the 
anchor blocks on either side of this channel will be and if 
they will be underneath the frost line, and if not, what types 
of problems will upheavel of these blocks in the spring cause 
in disrupting the tiling system. 

(Supplemental Response): (See revised Tile Repair Procedures, Appendix VIII). 

Randy Young, Continuing: On page 87 of the document the second paragraph 
down discusses the fact that there will be small economic 
impact associated with yield reduction resulting from topsoil 
disturbance, et cetera. Also, later on in that paragraph, 
discussion is again made of the three foot wide trench estimat
ing the loss of productivity due to the actual excavation. I 
think that section should be expanded to also cover the 
entire right-of-way when compaction from heavy equipment 
might result. 

(Supplemental Response): (See Appendix VII, Soil Compaction Effects). 

Randy Young, Continuing: On page 88 of the document,the top of the 
paragraph, there is a discussion of the decrease or increase 
of assessed value of the land, I think that it should be made 
clear that you are talking about tax purposes and not about 
possible market value and resale If possible, a discussion 
about decreases or increases or no change in market value 
would be helpful in that area as well 

(Supplemental Response): (Comment noted. See response to Ken Betzold, p. ) . 

Randy Young, Continuing: Section four of the document which is page 99, 
deals with impact mitigation and I think one comment should be 
made here. Our Department is concerned about addressing 
mitigative measures and should any additional mitigative 
measures come about through the regulatory process, that 
these should also be addressed. Our concern there is that 
possibly some mitigative measures that might be anticipated 
or proposed in the regulation process might create other 
impacts upon agricultural land. Those should be addressed 
too, and a mitigative measure should not be weighed by 
itself, but should be taken in relation to the impacts that 
the original mitigative measures may have created. 

(Supplemental Response) : (See Introduction to Final EIS) . 

Randy Young, Continuing: Page 102 of the document, that is section five, 
deals with alternatives and page 102 deals with the railroad 
right-of-way alternative. I think a little more depth in that 
alternative might be reasonable to ask in this document. 
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There are some concerns that are raised that possibly this 
might be a more reasonable alternative to the ones presently 
being proposed. And I think both the pros and cons of that 
alternative should be addressed a little more thoroughly 
than they have been in the document so far. 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix IV of the Final EIS) 

Randy Young, Continuing: I assume that the omission of Appendix A on 
emergency procedures is an oversight and will be provided later . 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix A of original Draft EIS) 

Randy Young, Continuing: Finally, Mr. Moderator, the final appendix 
Appendix H, landowners rights in the document. The second page 
of that appendix, indication is made here, by way of reference 
to the audience, this is the statement which will be going out 
from the company to the landowners. Indication is made in 
there by the company to the landowners. Indication is made in 
there by the company that the purchase of easement will be 
made by information furnished to-the company by various 
sources. I think it would be helpful to the landowners to know 
what sources of information the company used in arriving at 
a purchase price . 

(Supplemental Response) (A new Information Booklet has been prepared and will 
be distributed to all affected landowners) . 

Randy Young, Continuing: The bottom paragraph of that section indicates 
that the landowner has a right to negotiate for a greater 
depth and also the segregation of topsoil in agricultural crop
land areas. I think that should be specified maybe a little 
more clearly so that the landowner knows at what point in the 
process he has to negotiate for this. The way its written 
now, it is rather unclear as exactly when this should take 
place. And I would hate to see a situation where the 
easement is signed and the landowner wants to talk about 
segregation of topsoil and his opportunity has passed already . 

(Supplemental Response) 
points clear) . 

(The new landowners Information Booklet makes these 

Randy Young, Continuing: I hope that these comments will be of use to 
you in completing your final document. 

Unidentified Q: (inaudible comment) •.. the notification of townships and local 
procedures the company must go through for obtaining permits. 

Bob Johnson A: The company will have to obtain all the necessary permits 
from the townships. 
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Unidentified Q: On double ditching, how deep is the first cut. Is the topsoil 
going to be piled over where it is later worked on. 

Bill Martin A: It depends on the depth of your topsoil 

(Supplemental Response) (The topsoil is leveled over a 4-5 foot area (2-7 feet 
from the trench) on the working side. 

The pipe is strung alongside the ditch being laid on skids directly over 
the leveled topsoil. The skids are placed at least 40 feet apart. This 
will remove the possibility of the topsoil becoming packed by vehicles or 
heavy equipment. Welding personnel will walk on the fringe of the topsoil area.) 

Unidentified Q: How far away from the buildings is the pipeline? 

Harry Weed A: The pipeline would be 300 feet away from any buildings. 

Sarah McEneany Q: I guess I don't have a question, just got a statement. You 
expressed that your inspectors would do the inspection, does 
that amount to regulating yourself? Also, your right-of-way 
agent will be making that easement and I just wonder how you 
regulate yourself. How will you know what you have done is 
correct with your evaluation, your easement. Does the farmer 
have any source to go to or does he have to pay his own 
lawyer? I question the company regulating itself. 

(Supplemental Response) (The concerns noted here are recognized, and various 
methods have been considered to guarantee the landowner rights and assist 
landowners in dealing with these problems. The best way for landowners 
to safeguard their rights and interests is through their right-of-way 
or easement agreement with the company. Several state agencies who are 
members of the Environmental Quality Board have worked with the pipeline 
company to incorporate many of these concerns into the right-of-way contract 
and a Landowners Information Booklet. However, landowners should consider 
consulting a lawyer before signing any agreement with the company.) 

Vernon Bushnell Q: There has only been one mention here about heavy equipment 
,crossing land. Now, when it rains, I can't go out there in 
the field. You people, are you going to put that pipeline 

through if it's raining, or will you stop. You have some 
heavy equipment out there, what about compaction of my ground. 
If you get a four inch rain, are you going to stop and wait 
until the conditions are right? 

Roger Williams A: We don't let the contractor weld when its raining and if 
he can't weld, he can't lay any pipe. 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix VII, Soil Compaction Effects. Also, 
landowners will be eligible for additional compensation if unforeseen damages 
occur, such as abnormal compaction caused by workir.g during wet weather.) 

Vernon Bushnell Q: If you have heavy equipment working over shallow tile you 

• • 

• • • • • • • • • 
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could bust it, but you won't see it because it won't be 
near the ditch, it will be forty feet away. Now, how are you 
going to check it? Are you going to go back forty feet 
and check it out? 

Jack Riffe A: We will check tile lines within the entire width of the 
right-of-way . 

Leonard Wunderlich Q: My concern is relative to the situation here that he is 
mentioning. You come out with a release so that when we sign, 
we don't know if our tile is still operational or not. You 
say you check the tile. How do you go about checking the 
tile after you have driven across there with big trucks and 
heavy equipment and have crushed tile? How do you know 
what's under there, how do you check it out? 

Jack Riffe A: We run a sewer snake both ways from the ditch to a 
distance of forty feet . 

Leonard Wunderlich Q: If our tiles are broken after we've signed the release, 
who do we go to after we've signed the release. We may have 
tile out there that isn't working, but we've signed the 
release. Is that the end of the road for us? 

Roger Williams A: You come to us, who else can you go to . 

Leonard Wunderlich Q: Another thing I was going to ask - are we to assume that 
the information listed in this latest impact statement from the 
DNR is correct. I was reading through it and there is one place 
where th~y got $480 labor per foot. Is that correct? 

Harry Weed A: No,that is not correct. It is $4.80 per foot. 

Leonard Wunderlich Q: It is just like with your easement, it is not correct . 
If you had received an easement like that, would you sign it 
where someone just took a pencil and just scratched the 
thing out? I don't think we should have to deal with 
antiquated easements and figures . 

Roger Williams A: I would call it localized easements. We're still 
using them. Now, you got the pencil, so you just write down 
what you want to write . 

Marv Rechtzigel Q: I was listening to the majority of your comments and I can 
see a real easy alternative. If you put this line in and feel 
it is necessary, how about following existing lines. You 
wouldn't have any of the problems of, at least of tile or 
destroying the farmland and the production of the soil, if 
you follow a highway right-of-way or a railroad right-of-way. 
At one of an earlier meetings, it was mentioned that 2300 
acres of prime farmland is involved and you are going to take 
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it out of production forever. 

Al Wald A: Is there any reason why farmland is out of production just 
because a line is there. I've flown over miles of pipeline 
and it appears there is as much corn on the same section 
of the line as in other places. 

Marlin Schwartz Q: You cannot disturb topsoil and bring it back into maximum 
production. Never. 

Bob Johnson A: Now the question I believe was following parallel lines 
such as railroads. 

(Supplemental Response) (Because of the northwest-southeast orientation of the 
proposed route, paralleling property lines which generally run north-south 
and east-west and would also add several miles to the length of the pipeline. 
The primary advantage of paralleling property lines would be that fewer tile 
lines would be intercepted. However, homes, fences, telephone and powerlines, 
and other facilities are usually located along or near property lines. 
Therefore, a route paralleling property lines other than the "railroad route" 
has not been identified or evaluated in the EIS. The primary purpose of the 
EIS is to evaluate the impacts of the project as proposed and of feasible 
alternatives. The EIS process has no authority to require specific routing. 
See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative) 

Ken Betzold Q: First of all, on this topsoil production. We have a pipeline 
running through our farm. There is definitely no crops through 
there, they tend to dry out. The other thing I was wondering 
about is what do you take into consideration in the future for 
the price of these easements,. about what it is going to cost 
you in devaluation of your land in case some industry or some
thing comes, you have an easemenb running through the middle of 
your 80 or 160 and probably is going to mean they are going to 
not want the whole thing because it is right in the middle of 
where they want to build. Where the farm right next to you, 

the value of that land will probably be alot more, due to the 
fact that there was no easement running through it. 

• 
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• (Supplemental Response) (At this time, it is not possible to determine if and 

how a pipeline would affect the property values of agricultural land. Ill 
Althouqh the affect may have not been substantial in the past, the increased 1111 
awareness of the impacts of pipelines and powerline may very well change this 
in the future. Over the past 3 years the public's consciousness of these is- ·····j 

sues have been raised by farmers protecting such projects and the news media's 
coverage of the issues. The market value of property, among many other things, 
is based upon the buyer's "perception" of the desirability of the property. E ... :: 
A negative perception of property containing a pipeline may, in some cases, II 
be translated into a lower market value for the property. The Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture is presently conducting an attitude survey of 
farm owners in an attempt to shed some light on this theory.) • 

• 
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Al Huston Q: You raised the question that has been suggested several times 
that the pipeline be routed along the Great Western Railroad, 
which is probably a little bit out of the way. But I would 
like to ask a question of DNR. Have you taken soil borings 
on soil test along the railroad right-of-way? 

Vonny Hagen A: The Department hasn't done soil borings anywhere. We're 
limited in the amount of money that can be eKpended on this 
original data. We depend on other agencies for information, 

Al Huston Q: Mr. Chairman, If the pipeline must be routed in an area where 
there is not that 50 feet of glacial till, what requirement 
do you recommend? 

(Supplemental Response) (The DNR and the PCA have concluded that requiring 
the standards for stream crossings in these sensitive areas is appropriate. 
This will be a permit condition.) 

Mark Godfrey Q: I had a question on pages 14 and--15 of the Environmental 
Impact Statement. I was wondering when you say that there 
is a worst case analysis that is on the order of 154 barrels. 
On a ten minute short term sampling time that assumes a 10 
percent detection capability, then you go on to give an 
example of multiplying the number of barrels per hour times 
the number of minutes, then multiplying that by .10. I think 
that with a ten percent detection capability you would 
increase the amount of a spill instead of decrease for one 
thing. And another thing, you go on to say in the case of 
a spill, a pilot would be put into the air to determine the 
exact location of the spill within a couple miles of the 
nearest valve, if the spill had not been located already. 
And then, also you say the manual shut off valves are 
located every 15 miles and automatic shutoff valves con
trolled electronically to reduce the amount of oil loss. 
If a break occurs far downstream from a valve, the time it 
takes to shut off makes it virtually worthless because of 
the flow of gravity. I am just wondering how close are 
these meters and actually how close is the actual response 
time to ten minutes • 

Roger Williams A: The meters are 475 miles apart, one at either end of 
the line and the response is immediate . 

(Supplemental Response) (See also Appendix IX, Leak Detection). 

Unidentified Q: I noticed where it said in the Impact Statement that the 
pipeline would have to stay 100 to 200 feet away from the 
railroad in case of derailment. How shallow are you 
planning on putting in the pipe? If you put it 5 feet deep 
would that be protection? 
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Bill Martin A: We were still planning to put 3 feet of cover. 

(Supplemental Response) 
easement agreement.) 

(Unless greater cover is required by terms of the 

Unidentified Q: Are you going to pick up all those rocks if they keep 
coming up several years later? 

(Supplemental Response) (Rocks are to be removed by the contractor to prevent 
them from frost-heaving into a farmer's field at a later date.) 

Unidentified Q: What are the sources of your research? 

Vonny Hagen A: Several sources. Biocentrics was the consulting firm. 

Unidentified Q: In the Impact Statement on Reserve Mining the researchers 
worked for the company. Was that true of this statement? 

Al Wald A: The expertise of that document reflects the participation 
of the state agencies, including the Pollution Control Agency 
and the Energy Agency. 

(Supplemental Response) (Consultants were also used in the Reserve EIS. 
In the case of Northern Pipeline, the State subsequently retained an 
agricultural engineering firm. 

Unidentified Q: On the map you show the route going right through my farm, 
but I wasn't even contacted. 

Al Wald A: That alignment is just a general one for the discussion 
of environmental impacts. 

(Supplemental Response) (There is no State requirement that a pipeline company 
must notify landowners regarding a proposed route.) 

Unidentified Q: What about frost heaving up this pipeline? 

(Supplemental Response) (The weight of the pipe plus the weight of the product 
will prevent the pipe from being frost-heaved) • 

Unidentified Q: Once the water is polluted, no amount of money will make 
the water clean again. 

Al Wald A: I think our geologist friend can help, some of those 
aquifers are difficult to contaminate. Do you want to 
comment on that. I know you have much information. 

• • • 
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Ed Buchwald A: As a matter of fact, I don't have nearly as much informa
tion as you might think I have.One of the great concerns in 
southern Minnesota, southeastern Minnesota, is where the 
recharge areas are for the deep aquifers we are dealing with 
and our knowledge of how that entire hydraulic system works 
is about equivalent to the kind of knowledge people have 
about the automobile. You get in and turn the key and somehow 
it works if you press the right pedals. Compared to the know
ledge a superb mechanic might have, and that is about where 
we are in understanding the relationship of where the water 
comes in and how it moves through the rocks and what happens 
when we take it out. There are some very difficult questions 
to answer about that and one of the things that truly disturbs 
me is that somehow that there is a lot of tax money in these 
kind of reports and I don't have confidence in what I read here 
and it bothers me. By and large, I sort of know the rocks and 
soils and water of these areas and I don't see how these people 
here are going to make judgements and that is what we are 
really asking them to do. I mean, you talk as though this 
line were already built or about to be layed down and you 
are trying to sooth these people and yet you have not given 
them the kind of information where they can feel confortable 
with what's happening. If I can't feel comfortable with it, 
by God, I don't see how they can feel canfortable and that is 
the point I'd like to make. 

Mahlon Hildebrand Q: I go along with that and I think first of all we should 
have some research and know what we are doing here. We can't 
afford to contaminate our water supply. We need oil, every
body here uses it, but you know we need water a·lot worse and 
I think that is one thing we ought to take into consideration. 
Another thing is, I think every effort should be made to 
avoid prime farmland. It just doesn't make any sense in 
this day and age to cut through at random, through prime 
farmland unless it is absolutely necessary. It just doesn't 
make any sense. You should use corridors, existing corridors, 
whether it be an existing pipeline, or highway, a rail or 
whatever, but not start brand new corridors. 

(Supplemental Response) (The Department of Health is presently conducting 
studies in southeastern Minnesota as is the Minnesota Geological Survey.) 

Erran Brasky Q: I have a question about the use of the railroads. As I 
understand it, the limitation is the threat of derailment 
and you would have to go too deep to avoid damage to the pipe. 
Assuming that this is the major problem in the use of the 
Great Western, which goes on, as I see from the map, if 
figure 6 is correct But as far as Hayfield, there was a 
proposal to use the Great Western just as far as Hayfield south. 
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I see that up to the bluffs north of Hayfield, the Great 
Western is supposedly within this 50 foot line. I would 
like to know how deep these railroad cars go in case of 
derailment. I realize that there is a problem about going 
around towns, but again that is true under the present 
line also. 

(Supplemental Response) (See Appendix IV, Railroad Alternative.) 

Bob Johnson Q: Does anyone else want to make a statement or ask a question? 
If not, we will consider this meeting adjourned and thank 
you for your attention. 

• 




